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THE QUEEN OF HEARTS.

BROTHER GRIFFITH'S STORY

OF

MAD MONKTON.

CHAPTER I.

The Monktons of Wincot Abbey bore a sad

character for want of sociability in our

county. They never went to other people's

houses, and excepting my father, and a

lady and her daughter living near them,

never received anybody under their own

roof.

Proud as they all certainly were, it was
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2 THE QUEEN OF HEARTS.

not pride but dread which kept them thus

apart from their neighbours. The family-

had suffered for generations past from the

horrible affliction of hereditary insanity, and

the members of it shrank from exposing

their calamity to others, as they must have

exposed it if they had mingled with the busy

little world around them. There is a fright-

ful story of a crime committed in past times

by two of the Monktons, near relatives,

from which the first appearance of the in-

sanity was always supposed to date, but it is

needless for me to shock anyone by repeating

it. It is enough to say that at intervals al-

most every form of madness appeared in

the family ; monomania being the most fre-

quent manifestation of the affliction among

them. I have these particulars, and one or

two yet to be related, from my father.

At the period of my youth but three of

the Monktons were left at the Abbey: Mr. and
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Mrs. Monkton, and their only child, Alfred,

heir to the property. The one other member

of this, the elder, branch of the family who

was then alive, was Mr. Monkton's younger

brother, Stephen. He was an unmarried

man, possessing a fine estate in Scotland;

but he lived almost entirely on the Continent,

and bore the reputation of being a shameless

profligate. The family at Wincot held al-

most as little communication with him as

with their neighbours.

I have already mentioned my father, and

a lady and her daughter, as the only pri-

-vileged people who were admitted into

Wincot Abbey.

My father had been an old school and

college friend of Mr. Monkton, and acci-

dent had brought them so much together

in later life, that their continued intimacy

at Wincot was quite intelligible. I am

not so well able to account for the friendly

B 2
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terms on which Mrs. Elmslie (the lady to

whom I have alluded) lived with the Monk-

tons. Her late husband had been dis-

tantly related to Mrs. Monkton, and my

father was her daughter's guardian. But

even these claims to friendship and regard

never seemed to me strong enough to ex-

plain the intimacy between Mrs. Elmslie

and the inhabitants of the Abbey. Intimate

however they certainly were, and one result

ol the constant interchange of visits be-

tween the two families in due time declared

itself: Mr. Monkton's son and Mrs. Elms-

lie's daughter became attached to each

other.

I had no opportunities of seeing much of

the young lady ; I only remember her at that

time as a delicate, gentle, lovable girl, the

very opposite in appearance, and apparently in

character also, to Alfred Monkton. But

perhaps that was one reason why they fell
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in love with each other. The attachment

was soon discovered, and was far from be-

ing disapproved by the parents on either

side. In all essential points, except that

of wealth, the Elmslies were nearly the

equals of the Monktons, and want of

money in a bride was of no consequence

to the heir of Wincot. Alfred, it was well

known, would succeed to thirty thousand a

year on his father's death.

Thus, though the parents on both sides

thought the young people not old enough

to be married at once, they saw no

reason why Ada and Alfred should not

be engaged to each other, with the un-

derstanding that they should be united

when young Monkton came of age, in two

years* time. The person to be con-

sulted in the matter, after the parents,

was my father in his capacity of Ada's

guardian. He knew that the family misery
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had shown itself many years ago in Mrs.

Monkton, who was her husband's cousin.

The illness, as it was significantly called,

had been palliated by careful treatment, and

was reported to have passed away. But

my father was not to be deceived. He

knew where the hereditary taint still lurked

;

he viewed with horror the bare possibility

of its reappearing one day in the children

of his friend's only daughter ; and he posi-

tively refused his consent to the marriage

engagement.

The result was that the doors of the

Abbey and the doors of Mrs. Elmslie's

house were closed to him. This suspension

of friendly intercourse had lasted but a

very short time, when Mrs. Monkton died.

Her husband, who was fondly attached to

her, caught a violent cold while attending

her funeral. The cold was neglected, and

settled on his lungs. In a few months'
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time, he followed his wife to the grave,

and Alfred was left master of the grand

old Abbey, and the fair lands that spread

all around it.

At this period Mrs. Elmslie had the in-

delicacy to endeavour a second time to

procure my father's consent to the marriage

engagement. He refused it again more

positively than before. More than a year

passed away. The time was approaching

fast when Alfred would be of age. I re-

turned from college to spend the long

vacation at home, and made some advances

towards bettering my acquaintance with

young Monkton. They were evaded—cer-

tainly with perfect politeness, but still in

such a way as to prevent me from offer-

ing my friendship to him again. Any mor-

tification I might have felt at this petty

repulse, under ordinary circumstances, was

dismissed from my mind by the occurrence
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of a real misfortune in our household. For

some months past my father's health had

been failing, and, just at the time of which

I am now writing, his sons had to mourn

the irreparable calamity of his death.

This event, through some informality or

error in the late Mr. Elmslie's will, left

the future of Ada's life entirely at her

mother's disposal. The consequence was the

immediate ratification of the marriage en-

gagement to which my father had so stead-

ily refused his consent. As soon as the

fact was " publicly announced, some of Mrs.

Elmslie's more intimate friends, who were ac-

quainted with the reports affecting the

Monkton family, ventured to mingle with

their formal congratulations one or two

significant references to the late Mrs. Monk-

ton, and some searching inquiries as to the

disposition of her son.

Mrs. Elmslie always met these polite
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hints with one bold form of answer. She

first admitted the existence of those reports

about the Monktons which her friends were

unwilling to specify distinctly ; and then de-

clared that they were infamous calumnies.

The hereditary taint had died out of the

family generations back. Alfred was the

best, the kindest, the sanest of human beings.

He loved study and retirement ; Ada sym-

pathised with his tastes, and had made

her choice unbiassed ; if any more hints

were dropped about sacrificing her by her

marriage, those hints would be viewed as

so many insults to her mother, whose affec-

tion for her it was monstrous to call in

question. This way of talking silenced peo-

ple, but did not convince them. They be-

gan to suspect, what was indeed the ac-

tual truth, that Mrs. Elmslie was a sel-

fish, worldly, grasping woman, who wanted

to get her daughter well married, and
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cared nothing for consequences as long as

she saw Ada mistress of the greatest es-

tablishment in the whole county.

It seemed, however, as if there was some

fatality at work to prevent the attainment

of Mrs. Elmslie's great object in life. Hardly

was one obstacle to the ill-omened marriage

removed by my father s death, before another

succeeded it, in the shape of anxieties and

difficulties caused by the delicate state of

Ada's health. Doctors were consulted in

all directions, and the result of their advice

was that the marriage must be deferred,

and that Miss Elmslie must leave England

for a certain time, to reside in a warmer

climate ; the south of France, if I remem-

ber rightly. Thus it happened that just

before Alfred came of age, Ada and her

mother departed for the Continent, and the

union of the two young people was under-

stood to be indefinitely postponed.
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Some curiosity was felt in the neighbour-

hood as to what Alfred Monkton would do

under these circumstances. Would he fol-

low his lady-love? Would he go yachting?

Would he throw open the doors of the old

Abbey at last, and endeavour to forget the

absence of Ada and the postponement of

his marriage in a round of gaieties? He

did none of these things. He simply re-

mained at Wincot, living as suspiciously

strange and solitary a life as his father

had lived before him. Literally, there was

now no companion for him at the Abbey

but the old priest—the Monktons, I should

have mentioned before, were Roman Catho-

lics—who had held the office of tutor to

Alfred from his earliest years. He came of

age, and there was not even so much as a

private dinner-party at Wincot to celebrate

the event. Families in the neighbourhood

determined to forget the offence which his
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father^s reserve had given them, and invited

him to their houses. The invitations were

politely declined. Civil visitors called reso-

lutely at the Abbey, and were as reso-

lutely bowed away from the doors as soon

as they had left their cards. Under this

combination of sinister and aggravating cir-

cumstances, people in all directions took

to shaking their heads mysteriously when

the name of Mr. Alfred Monkton was

mentioned, hinting at the family calamity,

and wondering peevishly or sadly, as their

tempers inclined them, what he could pos-

sibly do to occupy himself month after month

in the lonely old house.

The right answer to this question was not

easy to find. It was quite useless, for exam-

ple, to apply to the priest for it. He was a

very quiet, polite old gentleman ; his replies

were always excessively ready and civil, and

appeared at the time to convey an immense
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quantity of information, but when they came

to be reflected on, it was universally observed

that nothing tangible could ever be got out

of them. The housekeeper, a weird old

woman, with a very abrupt and repelling

manner, was too fierce and taciturn to be

safely approached. The few indoor servants

had all been long enough in the family to

have learnt to hold their tongues iu public

as a regular habit. It was only from the

farm-servants who supplied the table at the

Abbey, that any information could be ob-

tained ; and vague enough it was when they

came to communicate it.

Some of them had observed the "young

master" walking about the library with

heaps of dusty papers in his hands. Others

had heard odd noises in the uninhabited

parts of the Abbey, had looked up, and

had seen him forcing open the old windows,

as if to let light and air into rooms sup-
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posed to have been shut close for years

and years ; or had discovered him stand-

ing on the perilous summit of one of the

crumbling turrets, never ascended before

within their memories, and popularly consi-

dered to be inhabited by the ghosts of the

monks who had once possessed the build-

ing. The result of these observations and

discoveries, when they were communicated

to others, was of course to impress every

one with a firm belief that ^^poor young

Monkton was going the way that the rest

of the family had gone before him :
" which

opinion always appeared to be immensely

strengthened in the popular mind by a con-

viction—founded on no particle of evidence

—that the priest was at the bottom of all

the mischief.

Thus far I have spoken from hearsay evi-

dence mostly. What I have next to tell will

be the result of my own personal experience.
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CHAPTER II.

About five months after Alfred Monkton

came of age I left college, and resolved to

amuse and instruct myself a little by travel-

ling abroad.

At the tinte when I quitted England,

young Monkton was still leading his secluded

life at the Abbey, and was, in the opinion

of everybody, sinking rapidly, if he had

not already succumbed, under the hereditary

curse of his family. As to the Elmslies,

report said that Ada had benefited by her

sojourn abroad, and that mother and daugh-

ter were on their way back to England to
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resume their old relations with the heir

of Wincot. Before they returned, I was

away on my travels, and wandered half

over Europe, hardly ever planning whither

I should shape my course beforehand.

Chance, which thus led me everywhere,

led me at last to Naples. There I met

with an old school-friend, who was one of

the attaches at the English embassy ; and

there began the extraordinary events in con-

nexion with Alfred Monkton which form

the main interest of the story I am now

relating.

I was idling away the time one morn-

ing with my friend the attache, in the garden

of the Villa Keale, when we were passed

by a young man, walking alone, who ex-

changed bows with my friend.

I thought I recognised the dark eager

eyes, the colourless cheeks, the strangely-

vigilant, anxious expression which I remem-
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bered in past times as cliaracteristic of Alfred

Monkton^s face, and was about to question

my friend on the subject, when he gave

me unasked the information of which I was

in search.

" That is Alfred Monkton," said he ;
'' he

comes from your part of England. You

ought to know him."

^^ I do know a little of him," I answered
;

"he was engaged to Miss Elmslie when I

was last in the neighbourhood of Wincot. Is

he married to her yet ?
"

" No ; and he never ought to be. He

has gone the way of the rest of the family

;

or, in plainer words, he has gone mad."

" Mad ! But I ought not to be surprised

at hearing that, after the reports about him

in England."

" I speak from no reports ; I speak from

what he has said and done here before

VOL. II. c
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me, and before hundreds of other people.

Surely you must have heard of it ?
"

*^ Never. I have been out of the way

of news from Naples or England for months

past.''

^* Then I have a very extraordinary story

to tell you. You know, of course, that

Alfred had an uncle, Stephen Monkton.

Well, some time ago, this uncle fought a

duel in the Roman states, with a French-

man, who shot him dead. The seconds and

the Frenchman (who was unhurt) took to

flight in different directions, as it is supposed.

We heard nothing here of the details of the

duel till a month after it happened, when

one of the French journals published an

account of it, taken from papers left by

Monkton's second, who died at Paris of

consumption. These papers stated the man-

ner in which the duel was fought, and how

it terminated, but nothing more. The surviv-
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ing second and the Frenchman have never

been traced from that time to this. All

that anybody knows, therefore, of the duel

is that Stephen Monkton was shot ; an event

which nobody can regret, for a greater

scoundrel never existed. The exact place

where he died, and what was done with

his body, are still mysteries not to be

penetrated."

*^ But what has all this to do with

Alfred ?
"

" Wait a moment, and you will hear. Soon

after the news of his uncle's death reached

England, what do you think Alfred did ? He

actually put off his marriage with Miss Elms-

lie, which was then about to be celebrated,

to come out here in search of the burial-place

of his wretched scamp of an uncle. And no

power on earth will now induce him to re-

turn to England and to Miss Elmslie, until

he has found the body, and can take it

c2
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back with him to be buried with all the

other dead Monktons, in the vault under

Wincot Abbey Chapel. He has squan-

dered his money, pestered the police, ex-

posed himself to the ridicule of the men

and the indignation of the women for the

last three months, in trying to achieve his

insane purpose, and is now as far from

it as ever. He will not assign to any-

body the smallest motive for his conduct.

You can't laugh him out of it, or rea-

son him out of it. When we met him just

now, I happen to know that he was on

his way to the office of the police minister,

to send out fresh agents to search and

inquire through the Koman states for

the place where his uncle was shot. And

mind, all this time, he professes to be

passionately in love with Miss Elmslie, and

to be miserable at his separation from her.

Just think of that ! And then think of his
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self-imposed absence from her here, to

hunt after the remains of a wretch who

was a disgrace to the family, and whom

he never saw but once or twice in his life.

Of all the * Mad Monktons,' as they used

to call them in England, Alfred is the

maddest. He is actually our principal ex-

citement in this dull opera season ; though,

for my own part, when I think of the

poor girl in England, I am a great deal

more ready to despise him than to laugh

at him,"

" You know the Elmslies, then ?
"

" Intimately. The other day my mother

wrote to me from England, after having

seen Ada. This escapade of Monkton's

has outraged all her friends. They have

been entreating her to break off the match,

which it seems she could do if she liked.

Even her mother, sordid and selfish as she

is, has been obliged at last, in common
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decency, to side with the rest of the family
;

but the good faithful girl won't give Monk-

ton up. She humours his insanity, declares

he gave her a good reason, in secret, for

going away ; says she could always make him

happy when they were together in the

old Abbey, and can make him still happier

when they are married ; in short, she loves

him dearly, and will therefore believe in

him to the last. Nothing shakes her ; she

has made up her mind to throw away her

life on him, and she will do it."

^* I hope not. Mad as his conduct looks

to us, he may have some sensible reason

for it that we cannot imagine. Does his

mind seem at all disordered when he talks

on ordinary topics ?
''

" Not in the least. When you can get

him to say anything, which is not often, he

talks like a sensible, well-educated man.

Keep silence about his precious errand here,
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and you would fancy him the gentlest and

most temperate of human beings. But touch

the subject of his vagabond of an uncle,

and the Monkton madness comes out directly.

The other night a lady asked him, jest-

ingly of course, whether he had ever seen

his uncle's ghost. He scowled at her like

a perfect fiend, and said that he and his

uncle would answer her question together

some day, if they came from hell to do

it. We laughed at his words, but the lady

fainted at his looks, and we had a scene of

hysterics and hartshorn in consequence. Any

other man would have been kicked out of the

room for nearly frightening a pretty woman

to death in that way ; but ^ Mad Monkton,'

as we have christened him, is a privileged

lunatic in Neapolitan society, because he is

English, good-looking, and worth thirty thou-

sand a year. He goes out everywhere, under

the impression that he may meet with some-
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body who has been let into the secret of

the place where the mysterious duel was

fought. If you are introduced to him, he

is sure to ask you whether you know

anything about it ; but beware of follow-

ing up the subject after you have an-

swered him, unless you want to make

sure that he is out of his senses. In that

case, only talk of his uncle, and the re-

sult will rather more than satisfy

you."

A day or two after this conversation

with my friend the attache, I met Monk-

ton at an evening party.

The moment he heard my name men-

tioned, his face flushed up ; he drew me

away into a comer, and referring to his

cool reception of my advance, years ago^

towards making his acquaintance, asked

my pardon for what he termed his inex-

cusable ingratitude with an earnestness and
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an agitation which utterly astonished me.

His next proceeding was to question me,

as my friend had said he would, about

the place of the mysterious duel.

An extraordinary change came over him

while he interrogated me on this point. In-

stead of looking into my face as they had

looked hitherto, his eyes wandered away, and

fixed themselves intensely, almost fiercely,

either on the perfectly empty wall at our

side, or on the vacant space between the

wall and ourselves— it was impossible to say

which. I had come to Naples from Spain

by sea, and briefly told him so, as the best

way of satisfying him that I could not assist

his inquiries. He pursued them no further;

and mindful of my friend's warning, I

took care to lead the conversation to

general topics. He looked back at me

directly, and as long as we stood in our

corner, his eyes never wandered away again
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to the empty wall or the vacant space at

our side.

Though more ready to listen than to speak,

his conversation, when he did talk, had no

trace of anything the least like insanity

about it. He had evidently read, not gene-

rally only, but deeply as well, and could

apply his reading with singular felicity to

the illustration of almost any subject under

discussion, neither obtruding his knowledge

absurdly, nor concealing it affectedly. His

manner was in itself a standing protest

against such a nickname as ^^ Mad Monkton."

He was so shy, so quiet, so composed and

gentle in all his actions, that at times I

should have been almost inclined to call him

effeminate. We had a long talk together on

the first evening of our meeting; we often

saw each other afterwards, and never lost a

single opportunity of bettering our acquaint-

ance. I felt that he had taken a liking
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to me, and in spite of what I had heard about

his behaviour to Miss Elmslie, in spite of the

suspicions which the history of his family and

his own conduct had arrayed against him,

I began to like '^Mad Monkton" as much

as he liked me. We took many a quiet

ride together in the country, and sailed

often along the shores of the Bay on either

side. But for two eccentricities in his con-

duct which I could not at all understand,

I should soon have felt as much at my ease in

his society as if he had been my own

brother.

The first of these eccentricities consisted

in the reappearance on several occasions of

the odd expression in his eyes, which I had

first seen when he asked me whether I

knew anything about the duel. No matter

what we were talking about, or where we

happened to be, there were times when

he would suddenly look away from my
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face, now on one side of me, now on the

other, but always where there was nothing

to see, and always with the same intensity

and fierceness in his eyes. This looked so

like madness—or hypochondria, at the least

—that I felt afraid to ask him about it,

and always pretended not to observe him.

The second peculiarity in his conduct

was that he never referred, while in my

company, to the reports about his errand

at Naples, and never once spoke of Miss

Elmslie, or of his life at Wincot Abbey. This

not only astonished me, but amazed those

who had noticed our intimacy, and who

had made sure that I must be the de-

positary of all his secrets. But the time

was near at hand when this mystery, and

some other mysteries of which I had no

suspicion at that period, were all to be

revealed.

I met him one night at a large ball,
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given by a Russian nobleman, whose name I

could not pronounce then, and cannot remem-

ber now. I had wandered away from recep-

tion-room, ball-room, and card-room, to a

small apartment at one extremity of the

palace, which was half conservatory, half

boudoir, and which had been prettily illu-

minated for the occasion, with Chinese Ian-

thorns. Nobody was in the room when I

got there. The view over the Mediterranean,

bathed in the bright softness of Italian

moon-light, was so lovely, that I remained

for a long time at the window, looking

out, and listening to the dance music which

faintly reached me from the ball-room. My

thoughts were far away with the relations

I had left in England, when I was startled

out of them by hearing my name softly

pronounced.

I looked round directly, and saw

Monkton standing in the room. A livid
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paleness overspread his face, and his eyes

were turned away from me with the same

extraordinary expression in them to which

I have already alluded.

"Do you mind leaving the ball early

to-night ?" he asked, still not looking at

me.

"Not at all/' said I. "Can I do any-

thing for you ? Are you ill ?
'^

" No, at least nothing to speak of. Will

you come to my rooms ?
"

" At once, if you like."

" No, not at once. / must go home

directly ; but don't you come to me for half

an hour yet. You have not been at my

rooms before, I know ; but you will easily

find them out, they are close by. There

is a card with my address. I must speak

to you to-night ; my life depends on it.

Pray come ! for God's sake come when the

half hour is up !

"
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I promised to be punctual, and he left me

directly.

Most people will be easily able to imagine

the state of nervous impatience and vague

expectation in which I passed the allotted

period of delay, after hearing such words

as those Monkton had spoken to me. Before

the half hour had quite expired, I began

to make my way out through the ball-

room.

At the head of the staircase, my friend

the attache met me.

" What ! going away already ? " said he.

" Yes ; and on a very curious expedition.

I am going to Monkton's rooms, by his

own invitation."

" You don't mean it ! Upon my honour,

you're a bold fellow to trust yourself alone

with * Mad Monkton ' when the moon is at

the fuU."

" He is ill, poor fellow. Besides, I
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don't think him half as mad as you

do."

^' We wont dispute about that ; but mark

my words, he has not asked you to go

where no visitor has ever been admitted

before, without a special purpose. I

predict that you will see or hear something

to-night which you will remember for the rest

of your life."

We parted. When I knocked at the

courtyard gate of the house where Monkton

lived, my friend's last words on the palace

staircase recurred to me ; and though I had

laughed at him when he spoke them, I

began to suspect even then that his pre-

diction would be fulfilled.
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CHAPTER III.

The porter who let me into the house where

Monkton lived, directed me to the floor on

which his rooms were situated. On getting

up stairs, I found his door on the land-

ing ajar. He heard my footsteps, I suppose,

for he called to me to come in before I

could knock.

I entered, and found him sitting by the

table, with some loose letters in his hand,

which he was just tying together into a

packet. I noticed, as he asked me to sit

down, that his expression looked more com-

posed, though the paleness had not yet

left his face. He thanked me for coming

;

VOL. II. D
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repeated that he had something very im-

portant to say to me; and then stopped

short, apparently too much embarrassed to

proceed. I tried to set him at his ease

by assuring him that if my assistance or

advice could be of any use, I was ready to

place myself and my time heartily and un-

reservedly at his service.

As I said this, I saw his eyes beginning

to wander away from my face—to wander

slowly, inch by inch as it were, until they

stopped at a certain point, with the same

fixed stare into vacancy which had so often

startled me on former occasions. The whole

expression of his face altered as I had never

yet seen it alter; he sat before me, looking

like a man in a death-trance.

" You are very kind," he said, slowly and

faintly, speaking, not to me, but in the

direction in which his eyes were still

fixed. I know you can help me ; but
—

"
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He stopped; his face whitened horribly,

and the perspiration broke out all over it.

He tried to continue ; said a word or two
;

then stopped again. Seriously alarmed

about him, I rose from my chair, with the

intention of getting him some water from a

jug which I saw standing on a side

table.

He sprang up at the same moment. All

the suspicions I had ever heard whispered

against his sanity flashed over my mind in

an instant ; and I involuntarily stepped back

a pace or two.

" Stop,'' he said, seating himself again

;

" don't mind me ; and don't leave your

chair. I want—I wish, if you please, to

make a little alteration, before we say any-

thing more. Do you mind sitting in a

strong light ?
"

" Not in the least."

I had hitherto been seated in the shade

D 2
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of his reading-lamp, the only light in the

room.

As I answered him, he rose again ; and

going into another apartment, returned with

a large lamp in his hand ; then took two

candles from the side table, and two others

from the chimney-piece
;
placed them all, to

my amazement, together, so as to stand

exactly between us; and then tried to light

them. His hand trembled so, that he was

obliged to give up the attempt, and allow

me to come to his assistance. By his direc-

tion I took the shade off the reading-lamp,

after I had lit the other lamp and the four

candles. When we sat down again, with

this concentration of light between us,

his better and gentler manner began to

return ; and while he now addressed me,

he spoke without the slightest hesitation.

^^ It is useless to ask whether you have

heard the reports about me," he said; "I
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know that you have. My purpose to-night

is to give you some reasonable explanation

of the conduct which has produced those

reports. My secret has been hitherto con-

fided to one person only ; I am now about

to trust it to your keeping, with a special

object which will appear as I go on. First,

however, I must begin by telling you exactly

what the great difficulty is which obliges

me to be still absent from England. I

want your advice and your help ; and, to

conceal nothing from you, I want also to

test your forbearance and your friendly

sympathy, before I can venture on thrusting

my miserable secret into your keeping. Will

you pardon this apparent distrust of your

frank and open character—this apparent in-

gratitude for your kindness towards me ever

since we first met ?
''

I begged him not to speak of these things,

but to go on.
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^' You know,'^ he proceeded, " that I am

here to recover the body of my Uncle

Stephen, and to carry it back with me to

our family-burial place in England ; and you

must also be aware that I have not yet suc-

ceeded in discovering his remains. Try to

pass over for the present whatever may seem

extraordinary and incomprehensible in such

a purpose as mine is ; and read this news-

paper article, where the ink-line is traced.

It is the only evidence hitherto obtained on

the subject of the fatal duel in which my

uncle fell ; and I want to hear what course

of proceeding the perusal of it may suggest

to you as likely to be best on my

part."

He handed me an old French newspaper.

The substance of what I read there is still

so firmly impressed on my memory, that I

am certain of being able to repeat correctly,

at this distance of time, all the facts which
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it is necessary for me to communicate to the

reader.

The article began, I remember, with

editorial remarks on the great curiosity then

felt in regard to the fatal duel between the

Count St. Lo and Mr. Stephen Monkton,

an English gentleman. The writer pro-

ceeded to dwell at great length on the ex-

traordinary secrecy in which the whole

affair had been involved from first to last

;

and to express a hope that the publication

of a certain manuscript, to which his introduc-

tory observations referred, might lead to the

production of fresh evidence from other and

better informed quarters. The manuscript

had been found among the papers of Monsieur

Foulon, Mr. Monkton's second, who had

died at Paris of a rapid decline, shortly after

returning to his home in that city from the

scene of the duel. The document was

unfinished, having been left incomplete at
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the very place where the reader would

most wish to find it continued. No reason

could be discovered for this, and no second

manuscript bearing on the all-important

subject had been found, after the strictest

search among the papers left by the de-

ceased.

The document itself then followed.

It purported to be an agreement privately

drawn up between Mr. Monkton's second,

Monsieur Foulon, and the Count St. Lo's

second, Monsieur Dalville ; and contained a

statement of all the arrangements for con-

ducting the duel. The paper was dated

"Naples, February 22nd ;
" and was divided

into some seven or eight clauses.

The first clause described the origin and

nature of the quarrel—a very disgraceful

afiair on both sides, worth neither remember-

ing nor repeating. The second clause stated

that the challenged man having chosen the
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pistol as his weapon, and the challenger (an

excellent swordsman) having, on his side,

thereupon insisted that the duel should be

fought in such a manner as to make the

first fire decisive in its results, the seconds,

seeing that fatal consequences must inevitably

follow the hostile meeting, determined, first of

all, that the duel should be kept a profound

secret from everybody, and that the place

where it was to be fought should not be made

known beforehand, even to the principals

themselves. It was added that this excess

of precaution had been rendered absolutely

necessary, in consequence of a recent ad-

dress from the Pope to the ruling powers

in Italy, commenting on the scandalous fre-

quency of the practice of duelling, and ur-

gently desiring that the laws against duellists

should be enforced for the future with the

utmost rigour.

The third clause detailed the manner in
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which it had been arranged that the duel

should be fought.

The pistols having been loaded by the

seconds on the ground, the combatants were

to be placed thirty paces apart, and were to

toss up for the first fire. The man who won

was to advance ten paces—marked out for

him beforehand—and was then to discharge

his pistol. If he missed, or failed to disable

his opponent, the latter was free to advance,

if he chose, the whole remaining twenty paces

before he fired in his turn. This arrange-

ment ensured the decisive termination of the

duel at the first discharge of the pistols, and

both principals and seconds pledged them-

selves on either side to abide by it.

The fourth clause stated that the seconds

had agreed that the duel should be fought out

of the Neapolitan states, but left themselves

to be guided by circumstances as to the exact

locality in which it should take place. The
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remaining clauses, so far as I remember them,

were devoted to detailing the diflferent pre-

cautions to be adopted for avoiding discovery.

The duellists and their seconds were to leave

Naples in separate parties ; were to change

carriages several times ; were to meet at a

certain town, or, failing that, at a certain

post-house on the high road from Naples to

Rome; were to carry drawing-books, colour-

boxes, and camp-stools, as if they had been

artists out on a sketching tour ; and were to

proceed to the place of the duel on foot, em-

ploying no guides, for fear of treachery.

Such general arrangements as these, and

others for facilitating the flight of the sur-

vivors after the affair was over, formed the

conclusion of this extraordinary document,

which was signed, in initials only, by both

the seconds.

Just below the initials, appeared the be-

ginning of a narrative, dated ^' Paris," and
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evidently intended to describe the duel it-

self with extreme minuteness. The hand-

writing was that of the deceased second.

Monsieur Foulon, the gentleman in ques-

tion, stated his belief that circumstances

might transpire which would render an ac-

count by an eye-witness of the hostile meet-

ing between St. Lo and Mr. Monkton an im-

portant document. He proposed, therefore,

as one of the seconds, to testify that the duel

had been fought in exact accordance with

the terms of the agreement, both the prin-

cipals conducting themselves like men of

gallantry and honour (!). And he further

announced that, in order not to compromise

any one, he should place the paper con-

taining his testimony in safe hands, with

strict directions that it was on no account

to be opened, except in a case of the last

emergency.

After this preamble, Monsieur Foulon re-
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lated that the duel had been fought two

days after the drawing up of the agreement,

in a locality to which accident had con-

ducted the duelling party. (The name of

the place was not mentioned, nor even the

neighbourhood in which it was situated.)

The men having been placed according to

previous arrangement, the Count St. Lo had

won the toss for the first fire, had advanced

his ten paces, and had shot his opponent in

the body. Mr. Monkton did not immedi-

ately fall, but staggered forward some six

or seven paces, discharged his pistol inefiec-

tually at the count, and dropped to the

ground a dead man. Monsieur Foulon then

stated that he tore a leaf from his pocket-

book, wrote on it a brief description of the

manner in which Mr. Monkton had died,

and pinned the paper to his clothes ; this

proceeding having been rendered necessary

by the peculiar nature of the plan organized
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on the spot for safely disposing of the dead

body. What this plan was, or what was

done with the corpse, did not appear, for

at this important point the narrative abruptly

broke off.

A foot-note in the newspaper merely

stated the manner in which the document had

been obtained for publication, and repeated

the announcement contained in the editor's

introductory remarks, that no continuation

had been found by the persons entrusted

with the care of Monsieur Foulon's papers.

I have now given the whole substance of

what I read, and have mentioned all that was

then known of Mr. Stephen Monkton's death.

When I gave the newspaper back to

Alfred, he was too much agitated to speak;

but he reminded me by a sign that he was

anxiously waiting to hear what I had to say.

My position was a very trying and a very

painful one. I could hardly tell what con-
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sequences might not follow any want of cau-

tion on my part, and could think at first of

no safer plan than questioning him carefully

before I committed myself either one way

or the other.

"Will you excuse me if I ask you a

question or two before I give you my ad-

vice ? " said I.

He nodded impatiently.

" Yes, yes ; any questions you like."

"Were you at any time in the habit of

seeing your uncle frequently ?
"

" I never saw him more than twice in my

life: on each occasion, when I was a mere child."

" Then you could have had no very strong

personal regard for him ?
"

" Kegard for him ! I should have been

ashamed to feel any regard for him. He

disgraced us wherever he went."

" May I ask if any family motive is in-

volved in your anxiety to recover his remains?
"
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" Family motives may enter into it among

others—but why do you ask ?
"

*^ Because, having heard that you employ

the police to assist your search, I was anxious

to know whether you had stimulated their

superiors to make them do their best in

your service, by giving some strong per-

sonal reasons at head-quarters for the very

unusual project which has brought you

here.''

" I give no reasons. I pay for the work I

want done, and in return for my liberality I

am treated with the most infamous indif-

ference on all sides. A stranger in the

country, and badly acquainted with the lan-

guage, I can do nothing to help myself.

The authorities, both at Eome and in this

place, pretend to assist me, pretend to search

and inquire as I would have them search and

inquire, and do nothing more. I am insulted,

laughed at, almost to my face."
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"Do you not think it possible—mind, I

have no wish to excuse the misconduct of the

authorities, and do not share in any such

opinion myself—but, do you not think it

likely that the police may doubt whether

you are in earnest ?
"

" Not in earnest !
" he cried, starting up

and confronting me fiercely, with wild eyes

and quickened breath. "Not in earnest!

Tou think I'm not in earnest, too. I know

you think it, though you tell me you

don't. Stop ! before we say another word,

your own eyes shall convince you. Come

here— only for a minute— only for one

mmute !

"

I followed him into his bed-room, which

opened out of the sitting-room. At one side

of his bed stood a large packing-case of plain

wood, upwards of seven feet in length.

"Open the lid, and look in/' he said,

" while I hold the candle so that you can see."^
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I obeyed his directions, and discovered,

to my astonishment, that the packing-case

contained a leaden coffin, magnificently em-

blazoned with the arms of the Monkton

family, and inscribed in old-fashioned letters

with the name of " Stephen Monkton," his

age and the manner of his death being added

underneath.

"I keep his coffin ready for him," whis-

pered Alfred, close at my ear. " Does that

look like earnest ?
"

It looked more like insanity— so like that

I shrank from answering him.

" Yes ! yes ! I see you are convinced,"

he continued, quickly; "we may go back

into the next room, and may talk without

restraint on either side now."

On returning to our places, I mechanically

moved my chair away from the table. My

mind was by this time in such a state of

confusion and uncertainty about what it
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would be best for me to say or do next,

that I forgot for the moment the position

he had assigned to me when we lit the

candles. He reminded me of this directly.

" Don't move away," he said, very

earnestly ;
" keep on sitting in the light

;

pray do ! Til soon tell you why I am so

particular about that. But first give me your

advice ; help me in ray great distress and

suspense. Remember, you promised me you

would.''

I made an effort to collect my thoughts,

and succeeded. It was useless to treat the

affair otherwise than seriously in his presence;

it would have been cruel not to have ad-

vised him as I best could.

" You know," I said, " that two days

after the drawing up of the agreement at

Naples, the duel was fought out of the Nea-

politan states. This fact has of course led

you to the conclusion that all inquiries

£2
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about localities had better be confined to

the Roman territory ?
"

" Certainly : the search, such as it is, has

been made there, and there only. If I can

believe the police, they and their agents

have inquired for the place where the duel

was fought (offering a large reward in my

name to the person who can discover it), all

along the high-road from Naples to Eome.

They have also circulated—at least, so they

tell me—descriptions of the duellists and

their seconds ; have left an agent to superin-

tend investigations at the post-house, and

another at the town mentioned as meeting-

points in the agreement; and have endea-

voured by correspondence with foreign autho-

rities to trace the Count St. Lo and Monsieur

Dalville to their place or places of refuge.

All these efforts, supposing them to have

been really made, have hitherto proved

utterly fruitless."
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''My impression is/' said I, after a mo-

ment's consideration, '* that all inquiries

made along the high-road, or anywhere near

Rome, are likely to be made in vain. As

to the discovery of your uncle's remains,

that is, I think, identical with the discovery

of the place where he was shot ; for those

engaged in the duel would certainly not

risk detection by carrying a corpse any

distance with them in their flight. The

place, then, is all that we want to find out.

Now, let us consider for a moment. The

duelling-party changed carriages ; travelled

separately, two and two ; doubtless took

roundabout roads ; stopped at the post-house

and the town as a blind ; walked, perhaps,

a considerable distance unguided. Depend

upon it, such precautions as these (which

we know they must have employed) left

them very little time out of the two days

—though they might start at sunrise, and
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not stop at nightfall— for straightforward

travelling. My belief therefore is, that the

duel was fought somewhere near the Neapo-

litan frontier; and if I had been the police

agent who conducted the search, I should

only have pursued it parallel with the

frontier, starting from west to east till I

got up among the lonely places in the

mountains. That is my idea : do you think

it worth anything ?
''

His face flushed all over in an instant.

" I think it an inspiration
!

" he cried.

"Not a day is to be lost in carrying out

our plan. The police are not to be

trusted with it. I must start myself, to-

morrow morning; and you—

"

He stopped ; his face grew suddenly

pale ; he sighed heavily ; his eyes wandered

once more into the fixed look at vacancy

;

and the rigid, deathly expression fastened

again upon all his features.
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" I must tell you my secret before I

talk of to-morrow," he proceeded, faintly.

"If I hesitated any longer at confessing

everything, I should be unworthy of your

past kindness, unworthy of the help which

it is my last hope that you will gladly

give me when you have heard all."

I begged him to wait until he was

more composed, until he was better able

to speak ; but he did not appear to notice

what I said. Slowly, and struggling as it

seemed against himself, he turned a little

away from me ; and, bending his head

over the table, supported it on his hand.

The packet of letters with which I had

seen him occupied when I came in, lay

just beneath his eyes. He looked down

on it steadfastly when he next spoke to

me.
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CHAPTER IV.

" You were born, I believe, in our county,"

he said
;

perhaps therefore you may have

heard at some time of a curious old

prophecy about our family, which is still

preserved among the traditions of Wincot

Abbey?''

"I have heard of such a prophecy," I

answered ;
" but I never knew in what

terms it was expressed. It professed to

predict the extinction of your family, or

something of that sort, did it not?"

" No inquiries," he went on, ** have

traced back that prophecy to the time

when it was first made; none of our
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family records tell us anything of its

origin. Old servants and old tenants of

ours remember to have heard it from their

fathers and grandfathers. The monks,

whom we succeeded in the Abbey in Henry

the Eighth's time, got knowledge of it in

some way ; for I myself discovered the

rhymes in which we know the prophecy

to have been preserved from a very remote

period, written on a blank leaf of one of

the Abbey manuscripts. These are the

verses, if verses they deserve to be

called :

—

When in Wincot vault a place

Waits for one of Monkton's race
;

When that one forlorn shall he

Graveless under open sky,

Beggared of six feet of earth,

Though lord of acres from his birth

—

That shall be a certain sign

Of the end of Monkton's line.

Dwindling ever faster, faster,

Dwindhng to the last-left master

;

From mortal ken, from light of day,

Monkton's race shall pass away.
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'^ The prediction seems almost vague

enough to have been uttered by an ancient

oracle/' said 1, observing that he waited,

after repeating the verses, as if expecting

me to say something.

"Vague or not, it is being accomplished,"

he returned. *' I am now the ' Last-left

Master '—the last of that elder line of our

family at which the prediction points ; and

the corpse of Stephen Monkton is not in

the vaults of Wincot Abbey. Wait, before

you exclaim against me ! I have more to

say about this. Long before the Abbey

was Ours, when we lived in the ancient

manor-house near it (the very ruins of which

have long since disappeared), the family-

burying place was in the vault under the

Abbey chapel. Whether in those remote

times the prediction against us was known

and dreaded, or not, this much is certain :

everyone of the Monktons (whether living
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at the Abbey or on the smaller estate in

Scotland) was buried in Wincot vault, no

matter at what risk or what sacrifice. In

the fierce fighting days of the olden time,

the bodies of my ancestors who fell in

foreign places were recovered and brought

back to Wincot, though it often cost, not

heavy ransom only, but desperate bloodshed

as well, to obtain them. This superstition, if

you please to call it so, has never died out

of the family from that time to the present

day ; for centuries the succession of the

dead in the vault at the Abbey has been

unbroken— absolutely unbroken—until now.

The place mentioned in the prediction as

waiting to be filled is Stephen Monkton's

place ; the voice that cries vainly to the

earth for shelter is the spirit-voice of the

dead. As surely as if I saw it, I know

that they have left him unburied on the

ground where he fell !

"
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He stopped me before I could utter a

word in remonstrance, by slowly rising to

his feet, and pointing in the same direc-

tion towards which his eyes had wandered

a short time since.

" I can guess what you want to ask me,"

he exclaimed, sternly and loudly ;
" you

want to ask me how I can be mad enough

to believe in a doggrel prophecy, uttered

in an age of superstition to awe the

most ignorant hearers. I answer" (at those

words his voice sank suddenly to a whisper),

" I answer, because Stephen Monkton himself

stands there at this moment, confirming me in

my belief.
^^

Whether it was the awe and horror that

looked out ghastly from his face as he con-

fronted me, whether it was that I had never

hitherto fairly believed in the reports about

his madness, and that the conviction of

their truth now forced itself upon me on a
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sudden, I know not; but I felt my blood

curdling as he spoke, and I knew in my

own heart, as I sat there speechless, that I

dare not turn round and look where he was

still pointing close at my side.

** I see there, ^' he went on in the same

whispering voice, ^*the figure of a dark-

complexioned man, standing up with his

head* uncovered. One of his hands, still

clutching a pistol, has fallen to his side
;

the other presses a bloody handkerchief over

his mouth. The spasm of mortal agony con-

vulses his features ; but I know them for

the features of a swarthy man, who twice

frightened me by taking me up in his arms

when I was a child, at Wincot Abbey. I

asked the nurses at the time who that man

was, and they told me it was my uncle,

Stephen Monkton. Plainly, as if he stood

there living, I see him now at your side,

with the death-glare in his great black eyes

;
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and so have I ever seen him since the

moment when he was shot ; at home and

abroad, waking or sleeping, day and night,

we are always together wherever I go !

"

His whispering tones sank into almost in-

audible murmuring as he pronounced these

last words. From the direction and expres-

sion of his eyes, I suspected that he was

speaking to the apparition. If I had beheld

it myself at that moment, it would have

been, I think, a less horrible sight to wit-

ness than to see him, as I saw him now,

muttering inarticulately at vacancy. My

own nerves were more shaken than I could

have thought possible by what had passed.

A vague dread of being near him in his

present mood came over me, and I moved

back a step or two.

He noticed the action instantly.

** Don't go !—pray, pray don't go ! Have

I alarmed you? Don't you believe me?
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Do the lights make your eyes ache? I

only asked you to sit in the glare of the

candles, because I could not bear to see

the light that always shines from the phan-

tom there at dusk, shining over you as you

sat in the shadow. Don't go—don't leave

me yet
!

"

There was an utter forlornness, an un-

speakable misery in his face as he spoke

these words, which gave me back my self-

possession by the simple process of first

moving me to pity. I resumed my chair,

and said that I would stay with him as long

as he wished.

^' Thank you a thousand times ! You are

patience and kindness itself," he said, going

back to his former place, and resuming his

former gentleness of manner. ^* Now that I

have got over my first confession of the

misery that follows me in secret wherever

I go, I think I can tell you calmly all
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that remains to be told. You see, as I

said, my uncle Stephen,"—he turned away

his head quickly, and looked down at the

table as the name passed his lips
— "my

uncle Stephen came twice to Wincot while

I was a child, and on both occasions fright-

ened me dreadfully. He only took me up

in his arms, and spoke to me—very kindly,

as I afterwards heard, for him — but he

terrified me, nevertheless. Perhaps I was

frightened at his great stature, his swarthy

complexion, and his thick black hair and

moustache, as other children might have been

;

perhaps the mere sight of him had some

strange influence on me which I could not

then understand, and cannot now explain.

However it was, I used to dream of him

long after he had gone away ; and to fancy

that he was stealing on me to catch me

up in his arms, whenever I was left in the

dark. The servants who took care of me
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found this out, and used to threaten me with

my uncle Stephen whenever I was perverse

and difficult to manage. As I grew up, I

still retained my vague dread and abhor-

rence of our absent relative. I always lis-

tened intently, yet without knowing why,

whenever his name was mentioned by my

father or my mother—listened with an un-

accountable presentiment that something ter-

rible had happened to him, or was about

to happen to me. This feeling only changed

when I was left alone in the Abbey ; and

then it seemed to merge into the eager

curiosity which had begun to grow on me,

rather before that time, about the origin of

the ancient prophecy predicting the extinc-

tion of our race. Are you following

me?''

^* I follow every word with the closest

attention."

"You must know, then, that I had first
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found out some fragments of the old rhyme,

in which the prophecy occurs, quoted as

a curiosity in an antiquarian book in the

library. On the page opposite this quota-

tion, had been pasted a rude old woodcut,

representing a dark-haired man, whose face

was so strangely like what I remembered

of my uncle Stephen, that the portrait

absolutely startled me. When I asked my

father about this—it was then just before

his death— he either knew, or pretended

to know, nothing of it; and when I after-

wards mentioned the prediction he fretfully

changed the subject. It was just the same

with our chaplain when I spoke to him.

He said the portrait had been done cen-

turies before my uncle was bom ; and called

the prophecy doggerel and nonsense. I used

to argue with him on the latter point, ask-

ing why we Catholics, who believed that the

gift of working miracles had never departed
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from certain favoured persons, might not

just as well believe that the gift of pro-

phecy had never departed either ? He

would not dispute with me ; he would only

say that I must not waste time in think-

ing of such trifles, that I had more imagi-

nation than was good for me, and must sup-

press instead of exciting it. Such advice

as this only irritated my curiosity. I deter-

mined secretly to search throughout the

oldest uninhabited part of the Abbey, and to

try if I could not find out from forgotten

family records what the portrait was, and

when the prophecy had been first written

or uttered. Did you ever pass a day alone

in the long-deserted chambers of an ancient

house ?'^

"Never; such solitude as that is not at

all to my taste."

**Ah! what a life it was when I began

my search. I should like to live it over

F 2
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again ! Such tempting suspense, such strange

discoveries, such wild fancies, such enthral-

ling terrors, all belonged to that life ! Only

think of breaking open the door of a room

which no living soul had entered before you

for nearly a hundred years ; think of the

first step forward into a region of airless,

awful stillness, where the light falls faint

and sickly through closed windows and rot-

ting curtains ; think of the ghostly creaking

of the old floor that cries out on you for

treading on it, step as softly as you will

;

think of arms, helmets, weird tapestries of

bygone days, that seem to be moving out

on you from the walls as you first walk

up to them in the dim light ; think of

prying into great cabinets and iron-clasped

chests, not knowing what horrors may appear

when you tear them open ; of poring over

their contents till twilight stole on you, and

darkness grew terrible in the lonely place
;
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of trying to leave it, and not being able

to go, as if something held you ; of wind

wailing at you outside ; of shadows dark-

ening round you, and closing you up in

obscurity within—only think of these things,

and you may imagine the fascination of sus-

pense and terror in such a life as mine was

in those past days !

''

(I shrunk from imagining that life : it was

bad enough to see its results, as I saw them

before me now.)

** Well, my search lasted months and

months; then it was suspended a little, then

resumed. In whatever direction I pursued

it, I always found something to lure me

on. Terrible confessions of past crimes,

shocking proofs of secret wickedness that

had been hidden securely from all eyes but

mine, came to light. Sometimes these dis-

coveries were associated with particular parts

of the Abbey, which have had a hoi'rible
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interest of their own for me ever since.

Sometimes with certain old portraits in the

picture gallery, which I actually dreaded

to look at, after what I had found out.

There were periods when the results of

this search of mine so horrified me, that

I determined to give it up entirely ; but

I never could persevere in my resolution,

the temptation to go on seemed at cer-

tain intervals to get too strong for me,

and then I yielded to it again and again.

At last 1 found the book that had be-

longed to the monks, with the whole of the

prophecy written in the blank leaf. This

first success encouraged me to get back fur-

ther yet in the family records. I had dis-

covered nothing hitherto of the identity of

the mysterious portrait, but the same intui-

tive conviction which had assured me of its

extraordinary resemblance to my uncle Ste-

phen, seemed also to assure me that he
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must be more closely connected with the

prophecy, and must know more of it than

anyone else. I had no means of holding

any communication with him, no means of

satisfying myself whether this strange idea

of mine were right or wrong, until the day

when my doubts were settled for ever by

the same terrible proof which is now pre-

sent to me in this very room."

He paused for a moment, and looked at

me intently and suspiciously. Then asked

if I believed all he had said to me so far.

My instant reply in the affirmitive seemed

to satisfy his doubts, and he went on.

*^ On a fine evening in February, I was

standing alone in one of the deserted rooms

of the western turret at the Abbey, looking

at the sunset. Just before the sun went

down, I felt a sensation stealing over me

which it is impossible to explain. I saw

nothing, heard nothing, knew nothing. This
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utter self-oblivion came suddenly ; it was

not fainting, for I did not fall to the

ground, did not move an inch from my

place. If such a thing could be, I should

say it was the temporary separation of soul

and body, without death; but all descrip-

tion of my situation at that time is impos-

sible. Call my state what you will, trance

or catalepsy, I know that I remained stand-

ing by the window utterly unconscious

—

dead, mind and body—until the sun had

set. Then I came to my senses again

;

and then, when I opened my eyes, there

was the apparition of Stephen Monkton

standing opposite to me, faintly luminous,

just as it stands opposite me at this very

moment by your side."

"Was this before the news of the duel

reached England ? " I asked.

" Two weeks before the news of it reached

us at Wincot. And even when we heard
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of the duel, we did not hear of the day

on which it was fought. I only found that

out when the document which you have

read was published in the French news-

paper. The date of that document, you will

remember, is February 22nd, and it is

stated that the duel was fought two days

afterwards. I wrote down in my pocket-

book, on the evening when I saw the

phantom, the day of the month on which

it first appeared to me. That day was

the 24th of February."

He paused again as if expecting me to

say something. After the words he had

just spoken, what could I say? what could

I think?

" Even in the first horror of first seeing the

apparition," he went on, "the prophecy against

our house came to my mind, and with it the

conviction that I beheld before me, in that

spectral presence, the warning ofmy own doom.
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As soon as I recovered a little, I determined,

nevertheless, to test the reality of what I

saw ; to find out whether I was the dupe

of my own diseased fancy or not. I left

the turret ; the phantom left it with me. I

made an excuse to have the drawing-room

at the Abbey brilliantly lighted up ; the

figure was still opposite me. I walked

out into the park; it was there in the

clear starlight. I went away from home, and

travelled many miles to the seaside ; still

the tall dark man in his death-agony

was with me. After this, I strove against

the fatality no more. I returned to the

Abbey, and tried to resign myself to my

misery. But this was not to be. I had a

hope that was dearer to me than my own

life; I had one treasure belonging to me

that I shuddered at the prospect of losing;

and when the phantom presence stood a

warning obstacle between me and this one
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treasure, this dearest hope, then my misery

grew heavier than I could bear. You must

know what I am alluding to
;

you must

have heard often that I was engaged to be

married ?
"

"Yes, often. I have some acquaintance

myself with Miss Elmslie."

''You never can know all that she has

sacrificed for me—never can imagine what

I have felt for years and years past"—his

voice trembled, and the tears came into

his eyes
—"but I dare not trust myself to

speak of that ; the thought of the old

happy days in the Abbey almost breaks my

heart now. Let me get back to the other

subject. I must tell you that I kept the

frightful vision which pursued me, at all

times and in all places, a secret from every-

body, knowing the vile reports about my

having inherited madness from my family,

and fearing that an unfair advantage would
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be taken of any confession that I might

make. Though the phantom always stood

opposite to me, and therefore always ap-

peared either before or by the side of any

person to whom I spoke, I soon schooled

myself to hide from others that I was

looking at it, except on rare occasions

—

when I have perhaps betrayed myself to

you. But my self-possession availed me

nothing with Ada. The day of our mar-

riage was approaching.''

He stopped and shuddered. I waited

in silence till he had controlled himself.

''Think," he went on, "think of what

I must have suffered at looking always

on that hideous vision, whenever I looked

on my betrothed wife ! Think of my taking

her hand, and seeming to take it through

the figure of the apparition ! Think of

the calm angel-face and the tortured spec-

tre-face being always together, whenever
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my eyes met hers ! Think of this, and

you will not wonder that I betrayed my

secret to her. She eagerly entreated to

know the worst—nay more, she insisted

on knowing it. At her bidding I told all;

and then left her free to break our en-

gagement. The thought of death was in

my heart as I spoke the parting words

—

death by my own act, if life still held

out after our separation. She suspected

that thought; she knew it, and never left

me till her good influence had destroyed

it for ever. But for her, I should not

have been alive now—but for her, I should

never have attempted the project which

has brought me here."

" Do you mean that it was at Miss

Elmslie's suggestion that you came to

Naples ? " I asked in amazement.

" I mean that what she said, suggested

the design which has brought me to Naples,"
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he answered. ^^ While I believed that the

phantom had appeared to me as the fatal

messenger of death, there was no comfort,

there was misery rather in hearing her

say that no power on earth should make

her desert me, and that she would live

for me, and for me only, through every

trial. But it was far different when we

afterwards reasoned together about the

purpose which the apparition had come to

fulfil—^far different when she showed me

that its mission might be for good, in-

stead of for evil ; and that the warning

it was sent to give, might be to my

profit instead of to my loss. At those

words, the new idea which gave the new

hope of life came to me in an instant.

I believed then, what I believe now, that

I have a supernatural warrant for my

errand here. In that faith I live ; with-

out it I should die. She never ridiculed
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it, never scorned it as insanity. Mark

what I say ! The spirit that appeared to

me in the Abbey, that has never left me

since, that stands there now by your side,

warns me to escape from the fatality which

hangs over our race, and commands me,

if I would avoid it, to bury the unburied

dead. Mortal loves and mortal interests

must bow to that awful bidding. The

spectre-presence will never leave me till

I have sheltered the corpse that cries to

the earth to cover it ! I dare not re-

turn—I dare not marry till I have filled

the place that is empty in Wincot vault."

His eyes flashed and dilated ; his voice

deepened; a fanatic ecstasy shone in his

expression as he uttered these words.

Shocked and grieved as I was, I made

no attempt to remonstrate or to reason with

him. It would have been useless to have

referred to any of the usual common-places
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about optical delusions, or diseased im-

aginations— worse than useless to have

attempted to account by natural causes

for any of the extraordinary coincidences

and events of which he had spoken.

Briefly as he had referred to Miss Elms-

lie, he had said enough to show me that

the only hope of the poor girl who loved

him best and had known him longest

of any one, was in humouring his delu-

sions to the last. How faithfully she still

clung to the belief that she could restore

him ! How resolutely was she sacrificing

herself to his morbid fancies, in the hope

of a happy future that might never come !

Little as I knew of Miss Elmslie, the mere

thought of her situation, as I now reflected

on it, made me feel sick at heart.

"They call me 'Mad Monkton!'" he

exclaimed, suddenly breaking the silence

between us during the last few minutes.
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*^ Here and in England everybody believes

I am out of my senses, except Ada and you.

She has been my salvation; and you will

be my salvation too. Something told me

that, when I first met you walking in the Villa

Reale. I struggled against the strong desire

that was in me to trust my secret to you

;

but I could resist it no longer when I

saw you to-night at the ball—the phantom

seemed to draw me on to you, as you stood

alone in the quiet room. Tell me more of

that idea of yours about finding the place

where the duel was fought. If I set out

to-morrow to seek for it myself, where must

I go to first ?—where ? " He stopped ; his

strength was evidently becoming exhausted,

and his mind was growing confused. ^^ What

am I to do? 1 can't remember. You

know everything—will you not help me?

My misery has made me unable to help

myself!"
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He stopped, murmured something about

failing if he went to the frontier alone, and

spoke confusedly of delays that might be

fatal ; then tried to utter the name of

^^ Ada ;
'^ but in pronouncing the first letter

his voice faltered, and turning abruptly from

me he burst into tears.

My pity for him got the better of my

prudence at that moment, and without think-

ing of responsibilities, I promised at once

to do for him whatever he asked. The

wild triumph in his expression, as he started

up and seized my hand, showed me that I

had better have been more cautious ; but

it was too late now to retract what I had

said. The next best thing to do was to

try if I could not induce him to compose

himself a little, and then to go away and

think coolly over the whole affair by myself.

'^ Yes, yes," he rejoined, in answer to

the few words I now spoke to try and
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calm him, *^ don't be afraid about me.

After what you have said, Fll answer for

my own coolness and composure under all

emergencies. I have been so long used to

the apparition that I hardly feel its presence

at all except on rare occasions. Besides,

I have here, in this little packet of letters,

the medicine for every malady of the sick

heart. They are Ada's letters ; I read them

to calm me whenever my misfortune seems

to get the better of my endurance. I

wanted that half hour to read them in to-

night, before you came, to make myself

fit to see you ; and I shall go through

them again after you are gone. So, once

more don't be afraid about me. I know I

shall succeed with your help ; and Ada shall

thank you as you deserve to be thanked

when we get back to England. If you

hear the fools lit Naples talk about my

being mad, don't trouble yourself to con-

G 2
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tradict them : the scandal is so contemptible

that it must end by contradicting itself."

I left him, promising to return early the

next day.

When I got back to my hotel, I felt

that any idea of sleeping, after all that I

had seen and heard, was out of the question.

So I lit my pipe, and sitting by the

window—how it refreshed my mind just

then to look at the calm moonlight !

—

tried to think what it would be best to

do. In the first place, any appeal to doc-

tors or to Alfred's friends in England was

out of the question. I could not persuade

myselt that his intellect was sufficiently

disordered to justify me, under existing

circumstances, in disclosing the secret

which he had entrusted to my keeping.

In the second place, all attempts on my

part to induce him to abandon the idea

of searching out his uncle's remains would
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be utterly useless after what I had incau-

tiously said to him. Having settled these

two conclusions, the only really great diffi-

culty which remained to perplex me was

whether I was justified in aiding him to

execute his extraordinary purpose.

Supposing that with my help he found

Mr. Monkton's body, and took it back with

him to England, was it right in me thus

to lend myself to promoting the marriage

which would most likely follow these

events—a marriage which it might be the

duty of everyone to prevent at all hazards?

This set me thinking about the extent of

his madness, or to speak more mildly and

more correctly, of his delusion. Sane he

certainly was on all ordinary subjects ; nay,

in all the narrative parts of what he had

said to me on this very evening he had

spoken clearly and connectedly. As for the

story of the apparition, other men, with
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intellects as clear as the intellects of their

neighbours, had fancied themselves pursued

by a phantom, and had even v^rritten about

it in a high strain of philosophical specula-

tion. It was plain that the real hallucination

in the case now before me lay in Monkton's

conviction of the truth of the old prophecy,

and in his idea that the fancied apparition

was a supernatural warning to him to evade

its denunciations. And it was equally clear

that both delusions had been produced, in

the first instance, by the lonely life he

had led, acting on a naturally excitable tem-

perament, which was rendered further liable

to moral disease by an hereditary taint of

insanity.

Was this curable ? Miss Elmslie, who

knew him far better than I did, seemed by

her conduct to think so. Had I any reason

or right to determdne off-hand that she was

mistaken ? Supposing I refused to go
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to the frontier with him, he would then

most certainly depart by himself, to commit

all sorts of errors, and perhaps to meet

with all sorts of accidents ; while I, an idle

man, with my time entirely at my own

disposal, was stopping at Naples, and leav-

ing him to his fate after I had suggested

the plan of his expedition, and had encou-

raged him to confide in me. In this way

I kept turning the subject over and over

again in my mind—being quite free, let

me add, from looking at it in any other

than a practical point of view. I firmly

believed, as a derider of all ghost stories,

that Alfred was deceiving himself in fancying

that he had seen the apparition of his

uncle before the news of Mr. Monkton's

death reached England ; and I was on this

account therefore uninfluenced by the

slightest infection of my unhappy friend's

delusions, when I at last fairly decided to
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accompany him in his extraordinary search.

Possibly my harum-scarum fondness for ex-

citement at that time, biassed me a little

in forming my resolution ; but I must add,

in common justice to myself, that T also

acted from motives of real sympathy for

Monkton, and from a sincere wish to allay,

if I could, the anxiety of the poor girl who

was still so faithfully waiting and hoping

for him far away in England.

Certain arrangements preliminary to our

departure, which I found myself obliged

to make after a second interview with

Alfred, betrayed the object of our journey

to most of our Neapolitan friends. The

astonishment of everybody was of course

unbounded, and the nearly universal sus-

picion that I must be as mad in my

way as Monkton himself, showed itself

pretty plainly in my presence. Some people

actually tried to combat my resolution by
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telling me what a shameless profligate

Stephen Monkton had been—as if I had

a strong personal interest in hunting out

his remains ! Eidicule moved me as little

as any arguments of this sort ; my mind

was made up, and I was as obstinate then

as I am now.

In two days' time I had got everything

ready, and had ordered the travelling

carriage to the door some hours earlier

than we had originally settled. We were

jovially threatened with ^^ a parting cheer
"

by all our English acquaintances, and I

thought it desirable to avoid this on my

friend's account ; for he had been more

excited, as it was, by the preparations for

the journey than I at all liked. Accord-

ingly, soon after sunrise, without a soul

in the street to stare at us, we privately

left Naples.

Nobody will wonder, I think, that I ex-
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perienced some difficulty in realising my own

position, and shrank instinctively from look-

ing forward a single day into the future,

when I now found myself starting, in

company with ^' Mad Monkton," to hunt

for the body of a dead duellist all along

the frontier line of the Roman states

!
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CHAPTER V.

I HAD settled it in my own mind tjiat we

had better make the town of Fondi, close

on the frontier, our head-quarters, to begin

with ; and I had arranged, with the assistance

of the Embassy, that the leaden coffin should

follow us so far, securely nailed up in its

packing case. Besides our passports, we were

well furnished with letters of introduction to

the local authorities at most of the important

frontier towns, and to crown all, we had

money enough at our command (thanks to

Monkton's vast fortune) to make sure of the

services of anyone whom we wanted to assist

us, all along our line of search. These
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various resources ensured us every facility for

action—provided always that we succeeded

in discovering the body of the dead duellist.

But, in the very probable event of our failing

to do this, our future prospects—more espe-

cially after the responsibility I had under-

taken—were of anything but an agreeable na-

ture to» contemplate. I confess I felt uneasy,

almost hopeless, as we posted, in the dazzling

Italian sunshine, along the road to Fondi.

We made an easy two days' journey of it

;

for I had insisted, on Monkton's account, that

we should travel slowly.

On the first day the excessive agitation

of my companion a little alarmed me ; he

showed, in many ways, more symptoms of a

disordered mind than I had yet observed in

him. On the second day, however, he seemed

to get accustomed to contemplate calmly the

new idea of the search on which we were

bent, and, except on one point, he was cheer-
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ful and composed enough. Whenever his

dead uncle formed the subject of conversation,

he still persisted—on the strength of the old

prophecy, and under the influence of the

apparition which he saw, or thought he saw,

always— in asserting that the corpse of

Stephen Monkton, wherever it was, lay yet

unburied. On every other topic he deferred

to me with the utmost readiness and docility
;

on this he maintained his strange opinion with

an obstinacy which set reason and persuasion

alike at defiance.

On the third day we rested at Fondi.

The packing case, with the coflin in it,

reached us, and was deposited in a safe

place under lock and key. AVe engaged

some mules, and found a man to act as guide

who knew the country thoroughly. It

occurred to me that we had better begin by

confidhig the real object of our journey only

to the most trustworthy people we could find
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among the better educated classes. For this

reason we followed, in one respect, the

example of the fatal duelling-party, by start-

ing, early on the morning of the fourth day,

with sketch-books and colour-boxes, as if we

were only artists in search of the pictur-

esque.

After travelling some hours in a northerly

direction within the Roman frontier, we

halted to rest ourselves and our mules at

a wild little village, far out of the track of

tourists in general.

The only person of the smallest importance

in the place was the priest, and to him T ad-

dressed my first inquiries, leaving Monkton to

await my return with the guide. I spoke

Italian quite fluently and correctly enough for

ray purpose, and was extremely polite and cau-

tious in introducing my business, but, in spite

of all the pains I took, I only succeeded in

frightening and bewildering the poor priest
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more and more with every fresh word I

said to him. The idea of a duelling-party

and a dead man seemed to scare him out

of his senses. He bowed, fidgeted, cast his

eyes up to heaven, and piteously shrugging

his shoulders, told me, with rapid Italian

circumlocution, that he had not the faintest

idea of what I was talking about. This was

my first failure. I confess I was weak

enough to feel a little dispirited when I

rejoined Monkton and the guide.

After the heat of the day was over, we

resumed our journey.

About three miles from the village, the

road, or rather cart-track, branched off in

two directions. The path to the right, our

guide informed us, led up among the moun-

tains to a convent about six miles off. If

we penetrated beyond the convent, we should

soon reach the Neapolitan frontier. The

path to the left led far inwards on the
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Roman territory, and would conduct us to

a small town where we could sleep for

the night. Now, the Roman territory pre-

sented the first and fittest field for our

search, and the convent was always within

reach, supposing we returned to Fondi un-

successful. Besides, the path to the left

led over the widest part of the country

we were starting to explore ; and I was

always for vanquishing the greatest diffi-

culty first— so we decided manfully on

turning to the left. The expedition in

which this resolution involved us lasted a

whole week, and produced no results. We

discovered absolutely nothing, and returned

to our head-quarters at Fondi, so completely

baffled that we did nat know whither to

turn our steps next.

I was made much more uneasy by the

efiect of our failure on Monkton than by

the failure itself. His resolution appeared
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to break down altogether as soon as we

began to retrace our steps. He became

first fretful and capricious, then silent and

desponding. Finally, he sank into a

lethargy of body and mind that seriously

alarmed me. On the morning after our

return to Fondi, he showed a strange ten-

dency to sleep incessantly, which made me

suspect the existence of some physical

malady in his brain. The whole day he

hardly exchanged a word with me, and

seemed to be never fairly awake. Early

the next morning I went into his room,

and found him as silent and lethargic as

ever. His servant, who was with us, in-

formed me that Alfred had once or twice

before exhibited such physical symptoms of

mental exhaustion as we were now ob-

serving, during his father's lifetime at Win-

cot Abbey. This piece of information made

me feel easier, and left my mind free to

VOL. II. H
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return to the consideration of the errand

which had brought us to Fondi.

I resolved to occupy the time until my

companion got better, in prosecuting our

search by myself. That path to the right

hand which led to the convent had not yet

been explored; if I set off to trace it, I

need not be away from Monkton more

than one night, and I should at least be

able on my return to give him the satis-

faction of knowing that one more un-

certainty regarding the place of the duel

had been cleared up. These considerations

decided me. I left a message for my

friend, in case he asked where I had

gone, and set out once more for the

village at which we had halted when start-

ing on our first expedition.

Intending to walk to the convent, I

parted company with the guide and the

mules where the track branched off, leav-
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ing them to go back to the village and

await my return.

For the first four miles the path gently

ascended through an open country, then

became abruptly much steeper, and led

me deeper and deeper among thickets and

endless woods. By the time my watch

informed me that I must have nearly

walked my appointed distance, the view

was bounded on all sides, and the sky

was shut out overhead, by an impervious

screen of leaves and branches. I still fol-

lowed my only guide, the steep path

;

and in ten minutes, emerging suddenly on

a plot of tolerably clear and level ground,

I saw the convent before me.

It was a dark, low, sinister-looking place.

Not a sign of life or movement was

visible anywhere about it. Green stains

streaked the once white faqade of the

chapel in all directions. Moss clustered

H 2
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thick in every crevice of the heavy scowl-

ing wall that surrounded the convent.

Long lank weeds grew out of the fissures

of roof and parapet, and drooping far

downward, waved wearily in and out of the

barred dormitory windows. The very cross

opposite the entrance-gate, with a shocking

life-sized figure in wood nailed to it, was so

beset at the base with crawling creatures, and

looked so slimy, green and rotten all the

way up, that I absolutely shrank from it.

A bell>rope with a broken handle hung by

the gate. I approached it— hesitated, I

hardly knew why—looked up at the convent

again, and then walked round to the back

of the building, partly to gain time to con-

sider what I had better do next
;
partly from

an unaccountable curiosity that urged me,

strangely to myself, to see all I could of

the outside of the place before I attempted

to gain admission at the gate.
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At the back of the convent I found an

outhouse, built on to the wall—a clumsy,

decayed building, with the greater part of

the roof fallen in, and with a jagged hole

in one of its sides, where in all probability

a window had once been. Behind the out-

house the trees grew thicker than ever. As

I looked towards them, I could not determine

whether the ground beyond me rose or fell

—whether it was grassy, or earthy, or rocky.

I could see nothing but the all-pervading

leaves, brambles, ferns, and long grass.

Not a sound broke the oppressive stillness.

No bird's note rose from the leafy wilderness

around me ; no voices spoke in the convent

garden behind the scowling wall ; no clock

struck in the chapel-tower ; no dog barked

in the ruined outhouse. The dead silence

deepened the solitude of the place inexpres-

sibly. I began to feel it weighing on my

spirits—the more because woods were never
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favourite places with me to walk in. The

sort of pastoral happiness which poets often

represent when they sing of life in the woods,

never, to my mind, has half the charm

of life on the mountain or in the plain.

When I am in a wood, I miss the boundless

loveliness of the sky, and the delicious soft-

ness that distance gives to the earthly view

beneath. I feel oppressively the change which

the free air suffers when it gets imprisoned

among leaves, and I am always awed, rather

than pleased, by that mysterious still light

which shines with such a strange dim lustre

in deep places among trees. It may convict

me of want of taste and absence of due feel-

ing for the marvellous beauties of vegetation,

but I must frankly own that I never penetrate

far into a wood without finding that the get-

ting out of it again is the pleasantest part of

my walk—the getting out on to the barest

down, the wildest hill-side, the bleakest moun-
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tain-top—the getting out anywhere so that I

can see the sky over me and the view before

me as far as my eye can reach.

After such a confession as I have now

made, it will appear surprising to no one

that I should have felt the strongest pos-

sible inclination, while I stood by the ruined

outhouse, to retrace my steps at once, and

make the best of my way out of the wood.

I had indeed actually turned to depart,

when the remembrance of the errand which

had brought me to the convent suddenly

stayed my feet. It seemed doubtful whether

I should be admitted into the building if I

rang the bell; and more than doubtful, if I

were let in, whether the inhabitants would be

able to afford me any clue to the information

of which I was in search. However, it was

my duty to Monkton to leave no means of

helping him in his desperate object untried

;

so I resolved to go round to the front of the
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convent again, and ring the gate-bell at all

hazards.

By the merest chance I looked up as I

passed the side of the outhouse where the

jagged hole was, and noticed that it was

pierced rather high in the wall.

As I stopped to observe this, the close-

ness of the atmosphere in the wood seemed

to be affecting me more unpleasantly than

ever.

I waited a minute and untied my cravat.

Closeness ?—surely it was something more

than that. The air was even more distaste-

ful to my nostrils than to my lungs. There

was some faint, indescribable smell loading it

—some smell of which I had never had any

previous experience—some smell which I

thought (now that my attention was directed

to it) grew more and more certainly traceable

to its source the nearer I advanced to the

outhouse.
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By the time I had tried the experiment

two or three times, and had made myself sure

of this fact, my curiosity became excited.

There were plenty of fragments of stone and

brick lying about me. I gathered some of

them together, and piled them up below the

hole, then mounted to the top, and, feeling

rather ashamed of what I was doing, peeped

into the outhouse.

The sight of horror that met my eyes the

instant I looked through the hole, is as

present to my memory now as if I had

beheld it yesterday. I can hardly write of

it at this distance of time without a thrill

of the old terror running through me again

to the heart.

The first impression conveyed to me, as I

looked in, was of a long recumbent object,

tinged with a lightish blue colour all over,

extended on trestles, and bearing a certain

hideous half-formed resemblance to the human
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face and figure. I looked again, and felt

certain of it. There were the prominences

of the forehead, nose, and chin, dimly shown

as under a veil—there, the round outline of

the chest, and the hollow below it—there, the

points of the knees, and the stiff, ghastly,

upturned feet. I looked again, yet more at-

tentively. My eyes got accustomed to the

dim light streaming in through the broken

roof; and I satisfied myself, judging by the

great length of the body from head to foot,

that I was looking at the corpse of a man

—

a corpse that had apparently once had a

sheet spread over it—and that had lain rot-

ting on the trestles under the open sky long

enough for the linen to take the livid, light-

blue tinge of mildew and decay which now

covered it.

How long I remained with my eyes fixed

on that dread sight of death, on that tomb-

less, terrible wreck of humanity, poisoning
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the still air, and seeming even to stain the

faint descending light that disclosed it, I

know not. I remember a dull, distant

sound among the trees, as if the breeze

were rising—the slow, creeping on of the

sound to near the place where 1 stood

—

the noiseless whirling fall of a dead leaf on

the corpse below me, through the gap in the

outhouse roof—and the effect of awakening

my energies, of relaxing the heavy strain

on my mind, which even the slight change

wrought in the scene I beheld by the fall-

ing leaf, produced in me immediately. I

descended to the ground, and, sitting down

on the heap of stones, wiped away the thick

perspiration which covered my face, and

which I now became aware of for the first

time. It was something more than the

hideous spectacle unexpectedly offered to my

eyes, which had shaken my nerves, as I

felt that they were shaken now. Monkton's
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prediction that, if we succeeded in discover-

ing his uncle's body, we should find it un-

buried, recurred to me the instant I saw

the trestles and their ghastly burden. I

felt assured on the instant that I had found

the dead man—the old prophecy recurred

to my memory—a strange yearning sorrow,

a vague foreboding of ill, an inexplicable

terror, as I thought of the poor lad who

was awaiting my return in the distant town,

struck through me with a chill of super-

stitious dread, robbed me of my judgment

and resolution, and left me, when I had at

last recovered myself, weak and dizzy, as

if I had just suffered under some pang of

overpowering physical pain.

I hastened round to the convent gate, and

rang impatiently at the bell—waited a little

while, and rang again—^then heard foot-

steps.

In the middle of the gate, just opposite
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my face, there was a small sliding panel,

not more than a few inches long; this was

presently pushed aside from within. I saw,

through a bit of iron grating, two dull, light

grey eyes staring vacantly at me, and heard

a feeble husky voice saying :

—

^' What may you please to want ?
"

" I am a traveller
—

" I began.

" We live in a miserable place. We have

nothing to show travellers here."

" I don^t come to see anything. I have an

important question to ask, which I believe

some one in this convent will be able to

answer. If you are not willing to let me

in, at least come out and speak to me

here."

" Are you alone?
"

''Quite alone."

" Are there no women with you ?
"

"None."

The gate was slowly unbarred ; and an
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old Capuchin, very infirm, very suspicious,

and very dirty, stood before me. I was

far too excited and impatient to waste

any time in prefatory phrases ; so telling

the monk at once how I had looked through

the hole in the outhouse, and what I had

seen inside, I asked him in plain terms

who the man had been whose corpse I

had beheld, and why the body was left

unburied ?

The old Capuchin listened to me with

watery eyes that twinkled suspiciously. He

had a battered tin snuff-box in his hand;

and his finger and thumb slowly chased a

few scattered grains of snuff round and

round the inside of the box all the time I was

speaking. When I had done, he shook

his head, and said *^ that was certainly an

ugly sight in their outhouse ; one of the

ugliest sights, he felt sure, that ever I had

seen in all my life !

"
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**I don^t want to talk of the sight," I

rejoined, impatiently ; "I want to know who

the man was, how he died, and why he

is not decently buried. Can you tell me ?
"

The monk's finger and thumb having

captured three or four grains of snuff at

last, he slowly drew them into his nostrils,

holding the box open under his nose the while,

to prevent the possibility of wasting even

one grain, sniffed once or twice, luxuriously

—closed the box—then looked at me again,

with his eyes watering and twinkling more

suspiciously than before.

"Yes," said the monk, "that's an ugly

sight in our outhouse—a very ugly sight,

certainly !

"

I never had more difficulty in keeping

my temper in my life, than at that moment.

I succeeded, however, in repressing a very

disrespectful expression on the subject of

monks in general, which was on the tip
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of my tongue, and made another attempt

to conquer the old man's exasperating re-

serve. Fortunately for my chances of suc-

ceeding with him, I was a snuff-taker my-

self; and I had a box full of excellent English

snuff in my pocket, which I now produced

as a bribe. It was my last resource.

" I thought your box seemed empty just

now," said I ;
" will you try a pinch out of

mine t

The offer was accepted with an almost

youthful alacrity of gesture. The Capuchin

took the largest pinch I ever saw held between

any man's finger and thumb, inhaled it slowly,

without spilling a single grain—half closed his

eyes—and, wagging his head gently, patted

me paternally on the back.

"Oh, my son !
" said the monk, " what de-

lectable snuff ! Oh, my son and amiable tra-

veller, give the spiritual father who loves you,

yet another tiny, tiny pinch !

"
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" Let me fill your box for you. I shall

have plenty left for myself."

The battered tin snuff-box was given to me

before I had done speaking—the paternal hand

patted my back more approvingly than ever

—

the feeble, husky voice grew glib and elo-

quent in my praise. I had evidently found

out the weak side of the old Capuchin ; and,

on returning him his box, I took instant ad-

vantage of the discovery.

" Excuse my troubling you on the subject

again," I said, " but I have particular reasons

for wanting to hear all that you can tell me

in explanation of that horrible sight in the

outhouse."

" Come in," answered the monk.

He drew me inside the gate, closed it, and

then leading the way across a grass grown

courtyard, looking out on a weedy kitchen

garden, showed me into a long room with a

low ceiling, a dirty dresser, a few rudely-

VOL. II. I
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carved stall seats, and one or two grim mil-

dewed pictures for ornaments. This was the

sacristy.

"There's nobody here, and it's nice and

cool," said the old Capuchin. It was so

damp that I actually shivered. " Would

you like to see the church? " said the monk
;

*• a jewel of a church, if we could only

keep it in repair ; but we can't. Ah ! male-

diction and misery, we are too poor to keep

our church in repair !

"

Here he shook his head, and began fum-

bling with a large bunch of keys.

"Never mind the church now!" said I.

" Can you, or can you not, tell me what I

want to know."

" Everything, from beginning to end—
absolutely everything ! Why, I answered the

gate bell—I always answer the gate bell here,"

said the Capuchin."

" What, in heaven's name, has the gate bell
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to do with the unburied corpse in your out-

house ?
"

" Listen, son of mine, and you shall know.

Some time ago—some months—ah, me, I'm

old ; Tve lost my memory ; I don't know how

many months—ah ! miserable me, what a very

old, old monk I am !
" Here he comforted

himself with another pinch of my snuff.

"Never mind the exact time," said I. " I

don't care about that."

" Good," said the Capuchin. " Now I can

go on. Well, let us say, it is some months

ago—we in this convent are all at breakfast

—wretched, wretched breakfasts, son of mine,

in this convent !—we are at breakfast, and we

hear hang ! hang I twice over. ' Guns/ says

I. * What are they shooting for ?
' says

brother Jeremy. * Game,' says brother Vin-

cent. 'Aha! game,' says brother Jeremy.

* If I hear more, I shall send out and discover

what it means,' says the father superior.

I 2
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We hear no more, and we go on with our

wretched breakfasts."

" Wbere did the report of fire-arms come

from ? " I inquired.

'' From down below, beyond the big trees

at the back of the convent, where there's

some clear ground—nice ground, if it wasn't

for the pools and puddles. But, ah misery !

how damp we are in these parts ! how. very,

very damp !

"

" Well, what happened after the report of

fire-arms ?
"

" You shall hear. We are still at break-

fast, all silent—for what have we to talk

about here ? What have we but our devo-

tions, our kitchen garden, and our wretched,

wretched bits of breakfasts and dinners ? I

say we are all silent, when there comes sud-

denly such a ring at the bell as never was

heard before—a very devil of a ring—a ring

that caught us all with our bits—our wretched.
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wretched bits !—in our mouths, and stopped

us before we could swallow them. * Go,

brother of mine !
' says the father superior to

me— * go, it is your duty—go to the gate.'

I am brave—a very lion of a Capuchin. I

slip out on tip-toe—I wait—I listen—I pull

back our little shutter in the gate—I wait, I

listen again—I peep through the hole—no-

thing, absolutely nothing, that I can see. I

am brave—I am not to be daunted. What

do I do next ? I open the gate. Ah ! Sacred

Mother of Heaven, what do I behold lying all

along our threshold ? A man—dead !—a big

man ; bigger than you, bigger than me, bigger

than anybody in this convent—buttoned up

tight in a fine coat, with black eyes, staring,

staring up at the sky ; and blood soaking

through and through the front of his shirt.

What do I do ? I scream once—I scream

twice—and run back to the father superior !

"

All the particulars of the fatal duel which I
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had gleaned from the French newspaper in

Monkton's room at Naples, recurred vividly to

my memory. The suspicion that I had felt when

I looked into the outhouse, became a certainty

as I listened to the old monk's last words.

''So far I understand," said I. "The

corpse I have just seen in the outhouse, is the

corpse of the man whom you found dead out-

side your gate. Now tell me why you have

not given the remains decent burial ?
"

" Wait—wait—wait," answered the Capu-

chin. " The father superior hears me scream,

and comes out ; we all run together to the

gate ; we lift up the big man, and look at him

close. Dead ! dead as this " (smacking the

dresser with his hand). " We look again, and

see a bit of paper pinned to the collar of his

coat. Aha ! son of mine, you start at that.

I thought I should make you start at last."

I had started indeed. That paper was

doubtless the leaf mentioned in the second's
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unfinislied narrative as having been torn out

of his pocket-book, and inscribed with the

statement of how the dead man had lost his

life. If proof positive were wanted to identify

the dead body, here was such proof found.

'^ What do you think was written on the

bit of paper?" continued the Capuchin. *^We

read, and shudder. This dead man has been

killed in a duel—he, the desperate, the miser-

able, has died in the commission of mortal

sin ; and the men who saw the killing of him,

ask us Capuchins, holy men, servants of

Heaven, children of our lord the pope—they

ask ics to give him burial ! Oh ! but we are

outraged when we read that ; we groan, we

wring our hands, we turn away, we tear our

beards, we—

"

" Wait one moment," said I, seeing that the

old man was heating himself with his narra-

tive, and was likely, unless I stopped him, to

talk more and more fluently to less and less
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purpose—" wait a moment. Have you pre-

served the paper that was pinned to the dead

man's coat ; and can I look at it ?
"

The Capuchin seemed on the point of giving

me an answer, when he suddenly checked him-

self. I saw his eyes wander away from my

face, and at the same moment heard a door

softly opened and closed again behind me.

Looking round immediately, I observed

another monk in the sacristy—a tall, lean,

black-bearded man, in whose presence my

old friend with the snuff-box suddenly became

quite decorous and devotional to look at. I

suspected I was in the presence of the father

superior; and I found that I was right the

moment he addressed me.

'^ I am the father superior of this convent,''

he said in quiet, clear tones, and looking me

straight in the face while he spoke, with

coldly attentive eyes. '^ I have heard the latter

part of your conversation, and I wish to know
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why you are so particularly anxious to see the

piece of paper that was pinned to the dead

man's coat ?
"

The coolness with which he avowed that he

had been listening, and the quietly imperative

manner in which he put his concluding ques-

tion perplexed and startled me. I hardly

knew at first what tone I ought to take in

answering him. He observed my hesitation,

and attributing it to the wrong cause, signed

to the old Capuchin to retire. Humbly strok-

ing his long grey beard, and furtively consol-

ing himself with a private pinch of the ^^ delec-

table snuff," my venerable friend shuffled out

of the room, making a profound obeisance at

the door, just before he disappeared.

*' Now,'' said the father superior, as coldly

as ever ; "I am waiting, sir, for your reply."

*^ You shall have it in the fewest possible

words," said I, answering him in his own

tone. ^^I find to my disgust and horror that
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there is an unburied corpse in an outhouse

attached to your convent. I believe that

corpse to be the body of an English gentle-

man of rank and fortune, who was killed in a

duel. I have come into this neighbourhood,

with the nephew and only relation of the slain

man, for the express purpose of recovering his

remains; and I wish to seethe paper found on

the body, because I believe that paper will

identify it to the satisfaction of the relative to

whom I have referred. Do you find my reply

sufficiently straightforward ? And do you

mean to give me permission to look at the

paper ?
"

" I am satisfied with your reply, and see no

reason for refusing you a sight of the paper,*'

said the father superior ;
** but I have some-

thing to say first. In speaking of the impres-

sion produced on you by beholding the corpse,

you used the words ^ disgust ' and * horror.'

This licence of expression in relation to what
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you have seen in the precincts of a convent,

proves to me that you are out of the pale of

the Holy Catholic Church. You have no

right, therefore, to expect any explanation

;

but I will give you one, nevertheless, as a

favour. The slain man died, unabsolved, in

the commission of mortal sin. We infer so

much from the paper which we found on his

body ; and we know, by the evidence of our

own eyes and ears, that he was killed on the

territories of the church, and in the act of

committing direct violation of those special

laws against the crime of duelling, the strict

enforcement of which the holy father himself

has urged on the faithful throughout his

dominions, by letters signed with his own hand.

Inside this convent the ground is consecrated
;

and we Catholics are not accustomed to bury

the outlaws of our religion, the enemies of our

Holy Father, and the violators of our most

sacred laws, in consecrated ground. Outside
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this convent, we have no rights and no power

;

and, if we had both, we should remember

that we are monks, not gravediggers, and

that the only burial with which ive can have

any concern, is burial with the prayers of the

church. That is all the explanation I think

it necessary to give. Wait for me here, and

you shall see the paper." With those words

the father superior left the room as quietly as

he had entered it.

I had hardly time to think over this bitter

and ungracious explanation, and to feel a little

piqued by the language and manner of the

person who had given it to me, before the

father superior returned with the paper in his

hand. He placed it before me on the dresser

;

and I read hurriedly traced in pencil, the fol-

lowing lines :

—

"This paper is attached to the body of

the late Mr. Stephen Monkton, an English-

man of distinction. He has been shot in a
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duel, conducted with perfect gallantry and

honour on both sides. His body is placed

at the door of this convent, to receive burial

at the hands of its inmates, the survivors of

the encounter being obliged to separate and

secure their safety by immediate flight. I,

the second of the slain man, and the writer

of this explanation, certify, on my word of

honour as a gentleman, that the shot which

killed my principal on the instant was fired

fairly, in the strictest accordance with the

rules laid down beforehand for the conduct of

the duel. (Signed) '' F."

*T.'^ I recognised easily enough as the

initial letter of Monsieur Foulon's name, the

second of Mr. Monkton, who had died of

consumption at Paris.

The discovery and the identification were

now complete. Nothing remained but to

break the news to Alfred, and to get per-

mission to remove the remains in the out-
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house. I began almost to doubt the evidence

of my own senses, when I reflected that the

apparently impracticable object with which

we had left Naples was already, by the merest

chance, virtually accomplished.

" The evidence of the paper is decisive,"

said I, handing it back. " There can be no

doubt that the remains in the outhouse are

the remains of which we have been in search.

May I inquire if any obstacles will be thrown

in our way, should the late Mr. Monkton's

nephew wish to remove his uncle's body to

the family burial-place in England ?
"

"Where is this nephew?'' asked the

father superior.

*^ He is now awaiting my return at the

town of Fondi."

" Is he in a position to prove his relation-

ship ?
"

" Certainly ; he has papers with him which

will place it beyond a doubt."
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"Let him satisfy the civil authorities of

his claim, and he need expect no obstacle to

his wishes from anyone here."

I was in no humour for talking a moment

longer with my sour-tempered companion

than I could help. The day was wearing

on fast ; and, whether night overtook me

or not, I was resolved never to stop on my

return till I got back to Fondi. Accordingly,

after telling the father superior that he might

expect to hear from me again immediately, I

made my bow, and hastened out of the

sacristy.

At the convent gate stood my old friend

with the tin snuff-box, waiting to let me out.

"Bless you, my son," said the venerable

recluse, giving me a farewell pat on the

shoulder ;
" come back soon to your spiritual

father, who loves you ; and amiably favour

him with another tiny, tiny pinch of the

delectable snuff."
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CHAPTER VI.

I RETURNED at the top of my speed to the

village where I had left the mules, had the

animals saddled immediately, and succeeded

in getting back to Fondi a little before

sunset.

While ascending the stairs of our hotel, I

suffered under the most painful uncertainty as

to how I should best communicate the news

of my discovery to Alfred. If I could not

succeed in preparing him properly for my

tidings, the results—with such an organiza-

tion as his—might be fatal. On opening the

door of his room, I felt by no means sure of

myself; and when I confronted him, his
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manner of receiving me took me so much by-

surprise that, for a moment or two, I lost my

self-possession altogether.

Every trace of the lethargy in which he

was sunk when I had last seen him had

disappeared. His eyes were bright, his

cheeks deeply flushed. As I entered, he

started up, and refused my offered hand.

" You have not treated me like a friend,"

he said, passionately ;
" you had no right to

continue the search unless I searched with

you—you had no right to leave me here

alone. I was wrong to trust you : you

are no better than all the rest of them."

I had by this time recovered a little from

my first astonishment, and was able to reply

before he could say anything more. It was

quite useless, in his present state, to reason

with him, or to defend myself I determined

to risk everything, and break my news to

him at once.

VOL. II K
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" You will treat me more justly, Monkton,

when you know that I have been doing you

good service during my absence," I said.

" Unless I am greatly mistaken, the object

for which we have left Naples may be nearer

attainment by both of us than
—

"

The flush left his cheeks almost in an

instant. Some expression in my face, or

some tone in my voice, of which I was not

conscious, had revealed to his nervously-

quickened perception more than I had in-

tended that he should know at first. His

eyes fixed themselves intently on mine ; his

hand grasped my arm ; and he said to me

in an eager whisper :

—

"Tell me the truth at once. Have you

found him ? ''

It was too late to hesitate. I answered in

the afi&rmative.

" Buried or unburied ?
"

His voice rose abruptly as he put the
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question, and his unoccupied hand fastened on

my other arm.

" Unburied."

I had hardly uttered the word before the

blood flew back into his cheeks ; his eyes

flashed again as they looked into mine, and

he burst into a fit of triumphant laughter,

which shocked and startled me inex-

pressibly.

" What did I tell you ? What do you say

to the old prophecy now ? " he cried, dropping

his hold on my arms, and pacing backward

and forwards in the room. " Own you were

wrong. .Own it, as all Naples shall own it,

when once I have got him safe in his

coffin
! ''

His laughter grew more and more violent.

I tried to quiet him in vain. His servant

and the landlord of the inn entered the room
;

but they only added fuel to the fire, and I

made them go out again. As I shut the

K 2
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door on them, I observed lying on a table

near at hand the packet of letters from Miss

Elmslie, which my unhappy friend preserved

with such care, and read and re-read with

such unfailing devotion. Looking towards

me just when I passed by the table, the

letters caught his eye. The new hope for

the future, in connexion with the writer of

them, which my news was already awakening

in his heart, seemed to overwhelm him in an

instant at sight of the treasured memorials

that reminded him of his betrothed wife. His

laughter ceased, his face changed, he ran to

the table, caught the letters up in his hand,

looked from them to me for one moment with

an altered expression which went to my

heart, then sank down on his knees at the

table, laid his face on the letters, and burst

into tears. I let the new emotion have its

way uninterruptedly, and quitted the room

without saying a word. When I returned,
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after a lapse of some little time, I found him

sitting quietly in his chair, reading one of

the letters from the packet which rested on

his knee.

His look was kindness itself; his gesture

almost womanly in its gentleness as he rose to

meet me, and anxiously held out his hand.

He was quite calm enough now to

hear in detail all that I had to tell him.

I suppressed nothing but the particulars

of the state in which I had found the

corpse. I assumed no right of direction

as to the share he was to take in our future

proceedings, with the exception of insisting

beforehand that he should leave the absolute

superintendence of the removal of the body

to me, and that he should be satisfied with

a sight of M. Foulon's paper, after receiving

my assurance that the remains placed in the

coffin were really and truly the remains of

which we had been in search.
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" Your nerves are not so strong as mine," I

said, by way of apology for my apparent

dictation ;
'^ and for that reason I must beg

leave to assume the leadership in all that we

have now to do, until I see the leaden coffin

soldered down and safe in your possession.

After that, I shall resign all my functions to

you."

" I want words to thank you for your

kindness," he answered. " No brother could

have borne with me more affectionately, or

helped me more patiently, than you."

He stopped, and grew thoughtful, then

occupied himself in tying up slowly and

carefully the packet of Miss Elmslie's letters,

and then looked suddenly towards the vacant

wall behind me, with that strange expression

the meaning of which I knew so well. Since

we had left Naples, I had purposely avoided

exciting him by talking on the useless and

shocking subject of the apparition by which
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he believed himself to be perpetually fol-

lowed. Just now, however, he seemed so

calm and collected—so little likely to be

violently agitated by any allusion to the

dangerous topic—that I ventured to speak

out boldly.

"Does the Phantom still appear to you,"

I asked, "as it appeared at Naples
?''

He looked at me and smiled.

" Did I not tell you that it followed me

everywhere ? " His eyes wandered back

again to the vacant space, and he went

on speaking in that direction as if he had

been continuing the conversation with some

tljird person in the room. " We shall part,"

he said slowly and softly, " when the empty

place is filled in Wincot vault. Then I

shall stand with Ada before the altar in

the Abbey chapel; and when my eyes

meet hers, they will see the tortured face

no more."
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Saying this, he leaned his head on his

hand, sighed, and began repeating softly

to himself the lines of the old prophecy :

—

When in Wincot vault a place

Waits for one of Monkton's race

;

When that one forlorn shall lie

Graveless under open sky,

Beggared of six feet of earth,

Though lord of acres from his birth

—

That shall be a certain sign

Of the end of Monkton's hne.

Dwindling ever faster, faster,

Dwindling to the last left master

;

From mortal ken, from light of day,

Monkton's race shall pass away.

Fancying that he pronounced the last

lines a little incoherently, I tried to make

him change the subject. He took no notice

of what I said, and went on talking to him-

self.

" Monkton's race shall pass away !
" he re-

peated ;
" but not with me. The fatality

hangs over my head no longer. I shall

bury the unburied dead ; I shall fill the

vacant place in Wincot vault. And then

—
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then the new life, the life with Ada! "—That

name seemed to recall him to himself. He

drew his travelling desk towards him, placed

the packet of letters in it, and then took

out a sheet of paper. '^ I am going to

write to Ada," he said, turning to me, " and

tell her the good news. Her happiness,

when she knows it, will be even greater

than mine."

Worn out by the events of the day, I

left him writing, and went to bed. I was,

however, either too anxious or too tired to

sleep. In this waking condition, my mind

naturally occupied itself with the discovery

at the convent, and with the events to

which that discovery would in all probability

lead. As I thought on the future, a depres-

sion for which I could not account weighed

on my spirits. There was not the slightest

reason for the vaguely melancholy forebodings

that oppressed me. The remains, to the find-
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ing of which my unhappy friend attached

so much importance, had been traced ; they

would certainly be placed at his disposal in a

few days ; he might take them to England by

the first merchant vessel that sailed from

Naples ; and, the gratification of his strange

caprice thus accomplished, there was at least

some reason to hope that his mind might re-

cover its tone, and that the new life he would

lead at Wincot might result in making him a

happy man. Such considerations as these

were, in themselves, certainly not calculated

to exert any melancholy influence over me
;

and yet, all through the night, the same incon-

ceivable, unaccountable depression weighed

heavily on my spirits—heavily through the

hours of darkness—heavily, even when I

walked out to breathe the first freshness of

the early morning air.

With the day came the all-engrossing business

of opening negotiations with the authorities.
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Only those who have had to deal with

Italian officials can imagine how our patience

was tried by every one with whom we came in

contact. We were bandied about from one

authority to the other, were stared at, cross-

questioned, mystified—not in the least be-

cause the case presented any special difficulties

or intricacies, but because it was absolutely

necessary that every civil dignitary to whom

we applied should assert his own importance

by leading us to our object in the most round-

about manner possible. After our first day's

experience of official life in Italy, I left the

absurd formalities, which we had no choice

but to perform, to be accomplished by Alfred

alone, and applied myself to considering the

really serious question of how the remains in

the convent outhouse were to be safely re-

moved.

The best plan that suggested itself to me

was to write to a friend at Rome, where I
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knew that it was a custom to embalm the bodies

of high dignitaries of the church, and where, I

consequently inferred, such chemical assistance

as was needed in our emergency might be

obtained. I simply stated in my letter that

the removal of the body was imperative, then

described the condition in which I had found

it, and engaged that no expense on our part

should be spared if the right person or per-

sons could be found to help us. Here again

more difficulties interposed themselves, and

more useless formalities were to be gone

through, but, in the end, patience, perseverance,

and money triumphed, and two men came ex-

pressly from Rome to undertake the duties

we required of them.

It is unnecessary that I should shock the

reader by entering into any detail in this part

of my narrative. When I have said that the

progress of decay was so far suspended by

chemical means as to allow of the remains
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being placed in the coffin, and to ensure their

being transported to England with perfect

safety and convenience, I have said enough.

After ten days had been wasted in useless de-

lays and difficulties, I had the satisfaction of

seeing the convent outhouse empty at last

;

passed through a final ceremony of snuff-

taking, or rather, of snuff-giving, with

the old Capuchin, and ordered the tra-

velling carriages to be ready at the inn door.

Hardly a month had elapsed since our depart-

ure, when we entered Naples, successful in

the achievement of a design which had been

ridiculed as wildly impracticable by every

friend of ours who had heard of it.

The first object to be accomplished on our

return was to obtain the means of carrying

the coffin to England—by sea, as a matter of

course. All inquiries after a merchant vessel

on the point of sailing for any British port

led to the most unsatisfactory results. There
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was only one way of ensuring the immediate

transportation of the remains to England, and

that was to hire a vessel. Impatient to re-

turn, and resolved not to lose sight of the

coffin till he had seen it placed in Wincot

vault, Monkton decided immediately on hiring

the first ship that could he obtained. The

vessel in port, which we were informed could

soonest he got ready for sea, was a Sicilian

brig ; and this vessel my friend accordingly

engaged. The best dockyard artisans that

could be got were set to work, and the smart-

est captain and crew to be picked up on an

emergency in Naples, were chosen to navigate

the brig.

Monkton, after again expressing in the

warmest terms his gratitude for the services I

had rendered him, disclaimed any intention of

asking me to accompany him on the voyage

to England. Greatly to his surprise and de-

light, however, I offered of my own accord to
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take passage in the brig. The strange coin-

cidences I had witnessed, the extraordinary

discovery I had hit on, since our first meeting

in Naples,, had made his one great interest

in life my one great interest for the

time being, as well. I shared none of his

delusions, poor fellow ; but it is hardly an

exaggeration to say that my eagerness to fol-

low our remarkable adventure to its end was

as great as his anxiety to see the coffin laid in

Wincot vault. Curiosity influenced me, I am

afraid, almost as strongly as friendship, when

I offered myself as the companion of his

voyage home.

We set sail for England on a calm and

lovely afternoon.

For the first time since I had known him,

Monkton seemed to be in high spirits. He

talked and jested on all sorts of subjects, and

laughed at me for allowing my cheerfulness to

be affected by the dread of sea-sickness. I had
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really no such fear ; it was my excuse to my

friend for a return of that unaccountable de-

pression under which I had suffered at Fondi.

Everything was in our favour ; everybody on

board the brig was in good sph'its. The

captain was delighted with the vessel; the

crew, Italians and Maltese, were in high glee

at the prospect of making a short voyage on

high wages in a well-provisioned ship. I alone

felt heavy at heart. There was no valid rea-

son that I could assign to myself for the me-

lancholy that oppressed me, and yet I strug-

gled against it in vain.

Late on our first night at sea, I made a dis-

covery which was by no means calculated to

restore my spirits to their usual equihbrium.

Monkton was in the cabin, on the floor of

which had been placed the packing-case con-

taining the coffin ; and I was on deck. The

wind had fallen almost to a calm, and I was

lazily watching the sails of the brig as they
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flapped from time to time against the masts,

when the captain approached, and, drawing

me out of hearing of the man at the helm,

whispered in my ear

—

'^ There's something wrong among the men

forward. Did you observe how suddenly they

all became silent just before sunset?
''

I had observed it, and told him so.

" There's a Maltese boy on board," pursued

the captain, " who is a smart lad enough, but

a bad one to deal with. I have found out

that he has been telling the men there is a

dead body inside that packing case of your

friend's in the cabin."

My heart sank as he spoke. Knowing the

superstitious irrationality of sailors—of foreign

sailors especially— I had taken care to spread

a report on board the brig, before the coffin

was shipped, that the packing-case contained

a valuable marble statue which Mr. Monkton

VOL. II. L
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prized highly, and was unwilling to trust

out of his own sight. How could this Maltese

boy have discovered that the pretended statue

was a human corpse ? As I pondered over

the question, my suspicions fixed themselves

on Monkton's servant, who spoke Italian

fluently, and whom I knew to be an incorrigi-

ble gossip. The man denied it when I charged

him with betraying us, but I have never

believed his denial to this day.

" The little imp won't say where he picked

up this notion of his about the dead body,"

continued the captain. " It's not my place to

pry into secrets ; but I advise you to call the

crew aft, and contradict the boy, whether he

speaks the truth or not. The men are a parcel

of fools who believe in ghosts, and all the rest

of it. Some of them say they would never

have signed our articles if they had known

they were going to sail with a dead man

;

others only grumble ; but I'm afraid we shall
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have some trouble with them all, in case of

rough weather, unless the boy is contradicted

by you or the other gentleman. The men say

that if either you or your friend tell them on

your words of honour that the Maltese is a liar,

they will hand him up to be rope's-ended

accordingly ; but that if you won't, they have

made up their minds to believe the boy."

Here the captain paused, and awaited my

answer. I could give him none. I felt hope-

less under our desperate emergency. To get

the boy punished by giving my word of honour

to support a direct falsehood, was not to be

thought of even for a moment. What other

means of extrication from this miserable

dilemma remained? None that I could think

of. I thanked the captain for his attention to

our interests, told him I would take time to

consider what course I should pursue, and

begged that he would say nothing to my friend

about the discovery he had made. He pro-
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mised to be silent, sulkily enough, and walked

away from me.

We had expected the breeze to spring up

with the morning, but no breeze came. As it

wore on towards noon, the atmosphere became

insufferably sultry, and the sea looked as

smooth as glass. I saw the captain's eye turn

often and anxiously to windward. Far away

in that direction, and alone in the blue heaven,

I observed a little black cloud, and asked if it

would bring us any wind.

^' More than we want," the captain replied,

shortly ; and then, to my astonishment, ordered

the crew aloft to take in sail. The execution

of this manoeuvre showed but too plainly the

temper of the men ; they did their work sulkily

and slowly, grumbling and murmuring among

themselves. The captain's manner, as he

urged them on with oaths and threats, con-

vinced me we were in danger. I looked again

to windward. The one little cloud had
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enlarged to a great bank of murky vapour,

and the sea at the horizon had changed in

colour.

" The squall will be on us before we know

where we are," said the captain. ^^ Go below
;

you will be only in the way here."

I descended to the cabin, and prepared

Monkton for what was coming. He was still

questioning me about what I had observed on

deck, when the storm burst on us. We felt

the little brig strain for an instant as if she

would part in two, then she seemed to be

swinging round with us, then to be quite still

for a moment, trembling in every timber.

Last, came a shock which hurled us from our

seats, a deafening crash, and a flood of water

pouring into the cabin. We clambered, half-

drowned, to the deck. The brig had, in the

nautical phrase, " broached to," and she now

lay on her beam ends.

Before I could make out anything distinctly
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in the horrible confusion, except the one tre-

mendous certainty that we were entirely at

the mercy of the sea, I heard a voice from the

fore part of the ship which stilled the clamour-

ing and shouting of the rest of the crew in an

instant. The words were in Italian, but I

understood their fatal meaning only too easily.

We had sprung a leak, and the sea was pour-

ing into the ship's hold like the race of a mill-

stream. The captain did not lose his presence

of mind in this fresh emergency. He called

for his axe to cut away the foremast, and

ordering some of the crew to help him, directed

the others to rig out the pumps.

The words had hardly passed his lips, before

the men broke into open mutiny. With a

savage look at me, their ringleader declared

that the passengers might do as they pleased,

but that he and his messmates were deter-

mined to take to the boat, and leave the

accursed ship, and the dead man in her, to go
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to the bottom together. As he spoke there

was a shout among the sailors, and I observed

some of them pointing derisively behind me.

Looking round, I saw Monkton, who had

hitherto kept close at my side, making his

way back to the cabin. I followed him

directly, but the water and confusion on deck,

and the impossibility, from the position of the

brig, of moving the feet without the slow

assistance of the hands, so impeded my pro-

gress that it was impossible for me to overtake

him. When I had got belovv, he was crouched

upon the coffin, with the water on the cabin

floor whirling and splashing about him, as the

ship heaved and plunged. I saw a warning

brightness in his eyes, a warning flush on his

cheek, as I approached and said to him :

—

" There is nothing left for it, Alfred, but to

bow to our misfortune, and do the best w'e

can to save our lives."

*^ Save yours," he cried, waving his hand to
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me, '' for you have a future before you. Mine

is gone when this coffin goes to the bottom.

If the ship sinks, I shall know that the fatality-

is accomplished, and shall sink with her."

I saw that he was in no state to be reasoned

with or persuaded, and raised myself again to

the deck. The men were cutting away all

obstacles, so as to launch the long boat, placed

amidships, over the depressed bulwark of the

brig, as she lay on her side ; and the captain,

after having made a last vain exertion to

restore his authority, was looking on at them

in silence. The violence of the squall seemed

already to be spending itself, and I asked

whether there was really no chance for us if

we remained by the ship. The captain

answered that there might have been the best

chance if the men had obeyed his orders, but

that now there was none. Knowing that I

could place no dependence on the presence of

mind of Monkton's servant, I confided to the
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captain, in the fewest and plainest words, the

condition of my unhappy friend, and asked if I

might depend on his help. He nodded his

head, and we descended together to the cabin.

Even at this day it costs me pain to write of

the terrible necessity to which the strength

and obstinacy of Monkton's delusion reduced

us, in the last resort. We were compelled to

secure his hands, and drag him by main force

to the deck. The men were on the point of

launching the boat, and refused at first to

receive us into it.

" You cowards !
" cried the captain, " have

we got the dead man with us this time ? Isn't

he going to the bottom along with the brig ?

Who are you afraid of when we get into the

boat?"

This sort of appeal produced the desired

effect ; the men became ashamed of themselves,

and retracted their refusal.

Just as Ave pushed off from the sinking ship
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Alfred made an effort to break from me, but

I held him firm, and he never repeated the

attempt. He sat by me, with drooping head,

still and silent, while the sailors rowed away

fi:'om the vessel : still and silent when, with

one accord, they paused at a little distance

off, and we all waited and watched to see the

brig sink : still and silent, even when that

sinking happened, when the labouring hull

plunged slowly into a hollow of the sea

—

hesitated, as it seemed, foi" one moment—rose

a little again—then sank to rise no more.

Sank with her dead freight : sank, and

snatched for ever from our power the corpse

which we had discovered almost by a miracle

—those jealously-preserved remains on the

safe-keeping of which rested so strangely the

hopes and the love-destinies of two living

beings ! As the last signs of the ship disap-

peared in the depths of the waters, I felt

Monkton trembling all over as he sat close at
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my side, and heard him repeating to himself,

sadly, and many times over, the name of

^^Ada."

I tried to turn his thoughts to another sub-

ject, but it was useless. He pointed over the

sea to where the brig had once been, and

where nothing was left to look at but the roll-

ing waves.

^' The empty place will now remain empty

for ever in Wincot vault.''

As he said those words, he fixed his eyes

for a moment sadly and earnestly on my face,

then looked away, leant his cheek upon his

hand, and spoke no more.

We were sighted long before nightfall by a

trading-vessel, were taken on board, and

landed at Cartagena in Spain. Alfred never

held up his head, and never once spoke to me

of his own accord, the whole time we were at

sea in the merchantman. I observed, how-

ever, with alarm, that he talked often and in-
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coherently to himself—constantly muttering

the lines of the old prophecy—constantly re-

ferring to the fatal place that was empty in

Wincot vault—constantly repeating in broken

accents, which it affected me inexpressibly to

hear, the name of the poor girl who was

awaiting his return to England. Nor were

these the only causes for the apprehension

that I now felt on his account. Towards

the end of our voyage he began to suffer

from alternations of fever fits and shivering

fits, which I ignorantly imagined to be attacks

of ague. I was soon undeceived. We had

hardly been a day on shore before he became

so much worse that I secured the best medical

assistance Cartagena could afford. For a day

or two the doctors differed, as usual, about

the nature of his complaint, but ere long

alarming symptoms displayed themselves. The

medical men declared that his life was in danger,

and told me that his disease was brain fever.
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Shocked and grieved as I was, I hardly

knew how to act at first under the fresh re-

sponsibility now laid upon me. Ultimately I

decided on writing to the old priest who had

been Alfred's tutor, and who, as I knew, still

resided at Wincot Abbey. I told this gentle-

man all that had happened, begged him to

break my melancholy news as gently as pos-

sible to Miss Elmslie, and assured him of my

resolution to remain with Monkton to the last.

After I had despatched my letter, and had

sent to Gibraltar to secure the best English

medical advice that could be obtained, I felt

that I had done my best, and that nothing

remained but to wait and hope.

Many a sad and anxious hour did I pass by

my poor friend's bedside. Many a time did I

doubt whether I had done right in giving any

encouragement to his delusion. The reasons

for doing so which had suggested themselves

to me, after my first interview with him,
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seemed, howeyer, on reflection, to be valid

reasons still. The only way of hastening his

return to England and to Miss Elmslie, who

was pining for that return, was the way I had

taken. It was not my fault that a disaster

which no man could foresee had overthrown

all his projects and all mine. But now that

the calamity had happened and was irre-

trievable, how, in the event of his physical

recovery, was his moral malady to be com-

bated ?

When I reflected on the hereditary taint in

his mental organisation, on that first childish

fright of Stephen Monkton from which he had

never recovered, on the perilously secluded life

that he had led at the Abbey, and on his firm

persuasion of the reality of the apparition by

which he believed himself to be constantly

followed, I confess I despaired of shaking his

superstitious faith in every word and line of

the old family prophecy. If the series of
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striking coincidences which appeared to attest

its truth had made a strong and lasting im-

pression on me (and this was assuredly the

case)
J
how could I wonder that they had pro-

duced the effect of absolute conviction on his

mind, constituted as it was? If I argued with

him, and he answered me, how could I rejoin ?

If he said, " The prophecy points at the last

of the family : I am the last of the family.

The prophecy mentions an empty place in

Wincot vault : there is such an empty place

there at this moment. On the faith of the

prophecy I told you that Stephen Monkton's

body was unburied, and you found that it was

unburied,"—if he said this, what use would it

be for me to reply, ^^ These are only strange

coincidences, after all ?
"

The more I thought of the task that lay

before me, if he recovered, the more I felt

inclined to despond. The oftener the English

physician who attended on him said to me,
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*^ He may get the better of the fever, but he

has a fixed idea, which never leaves him

night or day, which has unsettled his reason,

and which will end in killing him, unless you

or some of his friends can remove it/'—the

oftener I heard this, the more acutely I felt

my own powerlessness, the more I shrank

from every idea that was connected with the

hopeless future.

I had only expected to receive my answer

from Wincot in the shape of a letter. It was

consequently a great surprise, as well as a

great relief, to be informed one day that two

gentlemen wished to speak with me, and to

find that of these two gentlemen the first was

the old priest, and the second a male relative

of Mrs. Elmslie.

Just before their arrival the fever-symptoms

had disappeared, and Alfred had been pro-

nounced out of danger. Both the priest and

his companion were eager to know when the
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sufferer would be strong enough to travel.

They had come to Cartagena expressly to

take him home with them, and felt far more

hopeful than I did of the restorative effects of

his native air. After all the questions con-

nected with the first important point of the

journey to England had been asked and an-

swered, I ventured to make some inquiries

after Miss Elmslie. Her relative informed me

that she was suffering both in body and in

mind from excess of anxiety on Alfred's ac-

count. They had been obliged to deceive her

as to the dangerous nature of his illness, in

order to deter her from accompanying the

priest and her relation on their mission to

Spain.

Slowly and imperfectly as the weeks wore

on, Alfred regained something of his former

physical strength, but no alteration appeared

in his illness as it affected his mind.

From the very first day of his advance

YOL. II. M
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towards recovery, it had been discovered that

the brain fever had exercised the strangest

influence over his faculties of memory. All

recollection of recent events was gone from

him. Everything connected with Naples,

with me, with his journey to Italy, had

dropped in some mysterious manner entirely

out of his remembrance. So completely had

all late circumstances passed from his memory

that, though he recognised the old priest and

his own servant easily on the first days of his

convalescence, he never recognised me, but

regarded me with such a wistful, doubting

expression, that I felt inexpressibly pained

when I approached his bedside. All his ques-

tions were about Miss Elmslie and Wincot

Abbey ; and all his talk referred to the period

when his father was yet alive.

The doctors augured good rather than

ill from this loss of memory of recent in-

cidents, saying that it would turn out
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to be temporary, and that it answered the

first great healing purpose of keeping his

mind at ease. I tried to believe them—tried

to feel as sanguine, when the day came for his

departure, as the old friends felt who were

taking him home. But the effort was too

much for me. A foreboding that I should

never see him again oppressed my heart, and

the tears came into my eyes as I saw the worn

figure of my poor friend half helped, half lifted

into the travelling carriage, and borne away

gently on the road towards home.

He had never recognised me, and the

doctors had begged that I would give him,

for some time to come, as few opportunities

as possible of doing so. But for this request

I should have accompanied him to England.

As it was, nothing better remained for me to

do than to change the scene, and recruit as

I best could my energies of body and mind, de-

pressed of late by much watching and anxiety

m2
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The famous cities of Spain were not new

to me, but I visited them again, and revived

old impressions of the Alhambra and Madrid.

Once or twice I thought of making a pilgrim-

age to the East, but late events had sobered

and altered me. That yearning, unsatisfied

feeling which we call *^ home-sickness," began

to prey upon my heart, and I resolved to

return to England.

I went back by way of Paris, having set-

tled with the priest that he should write

to me at my banker's there, as soon as he

could after Alfred had returned to Wincot.

If I had gone to the East, the letter would

have been forwarded to me. I wrote to

prevent this ; and, on my arrival at Paris,

stopped at the banker's before I went to my

hotel.

The moment the letter was put into my

hands, the black border on the envelope told

me the worst. He was dead.
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There was but oue consolation — he had

died calmly, almost happily, without once

referring to those fatal chances which had

wrought the fulfilment of the ancient pro-

phecy. "My beloved pupil," the old priest

wrote, " seemed to rally a little the first few

days after his return, but he gained no real

strength, and soon suffered a slight relapse

of fever. After this he sank gradually and

gently day by day, and so departed from

us on the last dread journey. Miss Elmslie

(who knows that I am writing this) desires

me to express her deep and lasting gratitude

for all your kindness to Alfred. She told me

when we brought him back, that she had

wa^ed for him as his promised wife, and

that she would nurse him now as a wife

should ; and she never left him. His face

was turned towards her, his hand was clasped

in hers when he died. It will console you

to know that he never mentioned events at
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Naples, or the shipwreck that followed them,

from the day of his return to the day of

his death."

Three days after reading the letter I was

at Wincot, and heard all the details of

Alfred's last moments from the priest. I felt

a shock which it would not be very easy for

me to analyse or explain, when I heard that

he had been buried, at his own desire, in the

fatal Abbey vault.

The priest took me down to see the place

— a grim, cold subterranean building, with

a low roof, supported on heavy Saxon arches.

Narrow niches, with the ends only of coffins

visible within them, ran down each side of

the vault. The nails and silver ornaments

flashed here and there as my companion moved

past them with a lamp in his hand. At the

lower end of the place he stopped, pointed

to a niche, and said:
—"He lies there, between

his father and mother." I looked a little fur-
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ther on, and saw what appeared at first like

a long dark tunnel. " That is only an empty

niche/' said the priest, following me. " If

the body of Mr. Stephen Monkton had been

brought to Wincot, his coffin would have been

placed there."

A chill came over me, and a sense of dread

which I am ashamed of having felt now, but

which I could not combat then. The blessed

light of day was pouring down gaily at the

other end of the vault through the open door,

I turned my back on the empty niche, and

hurried into the sunlight and the fresh

air.

As I walked across the grass glade leading

down to the vault, I heard the rustle of a

woman's dress behind me, and, turning round,

saw a young lady advancing, clad in deep

mourning. Her sweet sad face, her manner

as she held out her hand, told me who it was

in an instant.
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" I heard that you were here," she said,

^^ and I wished"—her voice faltered a little.

My heart ached as I saw how her lip trembled,

but before I could say anything, she re-

covered herself, and went on— "I wished to

take your hand, and thank you for your

brotherly kindness to Alfred ; and I wanted

to tell you that I am sure, in all you did,

you acted tenderly and considerately for the

best. Perhaps you may be soon going away

from home again, and we may not meet any

more. I shall never, never forget that you

were kind to him when he wanted a friend,

and that you have the greatest claim of any

one on earth to be gratefully remembered in

my thoughts as long as I live."

The inexpressible tenderness of her voice,

trembling a little all the while she spoke, the

pale beauty of her face, the artless candour in

her sad, quiet eyes, so affected me that I

could not trust myself to answer her at first,
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except by gesture. Before I recovered my

voice, she had given me her hand once more

and had left me.

I never saw her again. The chances and

changes of life kept us apart. When I last

heard of her, years and years ago, she was

faithful to the memory of the dead, and was

Ada Elmslie still for Alfred Monkton^s sake.
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THE FIFTH DAY.

Still cloudy, but no rain to keep our young

lady indoors. The paper as usual, without

interest for me.

To-day Owen actually vanquished his diffi-

culties, and finished his story. I numbered

it Eight, and threw the corresponding num-

ber (as I had done the day before, in Morgan's

case) into the china bowl.

Although I could discover no direct evidence

against her, I strongly suspected the Queen of

Hearts of tampering with the lots, on the fifth

evening, to irritate Morgan by making it his

turn to read again, after the shortest possible
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interval of repose. However that might be,

the number drawn was certainly Seven, and

the story to be read was consequently the

story which my brother had finished only two

days before.

If I had not known that it was part of

Morgan's character always to do exactly the

reverse of what might be expected from him,

I should have been surprised at the extraor-

dinary docility he exhibited the moment his

manuscript was placed in his hands.

" My turn again ? " he said. '^ How very

satisfactory ! I was anxious to escape from this

absurd position of mine, as soon as possible

;

and here is the opportunity most considerately

put into my hands. Look out, all of you ! I

won't waste another moment. I mean to begin

instantly."

^^Do tell me," interposed Jessie, mis-

chievously, "shall I be very much inter-

ested to-night ?
"
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" Not you !
" retorted jMorgan. '^ You will

be very much frightened, instead. Your hair

is uncommonly smooth at the present moment

—but it will be all standing on end before

I have done. Don't blame me, Miss, ifyou are

an Object when you go to bed to-night !

'^

With this curious introductory speech, he

began to read. I was obliged to interrupt

him, to say the few words of explanation

which the story needed.

" Before my brother begins," I said, " it

may be as well to mention that he is himself

the doctor who is supposed to relate this nar-

rative. The events happened at a time of

his life when he had left London, and had es-

tablished himself in medical practice in one of

our large northern towns."

With that brief explanation, I apologised

for interrupting the reader, and Morgan

began once more.
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BROTHER MORGM'S STORY

OF

THE DEAD HMD.

When this present nineteenth century was

younger by a good many years than it is now,

a certain friend of mine, named Arthur Holli-

day, happened to arrive in the town of Don-

caster exactly in the middle of the race-week,

or, in other words, in the middle of the

month of September.

He was one of those reckless, rattlepated,

open-hearted, and open-mouthed young gen-

tlemen who possess the gift of familiarity in

its highest perfection, and who scramble care-
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lessly along the journey of life, making friends,

as the phrase is, wherever they go. His

father was a rich manufacturer, and had bought

landed property enough in one of the mid-

land counties to make all the born squires in

his neighbourhood thoroughly envious of him.

Arthur was his only son, possessor in prospect

of the great estate and the great business

after his father's death; well supplied with

money, and not too rigidly looked after, during

his father's lifetime. Report, or scandal,

whichever you please, said that the old gen-

tlemen had been rather wild in his youthful

days, and that, unlike most parents, he was

not disposed to be violently indignant when

he found that his son took after him. This

may be true or not. I myself only knew the

elder Mr. Holliday when he was getting on

in years ; and then he was as quiet and as

respectable a gentleman as ever I met with.

Well, one September, as I told you, young
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Arthur comes to Doncaster, having decided

all of a sudden, in his hare-brained way, that he

would go to the races. He did not reach the

town till towards the close of evening, and he

went at once to see about his dinner and bed

at the principal hotel. Dinner they were ready

enough to give him ; but as for a bed, they

laughed when he mentioned it. In the race

week at Doncaster, it is no uncommon thing

for visitors who have not bespoken apartments

to pass the night in their carriages at the inn

doors. As for the lower sort of strangers, I

myself have often seen them, at that full time,

sleeping out on the doorsteps for want of

a covered place to creep under. Rich as he

was, Arthur's chance of getting a night's lodg-

ing (seeing that he had not written before-

hand to secure one) was more than doubtful.

He tried the second hotel, and the third hotel,

and two of the inferior inns after that ; and

was met everywhere with the same form of
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answer. No accommodation for the night of

any sort was left. All the bright golden

sovereigns in his pocket would not buy him a

bed at Doncaster in the race-week.

To a young fellow of Arthur's temperament,

the novelty ofbeing turned away into the street

like a penniless vagabond, at every house where

he asked for a lodging, presented itself in the

light of a new and highly amusing piece of expe-

rience. He went on with his carpet-bag in his

hand, applying for a bed at every place of enter-

tainment for travellers that he could find in

Doncaster, until he wandered into the out-

skirts of the town.

By this time the last glimmer of twilight

had faded out, the moon was rising dimly

in a mist, the wind was getting cold, the

clouds were gathering heavily, and there was

every prospect that it was soon going to rain.

The look of the night had rather a lowering

eifect on young Holliday's good spirits. He
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began to contemplate the houseless situation

in which he was placed, from the serious

rather than the humorous point of view ; and

he looked about him for another public-

house to inquire at, with something very

like downright anxiety in his mind on the

subject of a lodging for the night.

The suburban part of the town towards

which he had now strayed was hardly lighted

at all, and he could see nothing of the houses

as he passed them, except that they got

progressively smaller and dirtier the farther

he went. Down the winding road before

him shone the dull gleam of an oil lamp,

the one faint lonely light that struggled

ineffectually with the foggy darkness all round

him. He resolved to go on as far as this

lamp, and then, if it showed him nothing in

the shape of an Inn, to return to the central

part of the town and to try if he could not

VOL. II. N
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at least secure a chair to sit down on, through

the night, at one of the principal hotels.

As he got near the lamp, he heard voices

;

and, walking close under it, found that it

lighted the entrance to a narrow court, on

the wall of which was painted a long hand in

faded flesh colour, pointing, with a lean fore-

finger, to this inscription:

—

THE TWO ROBINS.

Arthur turned into the court without hesi-

tation, to see what The Two Eobins could do

for him. Four or ^ve men were standing to-

gether round the door of the house, which was

at the bottom of the court, facing the entrance

from the street. The men were all listening to

one other man, better dressed than the rest,

who was telling his audience something, in a

low voice, in which they were apparently

very much interested.

On entering the passage, Arthur was
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passed by a stranger with a knapsack in his

hand, who was evidently leaving the house.

" No," said the traveller with the knapsack,

turning round and addressing himself cheer-

fully to a fat, sly-looking, bald-headed man,

with a dirty white apron on, who had

followed him down the passage. ^' No, Mr.

Landlord, I am not easily scared by trifles
;

but I don't mind confessing that I can't quite

stand tfiatJ^

It occurred to young Holliday, the moment

he heard these words, that the stranger had

been asked an exorbitant price for a bed at

The Two Robins ; and that he was unable or

unwilling to pay it. The moment his back

was turned, Arthur, comfortably conscious of

his own well-filled pockets, addressed himself

in a great hurry, for fear any other benighted

traveller should slip in and forestall him, to

the sly-looking landlord with the dirty apron

and the bald head.

n2
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^^ If you have got a bed to let," he said,

" and if that gentleman who has just gone out

won't pay your price for it, I will."

The sly landlord looked hard at Arthur.

" Will you, sir ? " he asked, in a meditative,

doubtful way.

" Name your price," said young Holliday,

thinking that the landlord's hesitation sprang

from some boorish distrust of him. " Name

your price, and I'll give you the money at

once, if you like."

" Are you game for five shillings ? " inquired

the landlord, rubbing his stubbly double chin,

and looking up thoughtfully at the ceiling

above him.

Arthur nearly laughed in the man's face

;

but thinking it prudent to control himself,

offered the five shillings as seriously as he

could. The sly landlord held out his hand,

then suddenly drew it back again.

" You're acting all fair and above-board by
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me," he said ;
" and, before I take your

money, 111 do the same by you. Look here,

this is how it stands. You can have a bed all

to yourself for five shillings; but you can't

have more than a half-share of the room it

stands in. Do you see what I mean, young

gentleman ?
'^

" Of course I do," returned Arthur, a little

irritably. *^You mean that it is a double-

bedded room, and that one of the beds is

occupied ?
"

The landlord nodded his head, and rubbed

his double chin harder than ever. Arthur

hesitated, and mechanically moved back a step

or two towards the door. The idea of sleep-

ing in the same room with a total stranger did

not present an attractive prospect to him. He

felt more than half inclined to drop his five

shillings into his pocket, and to go out into the

street once more.

"Is it yes, or no?" asked the landlord.

*#>
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"• Settle it as quick as you can, because there's

lots of people wanting a bed at Doncaster to-

night, besides you."

Arthur looked towards the court, and heard

the rain falling heavily in the street outside.

He thought he would ask a question or two

before he rashly decided on leaving the shelter

of The Two Robins.

^^ What sort of man is it who has got the

other bed ? " he inquired. " Is he a gentle-

man? I mean, is he a quiet, well-behaved

person ?
"

"The quietest man I ever came across,"

said the landlord, rubbing his fat hands stealth-

ily one over the other. " As sober as a

judge, and as regular as clock-work in his

habits. It hasn't struck nine, not ten minutes

ago, and he's in his bed already. I don't

know whether that comes up to your notion

of a quiet man : it goes a long way a-head of

mine, I can tell you."
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" Is he asleep, do you think ? " asked

Arthur.

^* I know he's asleep/' returned the land-

lord. ^^ And, what's more, he's gone off so

fast, that I'll warrant you don't wake him.

This way, sir," said the landlord, speaking

over young Holliday's shoulder, as if he was

addressing some new guest who was approach-

ing the house.

" Here you are," said Arthur, determined to

be before-hand with the stranger, whoever he

might be. '^'11 take the bed." And he

handed the five shillings to the landlord, who

nodded, dropped the money carelessly into

his waistcoat-pocket, and lighted a candle.

" Come up and see the room," said the host

of The Two Kobins, leading the way to the

staircase quite briskly, considering how fat

he was.

They mounted to the second floor of the

house. The landlord half opened a door.
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fronting the landing, then stopped, and turned

round to Arthur.

" It's a fair bargain, mind, on my side as

well as on yours," he said. ^^ You give me

five shillings ; I give you in return a clean,

comfortable bed ; and I warrant, before-hand,

that you won't be interfered with, or annoyed

in any way, by the man who sleeps in the

same room with you." Saying those words,

he looked hard, for a moment, in young HoUi-

day's face, and then led the way into the

room.

It was larger and cleaner than Arthur had

expected it would be. The two beds stood

parallel with each other—a space of about six

feet intervening between them. They were

both of the same medium size, and both had

the same plain white curtains, made to draw,

if necessary, all round them.

The occupied bed was the bed nearest the

window. The curtains were all drawn round
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it, except the half curtain at the bottom, on

the side of the bed farthest from the window.

Arthur saw the feet of the sleeping man rais-

ing the scanty clothes into a sharp little emi-

nence, as if he was lying flat on his back. He

took the candle, and advanced softly to draw

the curtain—stopped half-way, and listened

for a moment— then turned to the land-

lord.

" He is a very quiet sleeper," said Arthur.

*^ Yes," said the landlord, ^^ very quiet."

Young Holliday advanced with the candle,

and looked in at the man cautiously.

" How pale he is," said Arthur.

^^ Yes," returned the landlord, ^^pale enough,

isn't he?"

Arthur looked closer at the man. The bed-

clothes were drawn up to his chin, and they

lay perfectly still over the region of his chest.

Surprised and vaguely startled, as he noticed

this, Arthur stooped down closer over the
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stranger ; looked at his ashy, parted lips

;

listened breathlessly for an instant; looked

again at the strangely still face, and the

motionless lips and chest ; and turned round

suddenly on the landlord, with his own cheeks

as pale, for the moment, as the hollow cheeks

of the man on the bed.

"Come here," he whispered, under his

breath. " Come here, for God's sake ! The

man's not asleep—he is dead."

'^ You have found that out sooner than I

thought you would," said the landlord com-

posedly. " Yes, he's dead, sure enough. He

died at five o'clock to-day."

" How did he die ? Who is he ? " asked

Arthur, staggered for the moment by the

audacious coolness of the answer.

" As to who is he," rejoined the landlord,

** I know no more about him than you do.

There are his books and letters and things, all

sealed up in that brown paper parcel, for the
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Coroner's inquest to open to-moiTow or next

day. He's been here a week, paying his way

fairly enough, and stopping in doors, for the

most part, as if he was ailing. My girl brought

him up his tea at five to-day, and as he was

pouring of it out, he fell dovm in a faint, or a

fit, or a compound of both, for anything I

know. We couldn't bring him to— and I

said he was dead. And the doctor couldn't

bring him to—and the doctor said he was

dead. And there he is. And the Coroner's

inquest's coming as soon as it can. And

that's as much as I know about it."

Arthur held the candle close to the man's

lips. The flame still burnt straight up, as

steadily as ever. There was a moment of

silence ; and the rain pattered drearily through

it against the panes of the window.

" If you haven't got nothing more to say to

me," continued the landlord, " I suppose I

may go. You don't expect your five shillings
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back, do you ? There's the bed I promised

you, clean and comfortable. There's the man

I warranted not to disturb ycu, quiet in this

world for ever. If you're frightened to stop

alone with him, that's not my look out. I've

kept my part of the bargain, and I mean to

keep the money. I'm not Yorkshire myself,

young gentleman ; but I've lived long enough

in these parts to have my wits sharpened; and

I shouldn't wonder if you found out the way

to brighten up yours, next time you come

among us."

With these words, the landlord turned

towards the door, and laughed to himself

softly, in high satisfaction at his own sharp-

ness.

Startled and shocked as he was, Arthur had

by this time sufficiently recovered himself to

feel indignant at the trick that had been

played on him, and at the insolent manner in

which the landlord exulted in it.
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" Don^t laugh," he said, sharply, " till you

are quite sure you have got the laugh against

me. You shan't have the five shillings for

nothing, my man. I'll keep the bed."

'' Will you ? " said the landlord. '' Then I

wish you a good night's rest." With that

brief farewell, he went out, and shut the door

after him.

A good night's rest ! The words had hardly

been spoken, the door had hardly been closed,

before Arthur half repented the hasty words

that had just escaped him. Though not

naturally over-sensitive, and not wanting in

courage of the moral as well as the physical

sort, the presence of the dead man had an

instantaneously chilling effect on his mind

when he found himself alone in the room

—

alone, and bound by his own rash words to

stay there till the next morning. An older

man would have thought nothing of those

words, and would have acted, without reference
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to them, as his calmer sense suggested. But

Arthur was too young to treat the ridicule,

even of his inferiors, with contempt— too

young not to fear the momentary humiliation

of falsifying his own foolish boast, more than

he feared the trial of watching out the long

night in the same chamber with the dead.

" It is but a few hours,'' he thought to him-

self, " and I can get away the first thing in

the morning."

He was looking towards the occupied bed,

as that idea passed through his mind, and the

sharp angular eminence made in the clothes by

the dead man's upturned feet again caught his

eye. He advanced and drew the curtains,

purposely abstaining, as he did so, from look-

ing at the face of the corpse, lest he might

unnerve himself at the outset by fastening

some ghastly impression of it on his mind.

He drew the curtain very gently, and sighed

involuntarily as he closed it.
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" Poor fellow/' he said, almost as sadly as

if he had known the man. "Ah, poor fellow !

'^

He went next to the window. The night

was black, and he could see nothing from it.

The rain still pattered heavily against the

glass. He inferred, from hearing it, that the

window was at the back of the house ; remem-

bering that the front was sheltered from the

weather by the court and the buildings over it.

While he was still standing at the window

—for even the dreary rain was a relief, be-

cause of the sound it made; a relief, also,

because it moved, and had some faint sugges-

tion, in consequence^ of life and companionship

in it—while he was standing at the window,

and looking vacantly into the black darkness

outside, he heard a distant church-clock

strike ten. Only ten ! How was he to

pass the time till the house was astir the next

morning ?

Underany othercircumstances, he would have
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gone down to the public-house parlour, would

have called for his grog, and would have

laughed and talked with the company assem-

bled as familiarly as if he had known them all

his life. But the very thought of whiling

away the time in this manner was now distaste-

ful to him. The new situation in which he

was placed seemed to have altered him to him-

self already. Thus far, his life had been the

common, trifling, prosaic, surface -life of a

prosperous young man, with no troubles to

conquer, and no trials to face. He had lost

no relation whom he loved, no friend whom he

treasured. Till this night, what share he had

of the immortal inheritance that is divided

amongst us all, had lain dormant within him.

Till this night. Death and he had not once

met, even in thought.

He took a few turns up and down the room

—then stopped. The noise made by his

boots on the poorly carpeted floor jarred on
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his ear. He hesitated a little, and ended by

taking the boots off, and walking backwards

and forwards noiselessly.

All desire to sleep or to rest had left him.

The bare thought of lying down on the un-

occupied bed instantly drew the picture on his

mind of a dreadful mimicry of the position of

the dead man. Who was he ? What was the

story of his past life ? Poor he must have

been, or he would not have stopped at such a

place as The Two Eobins Inn—and weakened,

probably, by long illness, or he could hardly

have died in the manner which the landlord

had described. Poor, ill, lonely—dead in a

strange place ; dead, with nobody but a

stranger to pity him. A sad story : truly, on

the mere face of it, a very sad story.

While these thoughts were passing through

his mind, he had stopped insensibly at the

window, close to which stood the foot of the

bed with the closed curtains. At first he

VOL. II.
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looked at it absently ; then he became con-

scious that his eyes were fixed on it ; and

then, a perverse desire took possession of him

to do the very thing which he had resolved

not to do, up to this time—to look at the

dead man.

He stretched out his hand towards the cur-

tains; but checked himself in the very act of un-

drawing them, turned his back sharply on the

bed, and walked towards the chimney-piece, to

see what things were placed on it, and to try

if he could keep the dead man out of his mind

in that way.

There was a pewter inkstand on the chimney-

piece, with some mildewed remains of ink in

the bottle. There were two coarse china orna-

ments of the commonest kind ; and there was

a square of embossed card, dirty and fly-blown,

with a collection of wretched riddles printed

on it, in all sorts of zig-zag directions, and in

variously coloured inks. He took the card,
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and went away to read it at the table on which

the candle was placed ; sitting down, with his

back resolutely turned to the curtained bed.

He read the first riddle, the second, the

third, all in one corner of the card—then

turned it round impatiently to look at an-

other. Before he could begin reading the

riddles printed here, the sound of the church-

clock stopped him.

Eleven.

He had got through an hour of the time, in

the room with the dead man.

Once more he looked at the card. It was

not easy to make out the letters printed on it,

in consequence of the dimness of the light

which the landlord had left him—a common

tallow candle, furnished with a pair of heavy

old-fashioned steel snuffers. Up to this time,

his mind had been too much occupied to think

of the light. He had left the wick of the

candle unsnuffed, till it had risen higher than

2
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the flame, and had burnt into an odd pent-

house shape at the top, from which morsels of

the charred cotton fell off, from time to time,

in little flakes. He took up the snuffers now,

and trimmed the wick. The light brightened

directly, and the room became less dismal.

Again he turned to the riddles ; reading

them doggedly and resolutely, now in one

corner of the card, now in another. All his

efforts, however, could not fix his attention

on them. He pursued his occupation mecha-

nically, deriving no sort of impression from

what he was reading. It was as if a shadow

from the curtained bed had got between his

mind and the gaily printed letters—a shadow

that nothing could dispel. At last, he gave

up the struggle, threw the card from him

impatiently, and took to walking softly up and

down the room again.

The dead man, the dead man, the hidden

dead man on the bed !
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There was the one persistent idea still

haunting him. Hidden ! Was it only the

body being there—or was it the body being

there, concealed, that was preying on his

mind ? He stopped at the window, with that

doubt in him ; once more listening to the

pattering rain, once more looking out into the

black darkness.

Still the dead man !

The darkness forced his mind back upon

itself, and set his memory at work, reviving,

with a painfully vivid distinctness the mo-

mentary impression it had received from his

first sight of the corpse. Before long the face

seemed to be hovering out in the middle of

the darkness, confronting him through the

window, with the paleness whiter, with the

dreadful dull line of light between the im-

perfectly closed eye-lids broader than he had

seen it—with the parted lips slowly dropping

farther and farther away from each other

—
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with the features growing larger and moving

closer, till they seemed to fill the window and

to silence the rain and to shut out the night.

The sound of a voice shouting below stairs

woke him suddenly from the dream of his own

distempered fancy. He recognised it as the

voice of the landlord.

" Shut up at twelve, Ben," he heard it say.

" I'm off to bed."

He wiped away the damp that had gathered

on his forehead, reasoned with himself for a

little while, and resolved to shake his mind

free of the ghastly counterfeit which still clung

to it, by forcing himself to confront, if it was

only for a moment, the solemn reality. With-

out allowing himself an instant to hesitate, he

parted the curtains at the foot of the bed, and

looked through.

There was the sad, peaceful, white face,

with the awful mystery of stillness on it, laid

back upon the pillow. No stir, no change
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there ! He only looked at it for a moment

before he closed the curtains again—but that

moment steadied him, calmed him, restored

him—mind and body—to himself.

He returned to his old occupation of walking

up and down the room
;
persevering in it,

this time, till the clock struck again.

Twelve.

As the sound of the clock-bell died away,

it was succeeded by the confused noise, down

stairs, of the drinkers in the tap-room leaving

the house. The next sound, after an inter-

val of silence, was caused by the barring of

the door, and the closing of the shutters, at

the back of the Inn. Then the silence

followed again, and was disturbed no

more.

He was alone now—absolutely, hopelessly

alone with the dead man, till the next morn-

ing.

The wick of the candle wanted trimming
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again. He took up the snuffers—but paused

suddenly on the very point of using them,

and looked attentively at the candle—then

back, over his shoulder, at the curtained bed

—then again at the candle. It had been

lighted, for the first time, to show him the

way upstairs, and three parts of it, at least,

were already consumed. It another hour it

would be burnt out. In another hour—unless

he called at once to the man who had shut up

the Inn, for a fresh candle—he would be left

in the dark.

Strongly as his mind had been affected

since he had entered the room, his unrea-

sonable dread of encountering ridicule, and of

exposing his courage to suspicion, had not

altogether lost its influence over him even

yet.

He lingered irresolutely by the table,

waiting till he could prevail on himself to

open the door, and call, from the landing, to
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the man who had shut up the Inn. In his

present hesitating frame of mind, it was a

kind of relief to gain a few moments only by-

engaging in the trifling occupation of snuffing

the candle. His hand trembled a little, and

the snuffers were heavy and awkward to

use. When he closed them on the wick,

he closed them a hair's breadth too low. In

an instant the candle was out, and the room

was plunged in pitch darkness.

The one impression which the absence of

light immediately produced on his mind was

distrust of the curtained bed—distrust which

shaped itself into no distinct idea, but which

was powerful enough, in its very vagueness,

to bind him down to his chair, to make his

heart beat fast, and to set him listening

intently. No sound stirred in the room but

the familiar sound of the rain against the

window, louder and sharper now than he had

heard it yet.
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Still the vague distrust, the inexpressible

dread, possessed him, and kept him in his

chair. He had put his carpet-bag on the

table when he first entered the room ; and he

now took the key from his pocket, reached

out his hand softly, opened the bag, and

groped in it for his travelling writing-case, in

which he knew that there was a small store of

matches. When he had got one of the

matches, he waited before he struck it on the

coarse wooden table, and listened intently

again, without knowing why. Still there was

no sound in the room but the steady, ceaseless,

rattling sound of the rain.

He lighted the candle again, without

another moment of delay ; and, on the

instant of its burning up, the first object in

the room that his eyes sought for was the

curtained bed.

Just before the light had been put out, he

had looked in that direction, and had seen .no
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cliange, no disarrangement of any sort, in the

folds of the closely-drawn curtains.

When he looked at the bed now, he saw,

hanging over the side of it, a long white

hand.

It lay perfectly motionless, midway on the

side of the bed, where the curtain at the head

and the curtain at the foot met. Nothing

more was visible. The clinging curtams hid

everything but the long white hand.

He stood looking at it, unable to stir,

unable to call out ; feeling nothing, knowing

nothing ; every faculty he possessed gathered

up and lost in the one seeing faculty. How

long that first panic held him, he never could

tell afterwards. It might have been only for

a moment ; it might have been for many

minutes together. How he got to the bed

—

whether he ran to it headlong, or whether he

approached it slowly—how he wrought

himself up to unclose the curtains and look in,
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he never has remembered, and never will

remember, to his dying day. It is enough

that he did go to the bed, and that he did

look inside the curtains.

The man had moved. One of his arms

was outside the clothes ; his face was turned

a little on the pillow ; his eyelids were wide

open. Changed as to position, and as to

one of the features, the face was otherwise

fearfully and wonderfully unaltered. The

dead paleness and the dead quiet were on it

still.

One glance showed Arthur this—one

glance before he flew breathlessly to the door,

and alarmed the house.

The man whom the landlord called " Ben "

was the first to appear on the stairs. In

three words, Arthur told him what had

happened, and sent him for the nearest

doctor.

I, who tell you this story, was then staying
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with a medical friend of mine, in practice at

Doncaster, taking care of his patients for

him during his absence in London ; and I,

for the time being, was the nearest doctor.

They had sent for me from the Inn, when

the stranger was taken ill in the afternoon

;

but I was not at home, and medical assistance

was sought for elsewhere. When the man

from The Two Robins rang the night-bell, I

was just thinking of going to bed. Naturally

enough, I did not believe a word of his

story about "a dead man who had come to life

again." However, I put on my hat, armed

myself with one or two bottles of restorative

medicine, and ran to the Inn, expecting to

find nothing more remarkable, when I got

there, than a patient in a fit.

My surprise at finding that the man had

spoken the literal truth was almost, if not

quite, equalled by my astonishment at finding

myself face to face with Arthur Holliday as
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soon as I entered the bedroom. It was no

time then for giving or seeking explanations.

We just shook hands amazedly ; and then I

ordered everybody but Arthur out of the

room, and hurried to the man on the

bed.

The kitchen fire had not been lono* out.

There was plenty of hot water in the boiler,

and plenty of flannel to be had. With these,

with my medicines, and with such help as

Arthur could render under my direction, I

dragged the man, literally, out of the jaws of

death. In less than an hour from the time

when I had been called in, he was alive and

talking in the bed on which he had been laid

out to wait for the Coroner's inquest.

You will naturally ask me what had been

the matter with him ; and I might treat you,

in reply, to a long theory, plentifully

sprinkled with what the children call hard

words. I prefer telling you that, in this
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case, cause and effect could not be satisfac-

torily joined together by any theory what-

ever. There are mysteries in life, and the

conditions of it, which human science has

not fathomed yet ; and I candidly confess to

you, that, in bringing that man back to

existence, I was, morally speaking, groping

hap-hazard in the dark. I know (from the

testimony of the doctor who attended him in

the afternoon) that the vital machinery, so

far as its action is appreciable by our senses,

had, in this case, unquestionably stopped

;

and I am equally certain (seeing that I

recovered him) that the vital principle was

not extinct. When I add that he had

suffered from a long and complicated illness,

and that his whole nervous system was

utterly deranged, I have told you all I really

know of the physical condition of my dead-

alive patient at the Two Robins Inn.

When he *^ came to," as the phrase goes,
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he was a startling object to look at, with his

colourless face, his sunken cheeks, his wild

black eyes, and his long black hair. The

first question he asked me about himself,

when he could speak, made me suspect that

I had been called in to a man in my own pro-

fession. I mentioned to him my surmise,

and he told me that I was right.

He said he had come last from Paris,

where he had been attached to a hospital.

That he had lately returned to England, on

his way to Edinburgh, to continue his

studies; that he had been taken ill on the

journey; and that he had stopped to rest

and recover himself at Doncaster. He did

not add a word about his name, or who he

was ; and of course I did not question him

on the subject. All I inquh^ed, when he

ceased speaking, was what branch of the

profession he intended to follow.

" Any branch," he said, bitterly, ^^ which
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will put bread into the mouth of a poor

man."

At this, Arthur, who had been hitherto

watching him in silent curiosity, burst out

impetuously in his usual good-humoured

way :

—

" My dear fellow !
" (everybody was ^^ my

dear fellow" with Arthur) "now you have

come to life again, don't begin by being

down-hearted about your prospects. I'll

answer for it, I can help you to some

capital thing in the medical line—or, if I

can't, I know my father can."

The medical student looked at him

steadily.

" Thank you," he said coldly. Then

added, "May I ask who your father is?"

" He's well enough known all about this

part of the country," replied Arthur. " He

is a great manufacturer, and his name is

Holliday."

VOL. 11. P
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My hand was on the man's wrist during this

brief conversation. The instant the name of

HoUiday was pronounced I felt the pulse

under my fingers flutter, stop, go on sud-

denly with a bound, and beat afterwards

for a minute or two at the fever rate.

''How did you come here?" asked the

stranger, quickly, excitably, passionately

almost.

Arthur related briefly what had happened

from the time of his first taking the bed at

the Inn.

"I am indebted to Mr. Holliday's son

then for the help that has saved my life,"

said the medical student, speaking to himself,

with a singular sarcasm in his voice. '' Come

here
!

"

He held out, as he spoke, his long, white,

bony right hand.

" With all my heart," said Arthur, taking

his hand cordially. " I may confess it now,"
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he continued, laughing, "upon my honour,

you almost frightened me out of my

wits."

The stranger did not seem to listen. His

wild black eyes were fixed with a look of

eager interest on Arthur's face, and his long

bony fingers kept tight hold of Arthur's hand.

Young Holliday, on his side, returned the

gaze, amazed and puzzled by the medical

student's odd language and manners. The

two faces were close together; I looked at

them ; and, to my amazement, I was sud-

denly impressed by the sense of a likeness

between them—not in features or complexion,

but solely in expression. It must have been

a strong likeness, or I should certainly not

have found it out, for I am naturally slow at

detecting resemblances between faces.

" You have saved my life," said the strange

man, still looking hard in Arthur's face, still

holding tightly by his hand. " If you had

p 2
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been my own brother, you could not have

done more for me than that."

He laid a singularly strong emphasis on

those three words " my own brother," and

a change passed over his face as he pro-

nounced them—a change that no language of

mine is competent to describe.

" I hope I have not done being of service

to you yet," said Arthur. *^ I'll speak to

my father as soon as I get home."

" You seem to be fond and proud of your

father," said the medical student. " I suppose,

in return, he is fond and proud of you ?
"

^^ Of course he is," answered Arthur,

laughing. '^Is there anything wonderful in

that ? Isn't your father fond
—

"

The stranger suddenly dropped young

Holliday's hand, and turned his face away.

" I beg your pardon," said Arthur. ^^ I

hope I have not unintentionally pained you.

I hope you have not lost your father ?
"
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" I can't well lose what I have never

had," retorted the medical student, with a

harsh mocking laugh.

" What you have never had !

"

The strange man suddenly caught Arthur's

hand again, suddenly looked once more hard

in his face.

^^Yes," he said, with- a repetition of the

bitter laugh. *^You have brought a poor

devil back into the world, who has no busi-

ness there. Do I astonish you ? Well ! I

have a fancy of my own for telling you what

men in my situation generally keep a secret.

I have no name and no father. The merci-

ful law of Society tells me I am Nobody's

Son ! Ask your father if he will be my father

too, and help me on in life with the family

name."

Arthur looked at me more puzzled than

ever.

I signed to him to say nothing, and then
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laid my fingers again on the man's wrist. No !

In spite of the extraordinary speech that he

had just made, he was not, as I had been dis-

posed to suspect, beginning to get light-

headed. His pulse, by this time, had fallen

back to a quiet, slow beat, and his skin was

moist and cool. Not a symptom of fever or

agitation about him.

Finding that neither of us answered him,

he turned to me, and began talking of

the extraordinary nature of his case, and

asking my advice about the future course of

medical treatment to which he ought to sub-

ject himself. I said the matter required

careful thinking over, and suggested that I

should send him a prescription a little later.

He told me to write it at once, as he

would, most likely, be leaving Doncaster in

the morning, before I was up. It was quite

useless to represent to him the folly and dan-

ger of such a proceeding as this. He heard
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me politely and patiently, but held to his re-

solution, without offering any reasons or ex-

planations, and repeated to me, that if I

wished to give him a chance of seeing

my prescription, I must write it at once.

Hearing this, Arthur volunteered the loan

of a travelUng writing-case, which, he said,

he had with him ; and, bringing it to the

bed, shook the note paper out of the pocket

of the case forthwith in his usual careless

way. With the paper, there fell out, on the

counterpane of the bed, a small packet of

sticking-plaster and a little water-colour draw-

ing of a landscape.

The medical student took up the drawing

and looked at it. His eye fell on some ini-

tials, neatly written, in cipher, in one corner.

He started, and trembled ; his pale face grew

whiter than ever ; his wild black eyes turned

on Arthur, and looked through and through

him.
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" A pretty drawing," he said, in a remark-

ably quiet tone of voice.

" Ah ! and done by such a pretty girl," said

Arthur. " Oh, such a pretty girl ! I wish it was

not alandscape—I wish it was a portraitofher
!

"

" You admire her very much ?
"

Arthur, half in jest, half in earnest, kissed

his hand for answer.

"Love at first sight," said young Holliday,

putting the drawing away again. " But the

course of it doesn't run smooth. It^s the old

story. She's monopolised, as usual. Tram-

melled by a rash engagement to some poor

man who is never likely to get money enough

to marry her. It was lucky I heard of it in

time, or I should certainly have risked a de-

claration when she gave me that drawing.

Here, doctor ! Here is pen, ink, and paper,

all ready for you."

" When she gave you that drawing ! Gave

it. Gave it."
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He repeated the words slowly to himself,

and suddenly closed his eyes. A momentary

distortion passed across his face, and I saw

one of his hands clutch up the bedclothes and

squeeze them hard. I thought he was going

to be ill again, and begged that there might

be no more talking. He opened his eyes

when I spoke, fixed them once more, search-

ingly, on Arthur, and said, slowly and dis-

tinctly :

—

^^Tou like her, and she likes you. The

poor man may die out of your way. Who can

tell that she may not give you herself as well

as her drawing, after all ?
"

Before young Holliday could answer, he

turned to me, and said in a whisper, "Now

for the prescription." From that time, though

he spoke to Arthur again, he never looked at

him more.

When I had written the prescription, he

examined it, approved of it, and then aston-
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ished us both by abruptly wishing us good

night. I offered to sit up with him, and he

shook his head. Arthur offered to sit up

with him, and he said, shortly, with his face

turned away, *^No." I insisted on having

somebody left to watch him. He gave way

when he found I was determined, and said

he would accept the services of the waiter at

the Inn.

*^ Thank you both,'' he said, as we rose to

go. "I have one last favour to ask—not of

you, doctor, for I leave you to exercise your

professional discretion—but of Mr. Holliday."

His eyes, while he spoke, still rested steadily

on me, and never once turned towards Arthur.

'^ I beg that Mr. Holliday will not mention

to any one—least of all to his father — the

events that have occurred, and the words

that have passed, in this room. I entreat

him to bury me in his memory, as, but for

him, I might have been buried in my grave.
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I cannot give my reasons for making this

strange request. I can only implore him to

grant it."

His voice faltered for the first time, and

he hid his face on the pillow. Arthur, com-

pletely bewildered, gave the required pledge.

I took young HoUiday away with me, im-

mediately afterwards, to the house of my

friend ; determining to go back to the Inn, and

to see the medical student again before he had

left in the morning.

I returned to the Inn at eight o'clock, pur-

posely abstaining from waking Arthur, who

was sleeping off the past night's excitement

on one of my friend's sofas. A suspicion had

occurred to me, as soon as I was alone in

my bedroom, which made me resolve that

Holliday and the stranger whose life he had

saved should not meet again, if I could pre-

vent it.

I have already alluded to certain reports,
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or scandals, which I knew of, relating to

the early life of Arthur's father. While I

was thinking, in my bed, of what had passed

at the Inn—of the change in the student's

pulse when he heard the name of Holliday ; of

the resemblance of expression that I had dis-

covered between his face and Arthur's ; of the

emphasis he had laid on those three words,

" my own brother ;
" and of his incompre-

hensible acknowledgment of his own illegi-

timacy—while I was thinking of these things,

the reports I have mentioned suddenly flew

into my mind, and linked themselves fast to

the chain of my previous reflections. Some-

thing within me whispered, ^' It is best that

those two young men should not meet again."

I felt it before I slept; I felt it when I

woke ; and I went, as I told you, alone to

the Inn the next morning.

I had missed my only opportunity of see-

ing my nameless patient again. He had
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been gone nearly an hour when I inquired for

him.

I have now told you everything that I

know for certain, in relation to the man

whom I brought back to life in the double-

bedded room of the Inn at Doncaster. What

I have next to add is matter for inference

and surmise, and is not, strictly speaking,

matter of fact.

I have to tell you, first, that the medical

student turned out to be strangely and unac-

countably right in assuming it as more than

probable that Arthur Holliday would marry

the young lady who had given him the

water-colour drawing of the landscape. That

marriage took place a little more than a

year after the events occurred which I have

just been relating.

The young couple came to live in the neigh-

bourhood in which I was then established in

practice. I was present at the wedding, and
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was rather surprised to find that Arthur was

singularly reserved with me, both before and

after his marriage, on the subject of the young

lady^s prior engagement. He only referred to

it once, when we were alone, merely telling

me, on that occasion, that his wife had done

all that honour and duty required of her in

the matter, and that the engagement had been

broken off with the full approval of her

parents. I never heard more from him than

this. For three years he and his wife lived

together happily. At the expiration of that

time, the symptoms of a serious illness first

declared themselves in Mrs. Arthur Holliday.

It turned out to be a long, lingering, hopeless

malady. I attended her throughout. We

had been great friends when she was well,

and we became more attached to each other

than ever when she was ill. I had many

long and interesting conversations with her

in the intervals when she suffered least. The
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result of one of those conversations I may

briefly relate, leaving you to draw any infer-

ences from it that you please.

The interview to which I refer occurred

shortly before her death.

I called one evening, as usual, and found

her alone, with a look in her eyes which told

me she had been crying. She only informed

me, at first, that she had been depressed in

spirits ; but, by little and little, she became

more communicative, and confessed to me that

she had been looking over some old letters,

which had been addressed to her, before she

had seen Arthur, by a man to whom she had

been engaged to be married. I asked her

how the engagement came to be broken off.

She replied that it had not been broken off,

but that it had died out in a very mysterious

way. The person to whom she was engaged

—her first love, she called him—was very

poor, and there was no immediate prospect
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of tlieir being married. He followed my

profession, and went abroad to study. They

had corresponded regularly, until the time

when, as she believed, he had returned to

England. From that period she heard no

more of him. He was of a fretful, sensitive

temperament ; and she feared that she might

have inadvertently done or said something

to offend him. However that might be,

he had never written to her again ; and,

after waiting a year, she had married Arthur.

I asked when the first estrangement had begun,

and found that the time at which she ceased

to hear anything of her first lover exactly

corresponded with the time at which I had

been called in to my mysterious patient at

The Two Eobins Inn.

A fortnight after that conversation, she

died. In course of time Arthur married again.

Of late years, he has lived principally in Lon-

don, and I have seen little or nothing of him.
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I have some years to pass over before I can

approach to anything like a conclusion of this

fragmentary narrative. And even when that

later period is reached, the little that I have

to say will not occupy your attention for more

than a few minutes.

One rainy autumn evening, while I was still

practising as a country doctor, I was sitting

alone, thinking over a case, then under

my charge, which sorely perplexed me, when

I heard a low knock at the door of my

room.

'^ Come in," I cried, looking up curiously

to see who wanted me.

After a momentary delay, the .lock moved,

and a long, white, bony hand stole round the

door as it opened, gently pushing it over a fold

in the carpet which hindered it from working

freely on the hinges. The hand was followed

by a man whose face instantly struck me

with a very strange sensation. There was

VOL. II. Q
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something familiar to me in the look of him

;

and yet it was also something that suggested

the idea of change.

He quietly introduced himself as ^^Mr.

Lorn," presented to me some excellent pro-

fessional recommendations ; and proposed to

fill the place, then vacant, of my assistant.

While he was speaking, I noticed it as singu-

lar that we did not appear to be meeting each

other like strangers ; and that, while I was

certainly startled at seeing him, he did not ap-

pear to be at all startled at seeing me.

It was on the tip of my tongue to say that

I thought I had met with him before. But

there was something in his face, and some-

thing in my own recollections—I can hardly

say what— which unaccountably restrained

me fi'om speaking, and which, as unaccount-

ably, attracted me to him at once, and made

me feel ready and glad to accept his proposal.

He took his assistant's place on that very
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day. We got on together as if we had been

old friends from the first; but, throughout

the whole time of his residence in my house,

he never volunteered any confidences on the

subject of his past life ; and I never approached

the forbidden topic except by hints, which he

resolutely refused to understand.

I had long had a notion that my patient

at the Inn might have been a natural son of

the elder Mr. Holliday's, and that he might

also have been the man who was engaged to

Arthur's first wife. And, now, another idea

occurred to me, that Mr. Lorn was the only

person in existence who could, if he chose, en-

lighten me on both those doubtful points. But

he never did choose—and I was never enlight-

ened. He remained with me till I removed

to London to try my fortune there, as a

physician, for the second time; and then he

went his way, and I went mine, and we

have never seen one another since.

Q 2
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I can add no more. I may have been

right in my suspicion, or I may have been

wrong. All I know is, that, in those days

of my country practice, when I came home

late, and found my assistant asleep, and woke

him, he used to look, in coming to, won-

derfully like the stranger at Doncaster, as he

raised himself in the bed on that memorable

night.
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THE SIXTH DAY.

An oppressively mild temperature, and steady,

soft, settled rain—dismal weather for idle

people in the country. Miss Jessie, after

looking longingly out of window, resigned

herself to circumstances, and gave up all hope

of a ride. The gardener, the conservatory,

the rabbits, the raven, the housekeeper, and,

as a last resource, even the neglected piano,

were all laid under contribution to help her

through the time. It was a long day, but,

thanks to her own talent for trifling, she con-

trived to occupy it pleasantly enough.

Still no news of my son. The time was
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getting on now, and it was surely not un-

reasonable to look for some tidings of him.

To-day, Morgan and 1 both finished our

third, and last, stories. I corrected my brother's

contribution, with no very great difficulty on

this occasion, and numbered it Nine. My

own story came next, and was thus acci-

dentally distinguished as the last of the series

—Number Ten. When I dropped the two

corresponding cards into the bowl, the thought

that there would be now no more to add,

seemed to quicken my prevailing sense of

anxiety on the subject of George's return.

A heavy depression hung upon my spirits, and

I went out desperately in the rain, to shake

my mind free of oppressing influences, by dint

of hard bodily exercise.

The number drawn this evening was Three.

On the production of the corresponding

manuscript, it proved to be my turn to read

again.
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"I can promise you a little variety to-

night," I said, addressing our fair guest, ^^ if

I can promise nothing else. This time, it is

not a story of my own writing that I am about

to read, but a copy of a very curious corre-

spondence which I found among my profes-

sional papers."

Jessie's countenance fell directly. " Is there

no story in it ? " she asked rather discon-

tentedly.

^^ Certainly there is a story in it," I replied
;

" a story of a much lighter kind than any we

have yet read, and which may on that account

prove acceptable, by way of contrast and re-

lief, even if it fails to attract you by other

means. I obtained the original correspond-

ence, I must tell you, from the office of the

Detective Police of London."

Jessie's face brightened. "That promises

something to begin with," she said.

"Some years since," I continued, " there was
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a desire at head quarters to increase the num-

bers and efficiency of the Detective Police

;

and I had the honour of being one of the per-

sons privately consulted on that occasion.

The chief obstacle to the plan propT)sed lay

in the difficulty of finding new recruits. The

ordinary rank and file of the police of London

are sober, trustworthy, and courageous men,

but, as a body, they are sadly wanting in in-

telligence. Knowing this, the authorities took

into consideration a scheme which looked

plausible enough on paper, for availing them-

selves of the services of that proverbially

sharp class of men—the experienced clerks in

attorney's offices. Among the persons whose

advice was sought on this point, I was the

only one who dissented fi-om the arrangement

proposed. I felt certain that the really ex-

perienced clerks entrusted with conducting

private investigations and hunting up lost evi-

dence, were too well paid, and too indepen-
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dently situated in their various offices, to care

about entering the ranks of the Detective

Police, and submitting themselves to the rigid

discipline of Scotland Yard. And I ventured

to predict that the inferior clerks only, whose

discretion was not to be trusted, would prove

to be the men who volunteered for detective

employment. My advice was not taken, and

the experiment of enlisting the clerks was

tried in two or three cases. I was naturally

interested in the result ; and in due course of

time, I applied for information in the right

quarter. In reply, the originals of the letters

of which I am now about to read the copies,

were sent to me, with an intimation that the

correspondence, in this particular instance,

offered a fair specimen of the results of the

experiment in the other cases. The letters

amused me, and I obtained permission to copy

them before I sent them back. You will now

hear, therefore, by his own statement, how a cer-
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tain attorney's clerk succeeded in conducting a

very delicate investigation, and how the regu-

lar members of the Detective Police contrived

to help him through his first experiment."
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BROTHER GRIFFITH'S STORY

OF

THE BITER BIT.

[Extracted from the Correspondence of the

London Police.']

FROM CHIEF INSPECTOR THEAKSTONE, OF THE

DETECTIVE POLICE, TO SERGEANT BULMER OF

THE SAME FORCE.

London, 4th July, 18—

.

Sergeant Bulmer,

This is to inform you that you are wanted

to assist in looking up a case of importance,

which will require all the attention of an ex-
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perienced member of the force. The matter

of the robbery on which you are now engaged,

you will please to shift over to the young man

who brings you this letter. You will tell him

all the circumstances of the case, just as they

stand
;
you will put him up to the progress

you have made (if any) towards detecting the

person or persons by whom the money has

been stolen ; and you will leave him to make

the best he can of the matter now in your

hands. He is to have the whole responsibility

of the case, and the whole credit of his success,

if he brings it to a proper issue.

So much for the orders that I am desired

to communicate to you.

A word in your ear, next, about this new

man who is to take your place. His name is

Matthew Sharpin ; and he is to have the chance

given him of dashing into our office at one

jump—supposing he turns out strong enough

to take it. You will naturally ask me how he
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comes by this privilege. I can only tell you

that he has some uncommonly strong interest

to back him in certain high quarters, which

you and I had better not mention except under

our breaths. He has been a lawyer's clerk
;

and he is wonderfully conceited in his opinion

of himself, as well as mean and underhand to

look at. According to his own account, he

leaves his old trade, and joins ours, of his own

free will and preference. You will no more

believe that than I do. My notion is, that

he has managed to ferret out some private in-

formation in connection with the affairs of

one of his master's clients, which makes him

rather an awkward customer to keep in the

office for the future, and which, at the same

time, gives him hold enough over his employer

to make it dangerous to drive him into a cor-

ner by turning him away. I think the giving

him this unheard of chance among us, is, in

plain words, pretty much like giving him hush-
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money to keep him quiet. However that may

be, Mr. Matthew Sharpin is to have the case

now in your hands ; and if he succeeds with

it, he pokes his ugly nose into our office, as

sure as fate. I put you up to this. Sergeant,

so that you may not stand in your own light

by giving the new man any cause to complain

of you at head-quarters, and remain yours,

Francis Theakstone.

FROM MR. MATTHEW SHARPIN TO CHIEF INSPECTOR

THEAKSTONE.

London, 5th July, 18—

.

Dear Sir,

Having now been favoured with the neces-

sary instructions from Sergeant Bulmer, I beg

to remind you of certain directions which I

have received, relating to the report of my

future proceedings which I am to prepare for

examination at head-quarters.

The object of my writing, and of your exam-
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ining what I have written, before you send it

in to the higher authorities, is, I am informed,

to give me, as an untried hand, the benefit of

your advice, in case I want it (which I venture

to think I shall not) at any stage of my pro-

ceedings. As the extraordinary circumstances

of the case on which I am now engaged make

it impossible for me to absent myself from the

place where the robbery was committed, until

I have made some progress towards discovering

the thief, I am necessarily precluded from con-

sulting you personally. Hence the necessity

of my writing down the various details, which

might, perhaps, be better communicated by

word of mouth. This, if I am not mistaken,

is the position in which we are now placed. I

state my own impressions on the subject, in

writing, in order that we may clearly under-

stand each other at the outset;—and have the

honour to remain, your obedient servant,

Matthew Sharpin.
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FROM CHIEF INSPECTOR THEAKSTONE TO MR.

MATTHEW SHARPIN.

London, 5th July, 18—

.

Sir,

You have begun by wasting time, ink, and

paper. We both of us perfectly well knew

the position we stood in towards each other,

when I sent you with my letter to Sergeant

Bulmer. There was not the least need to re-

peat it in writing. Be so good as to employ

your pen, in future, on the business actually

in hand.

You have now three separate matters on

which to write me. First, You have to draw

up a statement of your instructions received

from Sergeant Bulmer, in order to show us

that nothing has escaped your memory, and

that you are thoroughly acquainted with all

the circumstances of the case which has been

entrusted to you. Secondly, You are to in-

form me what it is you propose to do. Thirdly,
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persons who, on ordinary occasions, have

means of access to the interior of the house,

placed, as a matter of course, at their dis-

posal.

Mr. Tatman has been in business for

many years, carrying on his affairs prosper-

ously enough to realize a handsome inde-

pendence for a person in his position. Unfor-

tunately for himself, he endeavoured to

increase the amount of his property by specu-

lating. He ventured boldly in his invest-

ments, luck went against him, and rather less

than two years ago he found himself a poor

man again. All that was saved out of the

wreck of his property was the sum of two

hundred pounds.

Although Mr. Yatman did his best to meet

his altered circumstances, by giving up many

of the luxuries and comforts to which he and

his wife had been accustomed, he found it im-

possible to retrench so far as to allow of put-

R 2
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ting by any money from the income produced

by his shop. The business has been declining

of late years—the cheap advertising stationers

having done it injury with the public. Con-

sequently, up to the last week, the only sur-

plus property possessed by Mr. Yatman, con-

sisted of the two hundred pounds which had

been recovered from the wreck of his fortune.

This sum was placed as a deposit in a joint-

stock bank of the highest possible character.

Eight days ago, Mr. Yatman and his lodger,

Mr. Jay, held a conversation on the subject

of the commercial difficulties which are ham-

pering trade in all directions at the present

time. Mr. Jay (who lives by supplying the

newspapers with short paragraphs relating to

accidents, offences, and brief records of re-

markable occurrences in general—who is, in

short, what they call a penny-a-liner) told his

landlord that he had been in the city that day

and heard unfavorable rumours on the subject
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of the joint-stock banks. The rumours to

which he alluded had already reached the

ears of Mr. Yatman from other quarters ; and

the confirmation of them by his lodger had

such an effect on his mind—predisposed as

it was to alarm by the experience of his

former losses—that he resolved to go at once

to the bank and withdraw his deposit. It

was then getting on toward the end of the

afternoon ; and he arrived just in time to re-

ceive his money before the bank closed.

He received the deposit in bank notes of the

following amounts :—one fifty-pound note, three

twenty-pound notes, six ten-pound notes, and

six five-pound notes. His object in drawing

the money in this form was to have it ready to

lay out immediately in trifling loans, on good

security, among the small tradespeople of his

district, some ofwhom are sorely pressed for the

very means of existence at the present time.

Investments of this kind seemed to Mr. Yatman
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to be the most safe and the most profitable on

which he could now venture.

He brought the money back in an envelope

placed in his breast-pocket; and asked his

shopman, on getting home, to look for a small

flat tin cash-box, which had not been used for

years, and which, as Mr. Yatman remembered

it, was exactly of the right size to hold the

bank notes. For some time the cash-box was

searched for in vain. Mr. Yatman called to

his wife to know if she had any idea where it

was. The question was overheard by the

servant-of-all-work, who was taking up the tea-

tray at the time, and by Mr. Jay, who was com-

ing down stairs on his way out to the theatre.

Ultimately the cash-box was found by the

shopman. Mr. Yatman placed the bank-notes

in it, secured them by a padlock, and put the

box in his coat-pocket. It stuck out of the

coat-pocket a very little, but enough to be

seen. Mr. Yatman remained at home, up
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stairs, all that evening. No visitors called.

At eleven o'clock he went to bed, and put the

cash-box under his pillow.

When he and his wife woke the next morn-

ing, the box was gone. Payment of the notes

was immediately stopped at the bank of Eng-

land ; but no news of the money has been

heard of since that time.

So far, the circumstances of the case are

perfectly clear. They point unmistakably to

the conclusion that the robbery must have

been committed by some person living in the

house. Suspicion falls, therefore, upon the

servant-of-all-work, upon the shopman, and

upon Mr. Jay. The two first knew that the

cash-box was being inquired for by their

master, but did not know what it was he

wanted to put into it. They would assume,

of course, that it was money. They both

had opportunities (the servant, when she took

away the tea—and the shopman, when he
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came, after shutting up, to give the keys of

the till to his master) of seeing the cash-hox

in Mr. Yatmaifs pocket, and of inferring

naturally, from its position there, that he in-

tended to take it into his bedroom with him

at night.

Mr. Jay, on the other hand, had been told,

during the afternoon's conversation on the

subject of joint-stock banks, that his landlord

had a deposit of two hundred pounds in one

of them. He also knew that Mr. Yatman left

him with the intention of drawing that money

out ; and he heard the inquiry for the cash-

box, afterwards, when he was coming down

stairs. He must, therefore, have inferred

that the money was in the house, and that the

cash-box was the receptacle intended to con-

tain it. That he could have had any idea,

however, of the place in which Mr. Yatman

intended to keep it for the night, is impossible,

seeing that he went out before the box was
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found, and did not return till his landlord was

in bed. Consequently, if he committed the

robbery, he must have gone into the bedroom

purely on speculation.

Speaking of the bedroom reminds me of the

necessity of noticing the situation of it in the

house, and the means that exist of gaining

easy access to it at any hour of the night.

The room in question is the back-room on

the first-floor. In consequence of Mrs. Yat-

man's constitutional nervousness on the sub-

ject of fire, which makes her apprehend being

burnt alive in her room, in case of accident,

by the hampering of the lock if the key is

turned in it, her husband has never been

accustomed to lock the bedroom door. Both

he and his wife are, by their own admission,

heavy sleepers. Consequently the risk to be

run by any evil-disposed persons wishing to

plunder the bedroom, was of the most trifling

kind. They could enter the room by merely
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turning the handle of the door ; and if they

moved with ordinary caution, there was no

fear of their waking the sleepers inside. This

fact is of importance. It strengthens our

conviction that the money must have been

taken by one of the inmates of the house,

because it tends to show that the robbery, in

this case, might have been committed by

persons not possessed of the superior vigi-

lance and cunning of the experienced thief.

Such are the circumstances, as they were

related to Sergeant Bulmer, when he was first

called in to discover the guilty parties, and,

if possible, to recover the lost bank notes.

The strictest inquiry which he could institute

failed of producing the smallest fragment of

evidence against any of the persons on whom

suspicion naturally fell. Their language and

behaviour, on being informed of the robbery,

was perfectly consistent with the language and

behaviour of innocent people. Sergeant Bui-
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mer felt from the first that this was a case for

private inquiry and secret observation. He

began by recommending Mr. and Mrs. Tat-

man to affect a feeling of perfect confidence

in the innocence of the persons living under

their roof; and he then opened the campaign

by employing himself in following the goings

and comings, and in discovering the friends,

the habits, and the secrets of the maid-of-

all-work.

Three days and nights of exertion on his

own part, and on that of others who were

competent to assist his investigations, were

enough to satisfy him that there was no sound

cause for suspicion against the girl.

He next practised the same precaution in

relation to the shopman. There was more

difficulty and uncertainty in privately clearing

up this person's character without his know-

ledge, but the obstacles were at last smoothed

away with tolerable success ; and though
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there is not the same amount of certainty, in

this case, which there was in the case of the

girl, there is still fair reason for supposing

that the shopman has had nothing to do with

the robbery of the cash-box.

As a necessary consequence of these pro-

ceedings, the range of suspicion now becomes

limited to the lodger, Mr. Jay.

When I presented your letter of introduc-

tion to Sergeant Bulmer, he had already made

some inquiries on the subject of this young

man. The result, so far, has not been at all

favourable. Mr. Jay's habits are irregular

;

he frequents public houses, and seems to be

familiarly acquainted with a great many dis-

solute characters ; he is in debt to most of the

tradespeople whom he employs; he has not

paid his rent to Mr. Yatman for the last

month; yesterday evening he came home

excited by liquor, and last week he was seen

talking to a prize-fighter. In short, though
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Mr. Jay does call himself a journalist, in

virtue of his penny-a-line contributions to the

newspapers, he is a young man of low tastes,

vulgar manners, and bad habits. Nothing

has yet been discovered, in relation to him,

which redounds to his credit in the smallest

degree.

I have now reported, down to the very last

details, all the particulars communicated to

me by Sergeant Bulmer. I believe you will

not find an omission anywhere ; and I think

you will admit, though you are prejudiced

against me, that a clearer statement of facts

was never laid before you than the statement

I have now made. My next duty is to tell

you what I propose to do, now that the case

is confided to my hands.

In the first place, it is clearly my business

to take up the case at the point where Ser-

geant Bulmer has left it. On his authority, I

am justified in assuming that I have no need
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to trouble myself about the maid-of-all-work

and the shopman. Their characters are now

to be considered as cleared up. What remains

to be privately investigated is the question of

the guilt or innocence of Mr. Jay. Before we

give up the notes for lost, we must make sure,

if we can, that he knows nothing about them.

This is the plan that I have adopted, with

the full approval of Mr. and Mrs. Yatman,

for discovering whether Mr. Jay is or is not

the person who has stolen the cash-box :

—

I propose, to-day, to present myself at the

house in the character of a young man who is

looking for lodgings. The back room on the

second-floor will be shown to me as the room

to let ; and I shall establish myself there to-

night, as a person from the country who has

come to London to look for a situation in a

respectable shop or office.

By this means I shall be living next to the

room occupied by Mr. Jay. The partition
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between us is mere lath and plaster. I shall

make a small hole in it, near the cornice,

through which I can see what Mr. Jay does

in his room, and hear every word that is said

when any friend happens to call on him.

Whenever he is at home, I shall be at my

post of observation. Whenever he goes out,

I shall be after him. By employing these

means of watching him, I believe I may look

forward to the discovery of his secret—if he

knows anything about the lost bank notes—as

to a dead certainty.

What you may think of my plan of obser-

vation I cannot undertake to say. It appears

to me to unite the invaluable merits of bold-

ness and simplicity. Fortified by this con-

viction, I close the present communication

with feelings of the most sanguine description

in regard to the future, and remain your

obedient servant,

Matthew Sharpin.
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FROM THE SAME TO THE SAME.

7tli July.

Sir,

As you have not honoured me with any an-

swer to my last communication, I assume

that, in spite of your prejudices against me,

it has produced the favourable impression on

your mind which I ventured to anticipate.

Gratified and encouraged beyond measure by

the token of approval which your eloquent

silence conveys to me, I proceed to report the

progress that has been made in the course of

the last twenty-four hours.

I am now comfortably established next door

to Mr. Jay ; and I am delighted to say that

I have two holes in the partition, instead of

one. My natural sense of humour has led me

into, the pardonable extravagance of giving

them both appropriate names. One I call

my Peep-hole, and the other my Pipe -hole.

The name of the first explains itself; the
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name of the second refers to a small tin pipe,

or tube, inserted in the hole, and twisted so

that the mouth of it comes close to my ear,

while I am standing at my post of observation.

Thus, while I am looking at Mr. Jay through

my Peep-hole, I can hear every word that may

be spoken in his room through my Pipe-hole.

Perfect candour—a virtue which I have

possessed from my childhood—compels me to

acknowledge, before I go any further, that

the ingenious notion of adding a Pipe-hole to

my proposed Peep-hole originated with Mrs.

Yatman. This lady—a most intelligent and

accomplished person, simple, and yet distin-

guished, in her manners—has entered into all

my little plans with an enthusiasm and intelli-

gence which I cannot too highly praise.

Mr. Yatman is so cast down by his loss, that

he is quite incapable of affording me any as-

sistance. Mrs. Yatman, who is evidently

most tenderly attached to him, feels her hus-

VOL. II. S
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band's sad condition of mind even more

acutely than she feels the loss of the money
;

and is mainly stimulated to exertion by her de-

sire to assist in raising him from the miserable

state ofprostration into which he has now fallen.

" The money, Mr. Sharpin," she said to

me yesterday evening, with tears in her eyes,

" the money may be regained by rigid eco-

nomy and strict attention to business. It is

my husband's wretched state of mind that

makes me so anxious for the discovery of the

thief. I may be wrong, but I felt hopeful of

success as soon as you entered the house; and

I believe that, if the wretch who has robbed

us is to be found, you are the man to discover

him." I accepted this gratifying compliment

in the spirit in which it was offered—firmly be-

lieving that I shall be found, sooner or later,

to have thoroughly deserved it.

Let me now return to business—that is to

say, to my Peep-hole and my Pipe-hole.
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I have enjoyed some hours of calm obser-

vation of Mr. Jay. Though rarely at home,

as I understand from Mrs. Yatman, on ordi-

nary occasions, he has been in-doors the whole

of this day. That is suspicious, to begin with.

I have to report, further, that he rose at a

late hour this morning (always a bad sign in

a young man), and that he lost a great deal

of time, after he was up, in yawning and com-

plaining to himself of headache. Like other

debauched characters, he ate little or nothing

for breakfast. His next proceeding was to

smoke a pipe—a dirty clay pipe, which a

gentleman would have been ashamed to put

between his hps. When he had done smoking,

he took out pen, ink, and paper, and sat

down to write with a groan—whether of re-

morse for having taken the bank notes, or of

disgust at the task before him, I am unable

to say. After writing a few lines (too far

away from my Peep-hole to give me a chance

s 2
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of reading over his shoulder), he leaned back in

his chair, and amused himself by humming the

tunes of popular songs. I recognised ^^ My

Mary Anne," Bobbin' around," and " Old Dog

Tray," among other melodies. Whether these

do or do not represent secret signals by which

he communicates with his accomplices remains

to be seen. After he had amused himself for

some time by humming, he got up and began

to walk about the room, occasionally stopping

to add a sentence to the paper on his desk.

Before long he went to a locked cupboard and

opened it. I strained my eyes eagerly, in ex-

pectation of making a discovery. I saw him

take something carefully out of the cupboard

—he turned round—and it was only a pint

bottle of brandy ! Having drunk some of

the liquor, this extremely indolent reprobate

lay down on his bed again, and in five

minutes was fast asleep.

After hearing him snoring for at least two
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hours, I was recalled to my Peep-hole by a

knock at his door. He jumped up and opened

it with suspicious activity.

A very small boy, with a very dirty face,

walked in, said, " Please, sir, they're waiting

for you," sat down on a chair, with his legs a

long way from the ground, and instantly fell

asleep ! Mr. Jay swore an oath, tied a wet

towel round his head, and, going back to

his paper, began to cover it with writing as

fast as his fingers could move the pen. Occa-

sionally getting up to dip the towel in water

and tie it on again, he continued at this em-

ployment for nearly three hours ; then folded

up the leaves of writing, woke the boy, and

gave them to him, with this remarkable ex-

pression :
— ^* Now, then, young sleepy-head,

quick march ! If you see the governor, tell

him to have the money ready for me when I

call for it." The boy grinned, and disap-

peared. I was sorely tempted to follow
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" sleepy head/' but, on reflection, considered

it safest still to keep my eye on the proceed-

ings of Mr. Jay. '

In half an hour's time, he put on his hat

and walked out. Of course, I put on my hat

and walked out also. As I went down stairs,

I passed Mrs. Yatman going up. The lady

has been kind enough to undertake, by pre-

vious arrangement between us, to search Mr.

Jay's room, while he is out of the way, and

while I am necessarily engaged in the pleasing

duty of following him wherever he goes. On

the occasion to which I now refer, he walked

straight to the nearest tavern, and ordered a

couple of mutton chops for his dinner. I placed

myself in the next box to him, and ordered a

couple of mutton chops for my dinner. Before

I had been in the room a minute, a young

man of highly suspicious manners and appear-

ance, sitting at a table opposite, took his glass

of porter in his hand and joined Mr. Jny. I
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pretended to be reading the newspaper, and

listened, as in duty bound, with all my

might.

" Jack has been here inquiring after you,"

says the young man.

" Did he leave any message ? " asks Mr. Jay.

" Yes," says the other. " He told me, if I

met with you, to say that he wished very par-

ticularly to see you to-night ; and that he

would give you a look in, at Rutherford Street,

at seven o'clock.*'

''All right," says Mr. Jay. '* Til get

back in time to see him."

Upon this, the suspicious-looking young

man finished his porter, and saying that he

was rather in a hurry, took leave of his friend

(perhaps I should not be wrong if I said his

accomplice) and left the room.

At twenty-five minutes and a half past six

— in these serious cases it is important to be

particular about time—Mr. Jay finished his
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chops and paid his bill. At twenty-six min-

utes and three-quarters, I finished my chops

and paid mine. In ten minutes more I was in-

side the house in Kutherford Street, and was

received by Mrs. Yatman in the passage.

That charming woman's face exhibited an ex-

pression of melancholy and disappointment

which it quite grieved me to see.

*^I am afraid. Ma'am," says I, ''that you

have not hit on any little criminating dis-

covery in the lodger's room ?
"

She shook her head and sighed. It was a

soft, languid, fluttering sigh—and, upon my life,

it quite upset me. For the moment I forgot

business, and burned with envy ofMr. Yatman.

"Don't despair. Ma'am," I said, with an

insinuating mildness which seemed to touch

her. " I have heard a mysterious conversa-

tion—I know of a guilty appointment—and

I expect great things from my Peep-hole

and my Pipe-hole to-night. Pray, don't be
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alarmed, but I think we are on the brink of a

discovery."

Here my enthusiastic devotion to business

got the better of my tender feelings. I

looked—winked—nodded—left her.

When I got back to my observatory, I

found Mr. Jay digesting his mutton-chops in

an arm-chair, with his pipe in his mouth. On

his table were two tumblers, a jug of water,

and the pint-bottle of brandy. It was then

close upon seven o'clock. As the hour struck,

the person described as " Jack " walked in.

He looked agitated—I am happy to say

he looked violently agitated. The cheerful

glow of anticipated success diffused itself (to

use a strong expression) all over me, from

head to foot. With breathless interest I

looked through my Peep-hole, and saw the

visitor— the '^ Jack " of this delightful case

—

sit down, facing me, at the opposite side of the

table to Mr. Jay. Making allowance for the
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difference in expression which their counte-

nances just now happened to exhibit, these

two abandoned villains were so much alike in

other respects as to lead at once to the con-

clusion that they were brothers. Jack was

the cleaner man and the better dressed of the

two. I admit that, at the outset. It is,

perhaps, one of my failings to push justice
*

and impartiality to their utmost limits. I am

no Pharisee ; and where Vice has its redeem-

ing point, I say, let Vice have its due—yes, yes,

by all manner of means, let Vice have its due.

" What'sthe matter now, Jack?" says Mr. Jay.

" Can't you see it in my face ? " says Jack.

" My dear fellow, delays are dangerous. Let

us have done with suspense, and risk it the

day after to-morrow."

" So soon as that ? " cries Mr. Jay, looking

very much astonished. '^ Well, I'm ready, if

you are. But, I say, Jack, is Somebody Else

ready, too ? Are you quite sure of that ?
"
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He smiled, as he spoke—a frightful smile

—and laid a very strong emphasis on those

two words, " Somebody Else." There is evi-

dently a third ruffian, a nameless desperado,

concerned in the business.

" Meet us to-morrow," says Jack, " and

judge for yourself. Be in the Regent's Park

at eleven in the morning, and look out for us

at the turning that leads to the Avenue

Road."

" ril be there," says Mr. Jay. '^ Have a

drop of brandy and water ? What are you

getting up for ? You're not going already ?
"

" Yes, I am," says Jack. '^ The fact is, I'm

so excited and agitated that I can't sit still

anywhere for five minutes together. Ridi-

culous as it may appear to you, I'm in a per-

petual state of nervous flutter. I can't, for

the life of me, help fearing that we shall be

found out. I fancy that every man who looks

twice at me in the street is a spy "
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At those words, I thought my legs would

have given way under me. Nothing but

strength of mind kept me at my Peep-hole

—nothing else, I give you my word of honour.

'^ Stuff and nonsense !
" cries Mr. Jay, with

all the effrontery of a veteran in crime.

" We have kept the secret up to this time,

and we will manage cleverly to the end.

Have a drop of brandy and water, and you

will feel as certain about it as I do."

Jack steadily refused the brandy and water,

and steadily persisted in taking his leave.

'^ I must try if I can't walk it off," he said.

*' Remember to - morrow morning— eleven

o'clock. Avenue Road side of the Regent's

Park.

With those words he went out. His hard-

ened relative laughed desperately, and resumed

the dirty clay pipe.

I sat down on the side of my bed, actually

quivering with excitement.
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It is clear to me that no attempt has jet

been made to change the stolen bank notes
;

and I may add that Sergeant Bulmer was of

that opinion also, when he left the case in my

hands. What is the natural conclusion to

draw from the conversation which I have just

set down? Evidently, that the confederates

meet to-morrow to take their respective shares

in .the stolen money, and to decide on the

safest means of getting the notes changed

the day after. Mr. Jay is, beyond a doubt,

the leading criminal in this business, and he

will probably run the chief risk—that of

changing the fifty-pound note. I shall, there-

fore, still make it my business to follow him

—

attending at the Regent's Park to-morrow, and

doing my best to hear what is said there. If

another appointment is made for the day after,

I shall, of course, go to it. In the mean-

time, I shall want the immediate assistance of

two competent persons (supposing the rascals
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separate after their meeting) to follow the

two minor criminals. It is only fair to add,

that, if the rogues all retire together, I shall

probably keep my subordinates in reserve.

Being naturally ambitious, I desire, if pos-

sible, to have the whole credit of discovering

this robbery to myself.

8th July.

I have to acknowledge, with thanks, the

speedy arrival of my two subordinates—men

of very average abilities, I am afraid ; but,

fortunately, I shall always be on the spot to

direct them.

My first business this morning was, neces-

sarily, to prevent possible mistakes by account-

ing to Mr. and Mrs. Yatman for the presence

of two strangers on the scene. Mr. Yatman

(between ourselves, a poor, feeble man) only

shook his head and groaned. Mrs. Yatman

(that superior woman) favoured me with a

charming look of intelligence.
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*^ Ob, Mr. Sliarpin!" she said, '*Iam so

sorry to see those two men ! Your sending

for their assistance looks as if you were be-

ginning to be doubtful of success."

I privately winked at her (she is very good

in allowing me to do so without taking

offence), and told her, in my facetious way,

that she laboured under a slight mistake.

"It is because I am sure of success, Ma'am,

that I send for them. I am determined to

recover the money, not for my own sake only,

but for Mr. Yatman's sake—and for yours."

I laid a considerable amount of stress on

those last three words. She said, " Oh, Mr.

Sharpin !
" again—and blushed of a heavenly

red—and looked down at her work. I could

go to the world's end with that woman, if Mr.

Yatman would only die.

I sent off the two subordinates to wait,

until I wanted them, at the Avenue Koad

gate of the Regent's Park. Half an hour
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afterwards I was following the same direction

myself, at the heels of Mr. Jay.

The two confederates were punctual to the

appointed time, I blush to record it, but it

is nevertheless necessary to state, that the

third rogue—the nameless desperado of my

report, or, if you prefer it, the mysterious

" Somebody Else " of the conversation be-

tween the two brothers—is—a woman ! and,

what is worse, a young woman ! and, what is

more lamentable still, a nice-looking woman

!

I have long resisted a growing conviction,

that, wherever there is mischief in this world,

an individual of the fair sex is inevitably

certain to be mixed up in it. After the ex-

perience of this morning, I can struggle against

that sad conclusion no longer. I give up the

sex—excepting Mrs. Yatman, 1 give up the

sex.

The man named ^* Jack " offered the

woman his arm. Mr. Jay placed himself on
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the other side of her. The three then walked

away slowly among the trees. I followed

them at a respectful distance. My two sub-

ordinates, at a respectful distance also, fol-

lowed me.

It was, I deeply regret to say, impossible

to get near enough to them to overhear their

conversation, without running too great a

risk of being discovered. I could only infer

from their gestures and actions that they

were all three talking with extraordinary

earnestness on some subject which deeply

interested them. After having been engaged

in this way a full quarter of an hour, they

suddenly turned round to retrace their steps.

My presence of mind did not forsake me in

this emergency. I signed to the two subor-

dinates to walk on carelessly and pass them,

while I myself slipped dexterously behind

a tree. As they came by me, I heard

" Jack " address these yords to Mr. Jay :

—

VOL. II. T
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"Let US say half-past ten to-morrow

morning. And mind you come in a cab.

We had better not risk taking one in this

neighbourhood."

Mr. Jay made some brief reply, which I

could not overhear. They walked back to

the place at which they had met, shaking

hands there with an audacious cordiality

which it quite sickened me to see. They

then separated. I followed Mr. Jay. My

subordinates paid the same delicate attention

to the other two.

Instead of taking me back to Kutherford

Street, Mr. Jay led me to the Strand. He

stopped at a dingy, disreputable-looking

house, which, according to the inscription

over the door, was a newspaper office, but

which, in my judgment, had all the external

appearance of a place devoted to the recep-

tion of stolen goods.

After remaining inside for a few minutes.
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he came out, whistling, with his finger and

thumb in his waistcoat pocket. Some men

would now have arrested him on the spot. I

remembered the necessity of catching the

two confederates, and the importance of not

interfering with the appointment that had

been made for the next morning. Such

coolness as this, under trying circumstances,

is rarely to be found, I should imagine, in

a young beginner, whose reputation as a

detective policeman is still to make.

From the house of suspicious appearance,

Mr. Jay betook himself to a cigar-divan, and

read the magazines over a cheroot. I

sat at a table near him, and read the

magazines likewise over a cheroot. From

the divan he strolled to the tavern and had

his chops. I strolled to the tavern and had

my chops. When he had done, he went back

to his lodging. When I had done, I went

back to mine. He was overcome with drow-

T 2
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siness early in the evening, and went to bed.

As soon as I heard him snoring, I was over-

come with drowsiness, and went to bed also.

Early in the morning my two subordinates

came to make their report.

They had seen the man named " Jack

"

leave the woman at the gate of an apparently

respectable villa-residence, not far from the

Regent's Park. Left to himself, he took a

turning to the right, which led to a sort of

suburban street, principally inhabited by

shopkeepers. He stopped at the private

door of one of the houses, and let himself in

with his own key—looking about him as he

opened the door, and staring suspiciously at

my men as they lounged along on the oppo-

site side of the way. These were all the

particulars which the subordinates had to

communicate. I kept them in my room to

attend on me, if needful, and mounted to my

Peep-hole to have a look at Mr. Jay.
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He was occupied in dressing himself, and

was taking extraordinary pains to destroy all

traces of the natural slovenliness of his

appearance. This was precisely what I ex-

pected. A vagabond like Mr. Jay knows the

importance of giving himself a respectable

look when he is going to run the risk of

changing a stolen bank note. At five minutes

past ten o'clock he had given the last brush

to his shabby hat and the last scouring with

bread-crumb to his dirty gloves. At ten

minutes past ten he was in the street, on his

way to the nearest cab-stand, and I and my

subordinates were close on his heels.

He took a cab, and we took a cab. I had

not overheard them appoint a place of meet-

ing, when following them in the Park on the

previous day ; but I soon found that we were

proceeding in the old direction of the Avenue

Road gate. The cab in which Mr. Jay was

riding turned into the Park slowly. We
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stopped outside, to avoid exciting suspicion.

I got out to follow the cab on foot. Just as

I did so, I saw it stop, and detected the two

confederates approaching it from among the

trees. They got in, and the cab was turned

about directly. I ran back to my own cab,

and told the driver to let them pass him, and

then to follow as before.

The man obeyed my directions, but so

clumsily as to excite their suspicions. We

had been driving after them about three

minutes (returning along the road by which

we had advanced) when I looked out of the

window to see how far they might be ahead of

us. As I did this, I saw two hats popped

out of the windows of their cab, and two

faces looking back at me. I sank into my

place in a cold sweat;—the expression is

coarse, but no other form of words can

describe my condition at that trying moment.

" We are found out !
" I said, faintly to
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my two subordinates. They stared at me in

astonishment. My feelings changed instantly

from the depth of despair to the height of

indignation.

'^ It is the cabman^s fault. Get out, one of

you/' I said, with dignity—^^get out, and

punch his head."

Instead of following my directions (I

should wish this act of disobedience to be

reported at head-quarters) they both looked

out of the window. Before I could pull them

back, they both sat down again. Before I could

express my just indignation, they both grinned,

and said to me, *^ Please to look out, sir !

"

I did look out. Their cab had stopped.

Where ?

At a church door

!

What effect this discovery might have had

upon the ordinary run of men, I don't know.

Being of a strong religious turn myself, it

filled me with horror. I have often read
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of the unprincipled cunning of criminal

persons ; but I never before heard of three

thieves attempting to double on their pur-

suers by entering a church ! The sacrilegious

audacity of that proceeding is, I should

think, unparalleled in the annals of crime.

I checked my grinning subordinates by a

frown. It was easy to see what was passing

in their superficial minds. If I had not been

able to look below the surface, I might, on

observing two nicely dressed men and one

nicely dressed woman enter a church before

eleven in the morning on a week day, have

come to the same hasty conclusion at which

my inferiors had evidently arrived. As it

was, appearances had no power to impose on

me. I got out, and, followed by one of my

men, entered the church. The other man I

sent round to watch the vestry door. You

may catch a weasel asleep—but not your

humble servant, Matthew, Sharpin!
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We stole up the gallery stairs, diverged to

the organ loft, and peered through the

curtains in front. There they were, all

three, sitting in a pew below—yes, incredible

as it may appear, sitting in a pew below !

Before I could determine what to do, a

clergyman made his appearance in full canon-

icals, from the vestry door, followed by a

clerk. My brain whirled, and my eyesight

grew dim. Dark remembrances of robberies

committed in vestries floated through my

mind. I trembled for the excellent man in

full canonicals—I even trembled for the

clerk.

The clergyman placed himself inside the

altar rails. The three desperadoes ap-

proached him. He opened his book, and

began to read. What ?—you will ask.

I answer, without the slightest hesitation,

the first lines of the Marriage Service.

My subordinate had the audacity to look at
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me, and then to stuff his pocket-handkerchief

into his mouth. I scorned to pay any atten-

tion to him. After I had discovered that the

man ^^ Jack " was the bridegroom, and that

the man Jay acted the part of father, and

gave away the bride, I left the church, fol-

lowed by my men, and joined the other

subordinate outside the vestry door. Some

people in my position would now have felt

rather crestfallen, and would have begun to

think that they had made a very foolish

mistake. Not the faintest misgiving of any

kind troubled me. I did not feel in the

slightest degree depreciated in my own esti-

mation. And even now, after a lapse of

three hours, my mind remains, I am happy to

say, in the same calm and hopeful condition.

As soon as I and my subordinates were

assembled together outside the church, I in-

timated my intention of still following the

other cab, in spite of what had occurred. My
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reason for deciding on this course will appear

presently. The two subordinates appeared to

be astonished at my resolution. One of them

had the impertinence to say to me :

—

" If you please, sir, who is it that we are

after? A man who has stolen money, or a

man who has stolen a wife ?
"

The other low person encouraged him by

laughing. Both have deserved an official

reprimand; and both, I sincerely trust, will

be sure to get it.

When the marriage ceremony was over,

the three got into their cab ; and once more

our vehicle (neatly hidden round the corner of

the church, so that they could not suspect it

to be near them) started to follow theirs.

We traced them to the terminus of the

South-Western Railway. The newly married

couple took tickets for Richmond—paying

their fare with a half sovereign, and so de-

priving me of the pleasure of arresting them.
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which I should certainly have done, if they

had offered a bank note. They parted from

Mr. Jay, saying, "Kemember the address,

—

14, Babylon Terrace. You dine with us to-

morrow week." Mr. Jay accepted the invi-

tation, and added, jocosely, that he was going

home at once to get off his clean clothes,

and to be comfortable and dirty again for the

rest of the day. 1 have to report that I saw

him home safely, and that be is comfortable

and dirty again (to use his own disgraceful

language) at the present moment.

Here the affair rests, having by this time

reached what I may call its first stage.

I know very well what persons of hasty

judgment will be inclined to say of my pro-

ceedings thus far. They will assert that I

have been deceiving myself all through, in

the most absurd way ; they will declare that

the suspicious conversations which I have

reported referred solely to the difficulties and
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dangers of successfully carrying out a run-

away match ; and they will appeal to the

scene in the church, as offering undeniable

proof of the correctness of their assertions.

So let it be. I dispute nothing up to this

point. But I ask a question, out of the

depths of my own sagacity as a man of the

world, which the bitterest of my enemies will

not, I think, find it particularly easy to

answer.

Granted the fact of the marriage, what

proof does it afford me of the innocence of

the three persons concerned in that clandes-

tine transaction? It gives me none. On

the contrary, it strengthens my suspicions

against Mr. Jay and his confederates,

because it suggests a distinct motive for

their stealing the money. A gentleman who

is going to spend his honeymoon at Rich-

mond wants money ; and a gentleman who is

in debt to all his tradespeople wants money.
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Is this an unjustifiable imputation of bad

motives ? In the name of outraged Morality,

I deny it. These men have combined to-

gether, and have stolen a woman. Why

should they not combine together, and steal

a cash-box ? I take my stand on the logic of

rigid Yirtue ; and I defy all the sophistry of

Vice to move me an inch out of my

position.

Speaking of virtue, I may add that I have

put this view of the case to Mr. and Mrs.

Yatman. That accomplished and charming

woman found it difficult, at first, to follow the

close chain of my reasoning. I am free to

confess that she shook her head, and shed

tears, and joined her husband in premature

lamentation over the loss of the two hundred

pounds. But a little careful explanation on

my part, and a little attentive listening on

hers, ultimately changed her opinion. She

now agrees with me, that there is nothing in
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this unexpected circumstance of the clandes-

tine marriage which absolutely tends to divert

suspicion from Mr. Jay, or Mr. "Jack," or

the runaway lady. *^ Audacious hussy " was

the term my fair friend used in speaking of

her, but let that pass. It is more to the pur-

pose to record that Mrs. Yatman has not lost

confidence in me, and that Mr. Yatman promises

to follow her example and do his best to look

hopefully for future results.

I have now, in the new turn that circumstances

have taken, to await advice from your office.

I pause for fresh orders with all the compo-

sure of a man who has got two strings to his

bow. When I traced the three confederates

from the church door to the railway terminus,

I had two motives for doing so. First, I fol-

lowed them as a matter of official business,

believing them still to have been guilty of the

robbery. Secondly, I followed them as

matter of private speculation, with a viewf
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discovering the place of refuge to which the

runaway couple intended to retreat, and of

making my information a marketable commo-

dity to offer to the young lady's family and

friends. Thus, whatever happens, I may con-

gratulate myself beforehand on not having

wasted my time. If the office approves of my

conduct, I have my plan ready for further

proceedings. If the office blames me, I shall

take myself off, with my marketable informa-

tion, to the genteel villa-residence in the neigh-

bourhood of the Regent's Park. Any way,

the affair puts money into my pocket, and does

credit to my penetration as an uncommonly

sharp man.

I have only one word more to add, and it

is this :—If any individual ventures to assert

that Mr. Jay and his confederates are innocent

of all share in the stealing of the cash-box, I,

Vin return, defy that individual—though he

may even be Chief Inspector Theakstone him-
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self—to tell me who has committed the robbery

at Rutherford Street, Soho.

Strong in that conviction,

I have the honour to be,

Your very obedient servant,

Matthew Sharpin.

from chief inspector theakstone to sergeant

BULMER.

Birmingham, July 9th.

Sergeant Bulmer,

That empty-headed puppy, Mr. Matthew

Sharpin, has made a mess of the case at

Rutherford Street, exactly as I expected he

would. Business keeps me in this town ; so I

write to you to set the matter straight. I

enclose, with this, the pages of feeble scribble-

scrabble which the creature, Sharpin, calls a

report. Look them over ; and when you

have made your way through all the gabble, I ^
think you will agree with me that the con-

VOL. II. U
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ceited booby has looked for the thief in every

direction but the right one. You can lay

your hand on the guilty person in five minutes,

now. Settle the case at once ; forward your

report to me at this place ; and tell Mr. Sharpin

that he is suspended till further notice.

Yours,

Francis Theakstone.

FROM sergeant BULMER TO CHIEF INSPECTOR

theakstone.

London, July 10th.

Inspector Theakstone,

Your letter and enclosure came safe to

hand. Wise men, they say, may always learn

something, even from a fool. By the time I

had got through Sharpin's maundering report

of his own folly, I saw my way clear enough

to the end of the Rutherford Street case, just

as you thought I should. In half an hour's

time I was at the house. The first person I

saw there was Mr. Sharpin himself.
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" Have you come to help me ? " says he.

"Not exactly," says I. " I've come to tell

you that you are suspended till further

notice."

" Very good," says he, not taken down, by

so much as a single peg, in his own estimation.

" I thought you would be jealous of me. It's

very natural ; and I don't blame you. Walk

in, pray, and make yourself at home. I'm off

to do a little detective business on my own

account, in the neighbourhood of the Regent's

Park. Ta-ta, sergeant, ta-ta !

"

With those words he took himself out of

the way—which was exactly what I wanted

him to do.

As soon as the maid- servant had shut the

door, I told her to inform her master that I

wanted to say a word to him in private. She

showed me into the parlour behind the shop
;

and there was Mr. Yatman, all alone, reading

the newspaper.

U 2
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^^ About this matter of the robbery, sir,"

says I.

He cut me short, peevishly enough—being

naturally a poor, weak, womanish sort of man.

" Yes, yes, I know," says he. " You have

come to tell me that your wonderfully clever

man, who has bored holes in my second-floor

partition, has made a mistake, and is off the

scent of the scoundrel who has stolen my

money."

" Yes, sir," says I. " That is one of the

things I came to tell you. But I have got

something else to say, besides that."

"Can you tell me who the thief is ? " says

he, more pettish than ever.

"Yes, sir," says I, "I think I can."

He put down the newspaper, and began to

look rather anxious and frightened.

" Not my shopman ? " says he. " I hope,

for the man's own sake, it's not my shopman."

" Guess again, sir," says I.
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" That idle slut, the maid? " says he.

" She is idle, sir,'' says I, " and she is also

a slut ; my first inquiries about her proved as

much as that. But she's not the thief."

" Then, in the name of heaven, who is ?
"

says he.

" Will you please to prepare yourself for a

very disagreeable surprise, sir ? " says I.

" And in case you lose your temper, will you

excuse my remarking that I am the stronger

man of the two, and that, if you allow your-

self to lay hands on me, I may unintentionally

hurt you, in pure self-defence ?
"

He turned as pale as ashes, and pushed his

chair two or three feet away from me.

" You have asked me to tell you, sir, who

has taken your money," I went on. "If you

insist on my giving you an answer
—

"

" I do insist," he said, faintly. " Who has

taken it ?
"

" Your wife has taken it," I said, very
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quietly, and very positively at the same

time.

He jumped out of the chair as if I had

put a knife into him, and struck his fist on

the table, so heavily that the wood cracked

again.

" Steady, sir," says I. ^^ Flying into a

passion won't help you to the truth."

" It's a lie !
" says he, with another smack

of his fist on the table
—" a base, vile, infa-

mous lie ! How dare you—

"

He stopped, and fell back into the chair

again, looked about him in a bewildered way,

and ended by bursting out crying.

*^When your better sense comes back to

you, sir," says I, ^^ I am sure you will be

gentleman enough to make an apology for the

language you have just used. In the mean-

time, please to listen, if you can, to a word of

explanation. Mr. Sharpin has sent in a

report to our inspector, of the most irregular
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and ridiculous kind ; setting down, not only all

his own foolish doings and sayings, but the

doings and sayings of Mrs. Yatman as well.

In most cases, such a document would have

been fit only for the waste-paper basket ; but,

in this particular case, it so happens that Mr.

Sharpin's budget of nonsense leads to a certain

conclusion which the simpleton of a writer has

been quite innocent of suspecting from the

beginning to the end. Of that conclusion I

am so sure, that I will forfeit my place, if it

does not turn out that Mrs. Yatman has been

practising upon the folly and conceit of this

young man, and that she has tried to shield

herself from discovery by purposely encourag-

ing him to suspect the wrong persons. I tell

you that confidently ; and I will even go fur-

ther. I will undertake to give a decided

opinion as to why Mrs. Yatman took the

money, and what she has done with it, or

with a part of it. Nobody can look at that
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lady, sir, without being struck by the great

taste and beauty of her dress

—

^'

As I said those last words, the poor man

seemed to find his powers of speech again.

He cut me short directly, as haughtily as if

he had been a duke instead of a stationer.

" Try some other means of justifying your

vile calumny against my wife," says he. " Her

milliner's bill, for the past year, is on my file

of receipted accounts at this moment."

" Excuse me, sir," says I, ^^but that proves

nothing. Milliners, I must tell you, have a

certain rascally custom which comes within

the daily experience of our office. A married

lady who wishes it can keep two accounts at

her dressmaker's ;—one is the account which

her husband sees and pays ; the other is the

private account, which contains all the extra-

vagant items, and which the wife pays secretly,

by instalments, whenever she can. According

to our usual experience, these instalments are
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mostly squeezed out of the housekeeping

money. In your case, I suspect no instalments

have been paid
;
proceedings have been threat-

ened; Mrs. Yatman, knowing your altered

circumstances, has felt herself driven into a

corner ; and she has paid her private account

out of your cash-box."

'*I won't believe it," says he. "Every

word you speak is an abominable insult to me

and to my wife."

" Are you man enough, sir," says I, taking

him up short, in order to save time and words,

''to get that receipted bill you spoke of just

now off the file, and come with me at once

to the milliner's shop where Mrs. Yatman

deals?"

He turned red in the face at that, got the

bill directly, and put on his hat. I took out

of my pocket-book the list containing the

numbers of the lost notes, and we left the

house together immediately.
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Arrived at the milliner's (one of the ex-

pensive West-end houses, as I expected), I

asked for a private interview, on important

business, with the mistress of the concern. It

was not the first time that she and I had met

over the same delicate investigation. The

moment she set eyes on me, she sent for her

husband. I mentioned who Mr. Yatman was,

and what we wanted.

^' This is strictly private ? " inquires the hus-

band. I nodded my head.

^' And confidential ? " says the wife. I

nodded again.

^' Do you see any objection, dear, to oblig-

ing the sergeant with a sight of the books?
"

says the husband.

''None in the world, love, if you approve

of it," says the wife.

All this while poor Mr. Yatman sat looking

the picture of astonishment and distress, quite

out of place at our polite conference. The
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books were brought—and one mmute*s look

at the pages in which Mrs. Yatman's name

figured was enough, and more than enough, to

prove the truth of every word that I had

spoken.

There, in one book, was the husband's ac-

count, which Mr. Yatman had settled. And

there, in the other, was the private account,

crossed off also ; the date of settlement being

the very day after the loss of the cash-box.

This said private account amounted to the

sum of a hundred and seventy-five pounds,

odd shillings ; and it extended over a period

of three years. Not a single instalment had

been paid on it. Under the last line was an

entry to this effect :
^' Written to for the third

time, June 23rd." I pointed to it, and asked

the milliner if that meant '' last June." Yes,

it did mean last June ; and she now deeply

regretted to say that it had been accompanied

by a threat of legal proceedings.
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** I thought you gave good customers more

than three years' credit ? " says I.

The milliner looks at Mr. Yatman, and

whispers to me—" Not when a lady's husband

gets into difficulties."

She pointed to the account as she spoke.

The entries after the time when Mr. Yatman's

circumstances became involved were just as

extravagant, for a person in his wife's situation,

as the entries for the year before that period.

If the lady had economized in other things, she

had certainly not economized in the matter of

dress.

There was nothing left now but to examine

the cash-book, for form's sake. The money

had been paid in notes, the amounts and num-

bers of which exactly tallied with the figures

set down in my list.

After that, I thought it best to get Mr.

Yatman out of the house immediately. He

was in such a pitiable condition, that I called
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a cab and accompanied him home in it. At

first he cried and raved like a child ; but I

soon quieted him—and I must add, to his

credit, that he made me a most handsome

apology for his language, as the cab drew up

at his house-door. In return, I tried to give

him some advice about how to set matters

right, for the future, with his wife. He paid

very little attention to me, and went upstairs

muttering to himself about a separation.

Whether Mrs. Yatman will come cleverly out

of the scrape or not seems doubtful. I should

say, myself, that she will go into screeching

hysterics, and so frighten the poor man into

forgiving her. But this is no business of ours.

So far as we are concerned, the case is now at

an end ; and the present report may come to a

conclusion along with it.

I remain, accordingly, yours to command,

Thomas Bulmer.

P.S.—I have to add, that, on leaving
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Kutherford Street, I met Mr. Matthew Sharpin

coming to pack up his things.

" Only think !
" says he, rubbing his hands

in great spirits, *^ I've been to the genteel

villa-residence ; and the moment I mentioned

my business, they kicked me out directly.

There were two witnesses of the assault ; and

it's worth a hundred pounds to me, if it's worth

a farthing."

" I wish you joy of your luck," says I.

" Thank you," says he. " When may I pay

you the same compliment on finding the thief?"

^* Whenever you like," says I, ^^for the

thief is found."

^^ Just what I expected," says he. " I've

done all the work ; and now you cut in, and

claim all the credit—Mr. Jay, of course ?
"

" No," says I.

" Who is it then ? " says he.

" Ask Mrs. Yatman," says I. " She's wait-

ing to tell you."
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" All right ! I'd much rather hear it from

that charming woman than from you/' says

he, and goes into the house in a mighty

hurry.

What do you think of that, Inspector

Theakstone ? Would you like to stand in Mr.

Sharpin's shoes? I shouldn't, I can promise

you!

FROM CHIEF INSPECTOR THEAKSTONE TO MR.

MATTHEW SHARPIN.

July 12th.

Sir,

Sergeant Bulmer has already told you to

consider yourself suspended until further notice

I have now authority to add, that your services

as a member of the Detective Police are posi-

tively declined. You will please to take this

letter as notifying officially your dismissal from

the force.

I may inform you, privately, that your re-

jection is not intended to cast any reflections
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on your character. It merely implies that

you are not quite sharp enough for our pur-

pose. If we are to have a new recruit among

us, we should infinitely prefer Mrs. Yatraan.

Your obedient servant,

Francis Theakstone.

NOTE ON THE PRECEDING CORRESPONDENCE, ADDED BY

MR. THEAKSTONE.

The Inspector is not in a position to append any expla-

nations of importance to the last of the letters. It has

been discovered that Mr. Matthew Sharpin left the house

in Rutherford Street five minutes after his interview

outside of it with Sergeant Bulmer—his manner expressing

the Mveliest emotions of terror and astonishment, and his

left cheek displaying a bright patch of red, which looked as

if it might have been the result of what is popularly termed

a smart box on the ear. He was also heard, by the shopman

at Rutherford Street, to use a very shocking expression in

reference to Mrs. Yatman ; and was seen to clench his fist

vindictively, as he ran round the corner of the street. Noth-

ing more has been heard of him ; and it is conjectured

that he has left London with the intention of offering his

valuable services to the provincial pohce.

On the interesting domestic subject of Mr. and Mrs.

Yatman still less is known. It has, however, been positively

ascertained that the medical attendant of the family was

sent for in a great hurry on the day when Mr. Yatman

returned from the milliner's shop. The neighbouring

chemist received, soon afterwards, a prescription of a sooth-
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ing nature to make up for Mrs. Yatman. The day after,

Mr. Yatman purcliased some smelling-salts at the shop, and

afterwards appeared at the circulating library to ask for a

novel, descriptive of high life, that would amuse an invalid

lady. It has been inferred from these circumstances that he

has not thought it desirable to carry out his threat of separ-

ating himself from his wife—at least in the present (pre-

sumed) condition of that lady's sensitive nervous system.

VOL. II.
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THE SEVENTH DAY.

Fine enough for our guest to go out again.

Long, feathery lines of white cloud are wav-

ing upward in the sky—a sign of coming wind.

There was a steamer telegraphed, yesterday,

from the West Indies. When the next vessel

is announced from abroad, will it be George's

ship?

I don't know how my brothers feel to-day

;

but the sudden cessation of my own literary

labours has left me still in bad spirits. I

tried to occupy my mind by reading; but my

attention wandered. I went out into the gar-

den ; but it looked dreary—the autumn flowers
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were few and far between—the lawn was

soaked and sodden with yesterday's rain. I

wandered into Owen's room. He had returned

to his painting, but was not working, as it

struck me, with his customary assiduity and

his customary sense of enjoyment.

We had a long talk together about George

and Jessie and the future. Owen urged

me to risk speaking of my son in her pre-

sence once more, on the chance of making

her betray herself on a second occasion, and I

determined to take his advice. But she was
«

in such high spirits, when she came home to

dinner on this Seventh Day, and seemed so

incapable, for the time being, of either feeling

or speaking seriously, that I thought it wiser

to wait, till her variable mood altered again

with the next wet day.

The number drawn this evening was Eight

—being the number of the story which it had

cost Owen so much labour to write. lie

X 2
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looked a little fluttered and anxious as he

opened the manuscript. This was the first

occasion on which his ability as a narrator

was to be brought to the test ; and I saw him

glance nervously at Jessie's attentive face.

'^ I need not trouble you with much in the

way of preface," he said. " This is the story

of a very remarkable event in the life of one

of my brother clergymen. He and I became

acquainted through being associated with each

other in the management of a Missionary

Society. 1 saw him for the last time in Lon-

don, when he was about to leave his country

and his friends for ever ; and was then in-

formed of the circumstanceswhich have afforded

the material for this narrative."
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BROTHER OWEN'S STORY

OF

THE PARSON'S SCRUPLE.

CHAPTER I.

If you had been in the far West of England

about thirteen years since, and if you had hap-

pened to take up one of the Cornish news-

papers on a certain day of the month, which

need not be specially mentioned, you would

have seen this notice of a marriage at the top

of a column :
—

On the third instant, at the parish church, the Reverend

Alfred Carling, Rector of Penliddy, to Emily Harriet,

relict of the late Fergus Duncan, Esq., of Glendarn, N.B.
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The rector's marriage did not produce a

very favourable impression in the town, solely

in consequence of the unaccountably private

and unpretending manner in which the cere-

mony had been performed. The middle-aged

bride and bridegroom had walked quietly to

church one morning ; had been married by the

curate, before anyone was aware of it ; and

had embarked immediately afterwards in the

steamer for Tenby, where they proposed to

pass their honeymoon. The bride being a

stranger at Penliddy, all inquiries about her

previous history were fruitless ; and the

townspeople had no alternative but to trust

to their own investigations for enlightenment

when the rector and his wife came home to

settle among their friends.

After six weeks' absence, Mr. and Mrs.

Carling returned ; and the simple story of

the rector's courtship and marriage was

gathered together irr fragments, by inquisitive
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friends, from his own lips, and from the lips of

his wife.

Mr. Carling and Mrs. Duncan had met at

Torquay. The rector, who had exchanged

houses and duties for the season with a hrother

clergyman settled at Torquay, had called on

Mrs. Duncan in his clerical capacity, and had

come away from the interview deeply im-

pressed and interested by the widow's manners

and conversation. The visits were repeated

;

the acquaintance grew into friendship, and the

friendship into love—ardent, devoted love on

both sides.

Middle-aged man though he was, this was

Mr. Carling's first attachment ; and it was met

by the same freshness of feeling on the lady's

part. Her life with her first husband had

not been a happy one. She had made the

fatal mistake of marrying to please her parents

rather than herself, and had repented it ever

afterwards. On her husband's death, his
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family had not behaved well to her ; and she

had passed her widowhood, with her only

child, a daughter, in the retirement of a small

Scotch town, many miles away from the home

of her married life. After a time, the little

girl's health had begun to fail, and, by the

doctor s advice, she had migrated southward

to the mild climate of Torquay. The change

had proved to be of no avail ; and, rather

more than a year since, the child had died. The

place where her darling was buried was a sacred

place to her, and she had remained a resident

at Torquay. Her position in the world was

now a lonely one. She was herself an only

child ; her father and mother were both dead

;

and, excepting cousins, her one near relation

left alive was a maternal uncle living in Lon-

don.

These particulars were all related, simply

and unaffectedly, before Mr. Carling ventured

on the confession of his attachment. When
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he made his proposal of marriage, Mrs. Duncan

received it with an excess of agitation which

astonished and almost alarmed the inexperi-

enced clergyman. As soon as she could

speak, she begged, with extraordinary earnest-

ness and anxiety, for a week to consider her

answer ; and requested Mr. Carling not to visit

her again, on any account, until the week had

expired.

The next morning she and her maid

departed for London. They did not return

until the week for consideration had expired.

On the eighth day Mr. Carling called again,

and was accepted.

The proposal to make the marriage as

private as possible came from the lady. She

had been to London to consult her uncle

(whose health, she regretted to say, would

not allow him to travel to Cornwall to give

his niece away at the altar) ; and he agreed

with Mrs. Duncan that the wedding could not
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be too private and unpretending. If it was

made public, the family of her first husband

would expect cards to be sent to them, and a

renewal of intercourse, which would be painful

on both sides, might be the consequence.

Other friends in Scotland, again, would resent

her marrying a second time, at her age ; and

would distress her and annoyher future husband

in many ways. She was anxious to break al-

together with her past existence, and to begin

a new and happier life, untrammelled by any

connection with former times and troubles.

She urged these points, as she had received

the offer of marriage, with an agitation which

was almost painful to see. This peculiarity in

her conduct, however, which might have

irritated some men, and rendered others dis-

trustful, had no unfavourable effect on Mr.

Carling. He set it down to an excess of

sensitiveness and delicacy which charmed him.

He was himself—though he never would con-
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fess it— a shy, nervous man by nature.

Ostentation of any sort was something which

he shrank from instinctively, even in the

simplest affairs of daily life ; and his future

wife's proposal to avoid all the usual ceremony

and publicity of a wedding, was therefore

more than agreeable to him—it was a posi-

tive relief.

The courtship was kept secret at Torquay,

and the marriage was celebrated privately at

Penliddy. It found its way into the local

newspapers as a matter of course ; but it was

not, as usual in such cases, also advertised in

the Times. Both husband and wife were

equally happy in the enjoyment of their new

life, and equally unsocial in taking no measures

whatever to publish it to others.

Such was the story of the rector's mar-

riage. Socially, Mr. Carling's position was

but little affected, either way, by the change

in his life. As a bachelor, his circle of friends
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had been a small one ; and, when he married,

he made no attempt to enlarge it. He had

never been popular with the inhabitants of

his parish generally. Essentially a weak

man, he was, like other weak men, only

capable of asserting himself positively, in

serious matters, by running into extremes.

As a consequence of this moral defect, he

presented some singular anomalies in cha-

racter. In the ordinary affairs of life, he was

the gentlest and most yielding of men ; but

in all that related to strictness of religious

principle, he was the sternest and the most

aggressive of fanatics. In the pulpit, he was

a preacher of merciless sermons ; an interpret-

er of the Bible, by the letter rather than by

the spirit, as pitiless and gloomy as one of

the Puritans of old—while, on the other

hand, by his own fireside, he was considerate,

forbearing, and humble almost to a fault. As

a necessary result of this singular inconsis-
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tency of character, he was feared, and some-

times even disliked, by the members of his

congregation, who only knew him as their

pastor ; and he was prized and loved by the

small circle of friends who also knew him as

a man.

Those friends gathered round him more

closely and more affectionately than ever

after his marriage—not on his own account

only, but influenced also by the attrac-

tions that they found in the society of his

wife. Her refinement and gentleness of

manner; her extraordinary accomplishments

as a musician ; her unvarying sweetness of

temper, and her quick, winning, womanly

intelligence in conversation charmed every

one who approached her. She was quoted

as a model wife and woman by all her hus-

band's friends ; and she amply deserved the

character that they gave her. Although no

children came to cheer it, a happier and a
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more admirable married life has seldom been

witnessed in this world than the life which

was once to be seen in the rectory-house at

Penliddy.

With these necessary explanations, that

preliminary part of my narrative of which

the events may be massed together generally,

for brevity's sake, comes to a close. What I

have next to tell is of a deeper and a more

serious interest, and must be carefully re-

lated in detail.

The rector and his wife had lived together,

without, as I honestly believe, a harsh word

or an unkind look once passing between them,

for upwards of two years, when Mr. Carling

took his first step towards the fatal future

that was awaiting him, by devoting his leisure

hours to the apparently simple and harmless

occupation of writing a pamphlet.

He had been connected for many years

with one of our great Missionary Societies,
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and had taken as active a part as a country

clergyman could in the management of its

affairs. At the period of which I speak,

certain influential members of the Society

had proposed a plan for greatly extending

the sphere of its operations, trusting to a

proportionate increase in the annual sub-

scriptions to defray the additional expenses

of the new movement. The question was not

now brought forward for the first time. It

had been agitated eight years previously, and

the settlement of it had been at that time

deferred to a future opportunity. The re-

vival of the project, as usual in such cases,

split the working members of the Society

into two parties ; one party cautiously object-

ing to run any risks; the other hopefully

declaring that the venture was a safe one,

and that success was sure to attend it. Mr.

Carling sided enthusiastically with the mem-

bers who espoused this latter side of the ques-
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tion ; and the object of his pamphlet was to

address the subscribers to the Society on the

subject, and so to interest them in it as to win

their charitable support, on a larger scale than

usual, to the new project.

He had worked hard at his pamphlet, and

had got more than half way through it, when

he found himself brought to a standstill for

want of certain facts which had been produced

on the discussion of the question eight

years since, and which were necessary to the

full and fair statement of his case.

At first he thought of writing to the secre-

tary of the Society for information ; but, re-

membering that he had not held his office more

than two years, he had thought it little likely

that this gentleman would be able to help

him, and looked back to his own Diary of the

period, to see if he had made any notes in it

relating to the original discussion of the

affair. He found a note referring, in general
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terms only, to the matter in hand ; but allud-

ing, at the end, to a report in the Times

of the proceedings of a deputation from the

Society, which had waited on a member of

the Government of that day, and to certain

letters to the Editor which had followed the

publication of the report. The note described

these letters as '^ very important ;
" and Mr.

Carling felt, as he put his Diary away again,

that the successful conclusion of his pamphlet

now depended on his being able to get access

to the back numbers of the Times of eight

years since.

It was winter time when he was thus

stopped in his work ; and the prospect of a

journey to London (the only place he knew

of at which files of the paper were to be

found) did not present many attractions.

And yet he could see no other and easier

means of effecting his object. After con-

sidering for a little while, and arriving at no
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positive conclusion, he left the study, and

went into the drawing-room to consult his wife.

He found her working industriously by

the blazing fire. She looked so happy and

comfortable—so gentle and charming in her

pretty little lace cap, and her warm brown

morning dress, with its bright cherry-coloured

ribbons, and its delicate swansdown trimming

circling round her neck and nestling over her

bosom, that he stooped and kissed her with

the tenderness of his bridegroom days before

he spoke. When he told her of the cause

that had suspended his literary occupation,

she listened, with the sensation of the kiss

still lingering in her downcast eyes and her

smiling lips, until he came to the subject

of his Diary, and its reference to the news-

paper

As he mentioned the name of the Times,

she altered and looked him straight in the face

gravely.
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"Can you suggest any plan, love," he

went on, " which may save me the neces-

sity of a journey to London at this bleak

time of the year ? I must positively have

this information ; and, so far as I can see,

London is the only place at which I can hope

to meet with a file of the Times.
^^

" A file of the Times f " she repeated.

'*Yes; of eight years since," he said.

The instant the words passed his lips, he

saw her face overspread by a ghastly pale-

ness ; her eyes fixed on him with a strange

mixture of rigidity and vacancy in their

look ; her hands, with her work held tight

in them, dropped slowly on her lap ; and

a shiver ran through her from head to

foot.

He sprang to his feet, and snatched the

smelling-salts from her work-table, thinking

she was going to faint. She put the bottle

from her, when he offered it, with a hand

Y 2
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that thrilled him with the deadly coldness of

its touch, and said, in a whisper

—

** A sudden chill, dear—let me go upstairs

and lie down."

He took her to her room. As he laid her

down on the bed, she caught his hand, and

said, entreatingly :

—

"You won't go to London, darling, and

leave me here ill ?
"

He promised that nothing should separate

him from her until she was well again ; and

then ran downstairs to send for the doctor.

The doctor came, and pronounced that Mrs.

Carling was only suffering from a nervous

attack ; that there was not the least reason

to be alarmed ; and that, with proper care, she

would be well again in a few days.

Both husband and wife had a dinner engage-

ment in the town for that evening. Mr. Car-

ling proposed to write an apology, and to

remain with his wife. But she would not
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hear of his abandoning the party on her ac-

count. The doctor also recommended that

his patient should be left to her maid's care,

to fall asleep under the influence of the

quieting medicine which he meant to give

her. Yielding to this advice, Mr. Carling

did his best to suppress his own anxieties,

and went to the dinner-party.
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CHAPTER II.

Among the guests whom the rector met, was a

gentleman named Rambert—a single man, of

large fortune, well-known in the neighbour-

hood of Penliddy as the owner of a noble

country-seat and the possessor of a magnifi-

cent library.

Mr. Rambert (with whom Mr. Carling

was well acquainted) greeted him at the

dinner-party with friendly expressions of re-

gret at the time that had elapsed since they

had last seen each other ; and mentioned

that he had recently been adding to his col-

lection of books some rare old volumes of

theology, which he thought the rector might
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find it useful to look over. Mr. Carling,

with the uecessitj of finishing his pamphlet

uppermost in his mind, replied, jestingly,

that the species of literature which he was

just then most interested in examining hap-

pened to be precisely of the sort which (ex-

cepting novels, perhaps) had least affinity

to theological writing. The necessary expla-

nation followed this avowal, as a matter of

course; and to Mr. Carling's great delight,

his friend turned on him gaily with the most

surprising and satisfactory of answers :

—

" You don't know half the resources of my

miles of bookshelves," he said, ^' or you would

never have thought of going to London for

what you can get from me. A whole side of

one of my rooms upstairs is devoted to

periodical literature. I have reviews, maga-

zines, and three weekly newspapers, bound,

in each case, from the first number ; and

what is just now more to your purpose, I
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have the Times, for the last fifteen years,

in huge half-yearly volumes. Give me the

date to-night, and you shall have the volume

you want by two o'clock to-morrow after-

noon."

The necessary information was given at once;

and, with a great sense of relief, so far as his

literary anxieties were concerned, Mr. Carling

went home early to see what the quieting med-

icine had done for his wife.

She had dozed a little ; but had not slept.

However, she was evidently better ; for she

was able to take an interest in the sayings

and doings at the dinner party ; and ques-

tioned her husband about the guests and

the conversation, with all a woman's curiosity

about the minutest matters. She lay with

her face turned towards him, and her eyes

meeting his, until the course of her inquiries

drew an answer from him, which informed

her of his fortunate discovery in relation to
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Mr. Eambert's library, and of the prospect

it afforded of his resuming his labours the

next day.

When he mentioned this circumstance, she

suddenly turned her head on the pillow, so

that her face was hidden from him ; and he

could see through the counterpane that the

shivering, which he had observed when her

illness had seized her in the morning, had re-

turned again.

^' I am only cold," she said, in a hurried

way, with her face under the clothes.

He rang for the maid, and had a fresh

covering placed on the bed. Observing that

she seemed unwilling to be disturbed, he did

not remove the clothes from her face when he

wished her good night ; but pressed his lips

on her head, and patted it gently with his

hand. She shrank at the touch as if it hurt

her, light as it was ; and he went down-

stairs, resolved to send for the doctor again
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if she did not get to rest on being left

quiet. In less than half-an-hour afterwards,

the maid came down, and relieved his

anxiety by reporting that her mistress was

asleep.

The next morning, he found her in better

spirits. Her eyes, she said, felt too weak to

bear the light ; so she kept the bedroom dark-

ened. But in other respects, she had little

to complain of

After answering her husband's first inquiries,

she questioned him about his plans for the

day. He had letters to write which would

occupy him until twelve o'clock. At two

o'clock he expected the volume of the Times

to arrive ; and he should then devote the

rest of the afternoon to his work. After

hearing what his plans were, Mrs. Carling

suggested that he should ride out after he

had done his letters, so as to get some ex-

ercise at the fine part of the day ; and she
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then reminded him that a longer time than

usual had elapsed since he had been to see

a certain old pensioner of his, who had

nursed him as a child, and who was now

bed-ridden, in a village at some distance,

called Tringweighton. Although the rector

saw no immediate necessity for making this

charitable visit, the more especially as the

ride to the village and back, and the inter-

mediate time devoted to gossip, would occupy

at least two hours and a half, he assented to

his wife's proposal, perceiving that she urged

it with unusual earnestness, and being unwil-

ling to thwart her, even in a trifle, at a time

when she was ill.

Accordingly his horse was at the door at

twelve precisely. Impatient to get back to

the precious volume of the Times, he rode so

much faster than usual, and so shortened his

visit to the old woman, that he was home

again by a quarter past two. Ascertaining
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from the servant who opened the door, that

the volume had been left by Mr. Eambert's

messenger punctually at two, he ran up to

bis wife's room to tell her about his visit,

before he secluded himself for the rest of the

afternoon over his work.

On entering the bedroom, he found it still

darkened ; and he was struck by a smell of

burnt paper in it.

His wife (who was now dressed in her

wrapper and lying on the sofa) accounted

for the smell by telling him that she had

fancied the room felt close, and that she had

burnt some paper—being afraid of the cold

air if she opened the window—to fumigate

it. Her eyes were evidently still weak, for

she kept her hand over them while she spoke.

After remaining with her long enough to re-

late the few trivial events of his ride, Mr.

Carling descended to his study to occupy

himself at last with the volume of the Times.
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It lay on his table, in the shape of a large

flat brown paper package. On proceeding to

undo the covering, he observed that it had

been very carelessly tied up. The strings

were crooked and loosely knotted; and the

direction bearing his name and address, in-

stead of being in the middle of the paper, was

awkwardly folded over at the edge of the

volume. However his business was with the

inside of the parcel ; so he tossed away the

covering and the string, and began at once to

hunt through the volume for the particular

number of the paper which he wished first to

consult.

He soon found it, with the report of the

speeches delivered by the members of the de-

putation, and the answer returned by the min-

ister. After reading through the report, and

putting a mark in the place where it occurred,

he turned to the next day's number of the

paper, to see what further hints on the subject
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the letters addressed to the Editor might

happen to contain.

To his inexpressible vexation and amaze-

ment, that one number of the paper was miss-

ing.

He bent the two sides of the volume back
;

looked closely between the leaves, and saw

immediately that the missing number had been

cut out.

A vague sense of something like alarm be-

gan to mingle with his first feeling of disap-

pointment. He wrote at once to Mr. Ram-

bert, mentioning the discovery he had just

made, and sent the note off by his groom, with

orders to the man to wait for an answer.

The reply with which the servant returned

was almost insolent in the shortness and cool-

ness of its tone. Mr. Eambert had no books

in his library which were not in perfect condi-

tion. The volume of the Times had left his

house perfect ; and whatever blame might at-
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tach to the mutilation of it rested therefore

on other shoulders than those of the owner.

Like many other weak men, Mr. Carling

was secretly touchy on the subject of his dig-

nity. After reading the note, and questioning

his servants, who were certain that the

volume had not been touched till he had open-

ed it, he resolved that the missing number of

the Times should be procured at any expense

and inserted in its place ; that the volume

should be sent back instantly without a word

of comment ; and that no more books from

Mr. Rambert's library should enter his house.

He walked up and down the study, con-

sidering what first step he should take to ef-

fect the purpose in view. Under the quicken-

ing influence of his irritation, an idea occurred

to him, which, if it had only entered his mind

the day before, might probably have proved

the means of saving him from placing himself

under an obligation to Mr. Rambert. He
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resolved to write immediately to his booksel-

ler and publisher iu London (who knew him

well as an old and excellent customer), men-

tioning the date of the back number of the

Times that was required, and authorising the

publisher to offer any reward he judged neces-

sary to any person who might have the means

of procuring it, at the office of the paper, or

elsewhere. This letter he wrote and despatch-

ed in good time for the London post ; and

then went up-stairs to see his wife and to tell

her what had happened.

Her room was still darkened, and she was

still on the sofa. On the subject of the miss-

ing number she said nothing; but of Mr.

Eambert and his note, she spoke with the

most sovereign contempt. Of course the

pompous old foul was mistaken ; and the pro-

per thing to do was to send back the volume

instantlv, and take no more notice of him.

" It shall be sent back/' said Mr. Carling,
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" but not till the missing number is replaced."

And he then told her what he had done.

The effect of that simple piece of informa-

tion on Mrs. Carling was so extraordinary

and so unaccountable, that her husband fairly-

stood aghast. For the first time since their

marriage, he saw her temper suddenly in a

flame. She started up from the sofa, and walked

about the room, as if she had lost her senses

;

upbraiding him for making the weakest of

concessions to Mr. Eambert's insolent assump-

tion that the rector was to blame. If she

could only have laid hands on that letter, she

would have consulted her husband's dignity and

independence by putting it in the fire ! She

hoped and prayed the number of the paper

might not be found ! In fact, it was certain

that the number, after all these years, could

not possibly be hunted up. The idea of his

acknowledging himself to be in the wrong, in

that way, when he knew himself to be in the
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right ! It was almost ridiculous—no, it was

quite ridiculous ! And she threw herself back

on the sofa, and suddenly burst out laughing.

At the first word of remonstrance which

fell from her husband's lips, her mood changed

again, in an instant. She sprang up once

more, kissed him passionately, with the tears

streaming from her eyes, and implored him to

leave her alone to recover herself. He quit-

ted the room so seriously alarmed about her,

that he resolved to go to the doctor privately,

and question him on the spot. There was an

unspeakable dread in his mind, that the nervous

attack from which she had been pronounced to

be sufiering might be a mere phrase intended

to prepare him for the future disclosure of

something infinitely and indescribably worse.

The doctor, on hearing Mr. Carling's report,

exhibited no surprise, and held to his opinion.

Her nervous system was out of order, and her

husband had been needlessly frightened by an
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hysterical paroxysm. If she did not get bet-

ter in a week, change of scene might then be

tried. In the meantime, there was not the

least cause for alarm.

On the next day she was quieter, but she

hardly spoke at all. At night she slept well

;

and Mr. Carling's faith in the medical man

revived again.

The morning after was the morning which

would bring the answer from the publisher in

London. The rector's study was on the ground

floor; and when be heard the postman's

knock, being especially anxious that morning

about his correspondence, he went out into

the hall to receive his letters the moment

they were put on the table.

It was not the footman who had answered

the door, as usual, but Mrs. Carling's maid.

She had taken the letters from the postman,

and she was going away with them upstairs.

He stopped her, and asked her why she did

z2
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not put the letters on the hall table as usual.

The maid, looking very much confused, said

that her mistress had desired that whatever

the postman had brought that morning should

be carried up to her room. He took the letters

abruptly from the girl, without asking any

more questions, and went back into his study.

Up to this time, no shadow of a suspicion

had fallen on his mind. Hitherto, there had

been a simple obvious explanation for every

unusual event that had occurred during the

last three or four days. But this last circum-

stance in connection with the letters was not

to be accounted for. Nevertheless, even now,

it was not distrust of his wife that was busy

in his mind—he was too fond of her and too

proud of her to feel it—the sensation was

more like uneasy siu"prise. He longed to go

and question her, and get a satisfactory answer

and have done with it. But there was a voice

speaking within him that had never made it-
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self heard before; a voice with a persistent

warning in it, that said—Wait : and look at

your letters first

!

He spread them out on the table, with hands

that trembled he knew not why. Among

them was the back number of the Times for

which he had written to London, with a letter

from the publisher explaining the means by

which the copy had been procured.

He opened the newspaper, with a vague

feeling of alarm at finding that those letters to

the Editor which he had been so eager to read,

and that perfecting of the mutilated volume

which he had been so anxious to accomplish, had

become objects of secondary importance in his

mind. An inexplicable curiosity about the

general contents of the paper was now the one

moving influence which asserted itself within

him. He spread open the broad sheet on

the table.

The first page on which his eye fell, was
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the page on the right-hand side. It contained

those very letters—three in number—which

he had once been so anxious to see. He tried

to read them ; but no effort could fix his wan-

dering attention. He looked aside, to the op-

posite page, on the left hand. It was the page

that contained the leading articles.

They were three in number. The first was

on foreign politics ; the second was a sarcas-

tic commentary on a recent division in the

House of Lords ; the third was one of those

articles on social subjects which have greatly

and honourably helped to raise the reputation

of the Times above all contest and all rivalry.

The lines of this third article which first

caught his eye, comprised the opening sentence

of the second paragraph, and contained these

words :

—

It appears, from the narrative which will be found in an-

other part of our columns, that this unfortunate woman

married, in the spring of the year 18— , one Mr. Fergus

Duncan, of Glendarn, in the Highlands of Scotland ....
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The letters swam and mingled together un-

der his eyes, before he could go on to the

next sentence. His wife exhibited as an ob-

ject for public compassion in the Times news-

paper ! On the brink of the dreadful discov-

ery that was advancing on him, his mind

reeled back ; and a deadly faintness came

over him. There was water on a side table

—

he drank a deep draught of it—roused him

self—seized on the newspaper with both hands,

as if it had been a living thing that could feel

the desperate resolution of his grasp—and

read the article through, sentence by sentence,

word by word.

The subject was the Law of Divorce ; and

the example quoted was the example of his

wife.

At that time, England stood disgracefully

alone as the one civilized country in the world

having a divorce law for the husband which

was not also a divorce law for the wife. The
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writer in the Times boldly and eloquently ex-

posed this discreditable anomaly in the admin-

istration of justice ; hinted delicately at the

unutterable wrongs suffered by Mrs. Dun-

can ; and plainly showed that she was in-

debted to the accident of having been married

in Scotland, and to her consequent right of

appeal to the Scotch tribunals, for a full and

final release from the tie that bound her to the

vilest of husbands, which the English law

of that day would have mercilessly re-

fused.

He read that. Other men might have gone

on to the narrative extracted from the Scotch

newspaper. But at the last word of the article

he stopped.

The newspaper, and the unread details which

it contained, lost all hold on his attention in

an instant, and, in their stead, living and

burning on his mind, like the Letters of Doom

on the walls of Belshazzar, there rose up in
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judgment against him, the last words of a

verse in the Gospel of Saint Luke :

—

" Whosoever marrieth her that is put aivay

from her husband, coinmitteth adultery^

He had preached from these words: He

had warned his hearers, with the whole strength

of the fanatical sincerity that was in him, to

beware of prevaricating with the prohibition

which that verse contained, and to accept it

as literally, unreservedly, finally forbidding

the marriage of a divorced woman. He had

insisted on that plain interpretation of plain

words, in terms which had made his con-

gregation tremble. And now, he stood

alone in the secrecy of his own chamber, self-

convicted of the deadly sin which he had de-

nounced—he stood, as he had told the wicked

among his hearers that they would stand, at

the Last Day, before the Judgment Seat.

He was unconscious of the lapse of time ;

he never knew whether it was many minutes
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or few, before the door of his room was sud-

denly and softly opened. It did open—and

his wife came in.

In her white dress, with a white shawl

thrown over her shoulders ; her dark hair, so

neat and glossy at other times, hanging tan-

gled about her colourless cheeks, and heighten-

ing the glassy brightness of terror in her eyes

—so he saw her ; the woman put away from

her husband, the woman whose love had made

his life happy and had stained his soul with

a deadly sin.

She came on to within a few paces of him,

without a word or a tear, or a shadow of

change passing over the dreadful rigidity of

her face. She looked at him with a strange

look ; she pointed to the newspaper crumpled

in his hand, with a strange gesture ; she spoke

to him in a strange voice.

^* You know it !" she said.

His eyes met hers—she shrank from them

—
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turned—and laid her arms and her head

heavily against the wall.

'' Oh, Alfred," she said, ^' I was so lonely

in the world, and I was so fond of you !

"

The woman's delicacy, the woman's trem-

bling tenderness welled up from her heart, and

touched her voice with a tone of its old sweet-

ness, as she murmured those simple words.

She said no more. Her confession of her

fault, her appeal to their past love for pardon,

were both poured forth in that one sentence.

She left it to his own heart to tell him the

rest. How anxiously her vigilant love had fol-

lowed his every word, and treasured up his

every opinion, in the days when they first

met ; how weakly and falsely, and yet with

how true an affection for him, she had shrunk

from the disclosure which she knew but too

well would have separated them even at the

church door ; how desperately she had fought

against the coming discovery which threatened
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to tear her from the bosom she clung to, and

to cast her out into the world with the shadow

of her own shame to darken her life to the

end—all this she left him to feel; for the

moment which might part them for ever, was

the moment when she knew best how truly,

how passionately he had loved her.

His lips trembled as he stood looking at her

in silence; and the slow, burning tears dropped

heavily, one by one, down his cheeks. The

natural human remembrance of the golden

days of their companionship, of the nights and

nights when that dear head—turned away

from him, now, in unutterable misery and

shame—had nestled itself so fondly and so

happily on his breast, fought hard to silence

his conscience, to root out his dreadful sense

of guilt, to tear the words of Judgment from

their ruthless hold on his mind, to claim him

in the sweet names of Pity and of Love. If

she had turned and looked at him at that
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moment, their next words would have been

spoken in each other's arms. But the oppres-

sion of her despair, under his silence, was too

heavy for her, and she never moved.

He forced himself to look away from her
;

he struggled hard to break the silence between

them.

" God forgive you, Emily ! '' he said.

As her name passed his lips, his voice failed

him, and the torture at his heart burst its way

out in sobs. He hurried to the door, to spare

her the terrible reproof of the grief that had

now mastered him. When he passed her, she

turned towards him with a faint cry.

He caught her as she sank forward, and

saved her from dropping on the floor. For

the last time, his arms closed round her. For

the last time, his lips touched hers—cold and

insensible to him now. He laid her on the

sofa and went out.

One of the female servants was crossing the
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hall. The girl started as she met him, and

turned pale at the sight of his face. He could

not speak to her, but he pointed to the study-

door. He saw her go into the room; and then

left the house.

He never entered it more ; and he and his

wife never met again.

Later on that last day, a sister of Mr. Car-

ling's—a married woman living in the town

—

came to the rectory. She brought an open

note with her, addressed to the unhappy mis-

tress of the house. It contained these few

lines, blotted and stained with tears :
—

May God grant us botli the time for repentance ! If I

had loved you less, I might have trusted myself to see you

again. Forgive me, and pity me, and remember me

in your prayers, as I shall forgive, and pity, and remember

you.

He had tried to write more; but the pen had

dropped fi'om his hand. His sister's entreaties

had not moved him. After giving her the note
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to deliver, he had solemnly charged her to be

gentle in communicating the tidings that she

bore, and had departed alone for London.

He heard all remonstrances with patience.

He did not deny that the deception of which

his wife had been guilty, was the most pardon-

able of all concealments of the truth, because

it sprang from her love for him. But he had

the same hopeless answer for everyone who

tried to plead with him—the verse from the

Gospel of Saint Luke.

His purpose in travelling to London was to

make the necessary arrangements for his wife's

future existence, and then to get employment

which would separate him from his home and

from all its associations. A missionary expe-

dition to one of the Pacific Islands accepted

him as a volunteer. Broken in body and spirit,

his last look of England, from the deck of the

ship, was his last look at land. A fortnight

afterwards, his brethren read the burial ser-
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vice over him, on a calm cloudless evening at

sea. Before he was committed to the deep,

his little pocket Bible, which had been a pres-

ent from his wife, was, in accordance with his

dying wishes, placed open on his breast, so

that the inscription, " To my dear Husband,"

might rest over his heart.

His unhappy wife still lives. When the

farewell lines of her husband's writing reached

her, she was incapable of comprehending them.

The mental prostration which had followed the

parting scene was soon complicated by physi-

cal suffering—by fever on the brain. To the

surprise of all who attended her, she lived

through the shock, recovering with the com-

plete loss of one faculty, which, in her situation,

poor thing, was a mercy and a gain to her

—

the faculty of memory. From that time to

this, she has never had the slightest gleam of

recollection of anything that happened be-

fore her illness. In her happy oblivion, the
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veriest trifles are as new and as interesting to

her, as if she was beginning her existence

again. Under the tender care of the friends

who now protect her, she lives contentedly

the life of a child. When her last hour

comes, may she die with nothing on her

memory but the recollection of their kind-

ness!

VOL. II. A A
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THE EIGHTH DAY.

The wind that I saw in the sky yesterday

has come. It sweeps down our little valley

in angry howling gusts, and drives the heavy

showers before it in great sheets of spray.

There are some people who find a strangely

exciting effect produced on their spirits by the

noise, and rush, and tumult of the elements on a

stormy day. It has never been so with me, and

it is less so than ever now. I can hardly bear to

think of my son at sea in such a tempest as this.

While I can still get no news of his ship,

morbid fancies beset me, which I vainly try to

shake off. I see the trees through my window,

bending before the wind. Are the masts of the
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good ship bending like them at this moment ?

I hear the wash of the driving rain. Is he

hearing the thunder of the raging waves ? If

he had only come back last night !—it is vain

to dwell on it, but the thought will haunt me

—if he had only come back last night.

I tried to speak cautiously about him, again,

to Jessie, as Owen had advised me. But I

am so old and feeble, now, that this ill-omened

storm has upset me ; and I could not feel sure

enough of my own self-control to venture on

matching myself, to-day, against a light-hearted

lively girl, with all her wits about her. It is

so important that I should not betray George

—it would be so inexcusable on my part, if

his interests suffered, even accidentally, in my

hands.

This was a trying day for our guest. Her

few trifling indoor resources had, as I could

see, begun to lose their attractions for her at

last. If we were not now getting to the end

aa2
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of the stories, and to the end, therefore, of the

Ten Days also, our chance of keeping her much

longer at the Glen Tower would be a very-

poor one.

It was, I think, a great relief for us all to

be summoned together this evening for a de-

finite purpose. The wind had fallen a little

as it got on towards dusk. To hear it growing

graduallyfainter and fainter in the valley below,

added immeasurably to the comforting influ-

ence of the blazing fire and the cheerful lights

when the shutters were closed for the night.

The number drawn happened to be the last of

the series^-Ten—and the last also of the stories

which I had written. There were now but two

numbers left in the bowl. Owen and Morgan

had each one reading more to accomplish

before our guest's stay came to an end, and

the manuscripts in the Purple Volume were

all exhausted.

^^ This new story of mine," I said, " is not,
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like the story I last read, a narrative of ad-

ventures happening to myself, but of adven-

tures that happened to a lady of my acquaint-

ance. I was brought into contact, in the

first instance, with one of her male relatives,

and, in the second instance, with the lady her-

self, by certain professional circumstances

which I need not particularly describe. They

involved a dry question of wills and title-deeds,

in no way connected with this story, but suf-

ficiently important to interest me as a lawyer,

The case came to trial at the assizes on my

circuit ; and I won it in the face of some very

strong points, very well put on the other side.

I was in poor health at the time, and my ex-

ertions so completely knocked me up, that I

was confined to bed in my lodgings for a

week or more—

"

" And the grateful lady came and nursed

you, I suppose ? " said the Queen of Hearts,

in her smart ofi'-hand way.
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"The grateful lady did something much

more natural in her position, and much more

useful in mine/' I answered. " She sent her

servant to attend on me. He was an elderly-

man, who had been in her service since the

time of her first marriage ; and he was also

one ofthe most sensible and well-informed per-

sons whom I have ever met with in his station

of life. From hints which he dropped while he

was at my bedside, I discovered, for the first

time, that his mistress had been unfortunate

in her second marriage, and that the troubles

of that period of her life had ended in one of

the most singular events which had happened

in that part of England for many a long day

past. It is hardly necessary to say that, before

I allowed the man to enter into any par-

ticulars, I stipulated that he should obtain his

mistress's leave to communicate what he knew.

Having gained this, and having further sur-

prised me by mentioning that he had been him-
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self connected with all the circumstances, he

told me the whole story in the fullest detail.

I have now tried to reproduce it, as nearly as

I could in his own language. Imagine, there-

fore, that I am just languidly recovering in

bed, and that a respectable elderly man, in

quiet black costume, is sitting at my pillow,

and speaking to me in these terms :— '*

Thus ending my little preface, I opened the

manuscript and began my last story.

END OF VOL. II.
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